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Allá quedan para siempre, enterradas en la ardida planicie del litoral, mis 

mejores horas de mozalbete; mis últimas, libres correrías por el vasto 

territorio de los arenales; los días claros, abiertos, anchurosos de 

holgazaneo al buen tuntún…Allá el viejo Tiburcio con su ruda franqueza 

de manotazo y su hospitalidad ancha y fresca de terreno húmedo 

sembrado de yautía, verdolaga y cojitre. Allá el mar: viento afilado y 

salino, chaparrón gordo y refrescante, calmazo que pega las naves al 

agua como sobre papel de moscas…Ahora es el pueblo otra vez, más feo, 

más sucio, más desolado.  

 

Litoral, Luis Pales Matos 

 

 

¡No importa que sea una procesión, una conga, 

una comparsa, un desfile. 

La noche invade con su olor y todos quieren copular. 

El olor sabe arrancar las máscaras de la civilización, 

sabe que el hombre y la mujer se encontrarán sin falta en el 

 platanal. 

¡Musa paradisíaca, ampara a los amantes! 

 

“La isla en peso”, Virgílio Piñera
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Abstract 
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View of Literature and Oral Histories 

 

Mario Edgardo Mercado Diaz, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  César A. Salgado 

Co-Supervisor: Sofian Merabet 

 

Cuba y Puerto Rico have for long been considered sister islands, fighting together 

against the influences of the Spanish Empire and the United States. The decade of the 

1950s, however, proved to be the splitting point for both islands, sending them into very 

different trajectories of development. In their shared experience of Spanish colonization 

and USA interventions, how do San Juan and Havana residents perceive and use space 

today in their particular socio-political contexts and how does this affect the resident’s 

sense of citizenship? I closely engage with the different urban spaces using ethnographic 

data and photographs taken during my recent fieldwork, creative texts describing said 

spaces and case studies examining the formation of racial, gender and class identities.  

Focusing on a specific place on the Malecón, Havana’s iconic esplanade, I 

examine how practices of leisure, intimacy (e.g. erotic homosexual and heterosexual 

encounters), and self-expression challenge the revolutionary rhetoric of “sameness” (i.e. 

absence of race, class, crime or gender violence). As for San Juan, I dissect the layers of 

significance in public visual representation, as exemplified in the artwork painted over an 

abandoned house in Santurce, the site for queer, artistic and marginal expression. The 
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scene, two black women drinking on the porch, rescues a sense of citizenship lost to the 

class and racial polarization, fragmentation, and the “ruination” of San Juan.  

Finally, I argue that an archipelagic city, composed of the descriptions of specific 

places in different cities, has been created in the sea, a space of crossing, endurance and 

death, within these inter-capillary exchanges of people, cultures and habits. This 

archipelagic city, not spoken about directly but referenced semantically, aids in the 

construction of trans-national identities and perspectives, specific perceptions on time 

and space, and the production of media and cultural forms of expression. My goal is to tie 

together these narrative strands linking trans-oceanic places into an urban map surpassing 

its own geographical context. 
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Introduction: Distances and Proximities 

VIGÍA 

The sea is never-blue.  The maritime chromaticity fluxes with the sun and the 

moon: a rugose, golden film at dawn; a white caped, green canopy by midday; and a red 

veldt at dusk. The sea is never-still. “The vast blue plain”, they call it in the mountains, as 

if it were an immutable and unchanging substance. However, the shores are redrawn with 

each swell, closing off the river and wearing the dunes down to rock. The sea is never-

whole. Cays are overtaken taken in the dead of night, sinking like ships into forgotten 

depths. The waters turn and stir making it a chaotic place. I have never bathed in the 

same waters twice. Soy la Vigía. I am committed to this body of water. I was born, raised 

and made by the sea. By its salt, the stuff of time. By its winds, the margins of space. My 

mind is sketched by the ebbing of those waters. At the landing of tired bodies, briny 

winds and barnacled hulls, I draw my first breath and name my detections. This dock is 

where the world exists.   

As child, I was raised with stories of Cuba told by my mother’s family. 

Throughout the years, by listening to the anecdotes, the tales and faint memories, I have 

been able to piece together a family history on my mother’s side. The uncertainty of 

departure, the loss of a home, friends and life, and the fear upon arriving at an unknown 

island with nothing and nobody. My mother’s coming to Puerto Rico was an experience 

made heavy with trauma and great change. 

I have also witnessed the arrival of people seeking refuge and a new beginning. 

When I was in fifth grade, I remember seeing a group of small yolas slowly making their 

way to the shore. We had all heard about how Dominicans would set out, twenty or more 

in those small wooden boats without sufficient food or fuel, to Puerto Rico, braving the 
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powerful sun and ocean with hopes of landing and living on the island. As we flocked to 

the windows, we saw the Homeland Security boats and helicopters arriving at the scene 

to apprehend the “illegal immigrants”. The yolas stood still in the water, like islands in 

the sun, their long journey rendered fruitless. 

After the whole spectacle was over the teacher called our attention back to the 

board. We had been discussing how Puerto Rico was the “Llave de las Antillas” (Key of 

the Antilles) because of its strategic location, beneficial first to Spain and then to the 

USA. We had to learn, point by point, why this island was so important and what made it, 

more special than the rest. Not only was this island inherently central, but it was also 

destined to flourish with the US’s protection and help. My teacher and my classmates 

were very proud of this. We would not be poor and forsaken like Cuba, Jamaica or 

Hispaniola. I was skeptical and could only wonder: what set us apart from them, truly? 

How were we not also an island-yola lost at sea, running away from a dreadful past and 

looking forth for a new future? 

SAN JUAN AND LA HABANA 

In this thesis, I study how space has been created, perceived, accessed and 

appropriated differently in San Juan and Havana, in their distinct political, sociological 

and historical context. Lola Rodríguez de Tió’s verses “Cuba y Puerto Rico son, de un 

pájaro las dos alas”1 have been repeated like an epithet to extoll the shared histories of 

Cuba and Puerto Rico, and as a mantra calling forth the possible, future reunification. 

Several revolutionary efforts and wars of independence united Cuba and Puerto Rico. 

However, the Cuban embargo and Cold War disparities separated the islands. The year 

1948, proved to be the starting point, when the Puerto Rican state government initiated 

                                                 
1 “Cuba and Puerto Rico are the two wings of a bird” from A Cuba by Lola Rodríguez de Tió.  
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Operation Bootstrap. With this started an industrialization process based on and the 

eradication of slums through the creation of public housing (caseríos) in Puerto Rico. The 

“American Way of Life” began to spread through the construction of suburban 

communities (urbanizaciones) to house the “gran familia puertorriqueña” (Great Puerto 

Rican Family). Caseríos were often built next to urbanizaciones to “inspire” residents to 

move up the social ladder. However, this created resentment in the face of social 

inequality. As a response, La Ley de Cierre (1989) permited gates and walls to be built in 

both communities to restrict access and reduce crime. The rise of the automobile required 

the building of bigger structures and highways that allowed shopping malls to become the 

new city centers. In this sense, today's San Juan is a “carcerall archipielago” where gates 

and highways control communities and groups.  

As far as Havana is concerned, it thrived in the wake of the sugar boom in the first 

half of the twentieth century, which stimulated migration into the capital. Demand for 

housing could not be met; therefore, many homeowners decided to rent out space and 

build an intermediate level in their floor, known as barbacoas. The Cuban revolutionary 

government failed to solve the housing crisis propelled by migrants from the other 

provinces. Hindered by the U.S. embargo, Havana greeted the 90’s with an inability to 

expand or refurbish. Complete or partial collapses of buildings were very common and 

50% of Old Havana possessed barbacoas. To boost the economy, the Cuban government 

allowed the U.S. dollar as legal tender and private companies began to construct hotels 

where old buildings had just collapsed. This ushered-in a cultural industry bolstered by 

literature, music and jinetería (sex tourism), almost turning the city into a theme park for 

tourists and Cuba-philliacs. Havana lies fractured in a multi-dimensional archipelago of 

representations that separate people, spaces and their interaction of shared spaces.  
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In light of their historical and socio-political differences, what still unites these 

two islands? When a building falls in Havana, another rises in San Juan. Can we still 

claim that Cuba and Puerto Rico “son de un pájaro las dos alas”? Alternatively, should 

we move to accept that “no son” and that they have been set into two very different 

trajectories? After their shared experience of Spanish colonialization and US 

interventions, how do San Juan and Havana residents perceive and use space today in 

their particular socio-political contexts and how does this affect the resident’s sense of 

citizenship? At a conceptual level, I will look at how definitions of race, class, gender and 

nationality have shaped the ways in which urban dwellers visualize and map the 

cityscape. I will question how different forms of criminalization and social control repeat 

colonial binaries of the safe inside, the city-fortress, and the unsafe outside, the wild 

outland, at a cognitive level. Furthermore, I seek to determine how citizens speak, behave 

and move about the city, shaping the notions and practices of intimacy and citizenship. 

The Caribbean, especially the Antillean Archipelago, is a borderland, a bridge 

through which many groups and peoples move and have moved through displacement 

and migration.  Historical and political processes have had a great effect on these 

movements, isolating and bridging islands. Commercialization and commodification have 

also played a crucial role in the transformation of Havana and San Juan, dividing the 

cities into isles of privilege and preparing particular spaces and subjects for touristic 

consumption. The Cuba-Puerto Rico relationship proves to be an example of this: islands 

that have been isolated or locked-away, greatly shaping cultural and migrations between 

the two. Studying the after-effects of these enclosures and in-closures can prepare us for a 

broader conversation on the Caribbean as a capillary system, as Salgado states (2009) and 

I expand, that resists the dynamics and politics of nation-states. Because they are a place 
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of crossing, the Caribbean and the Caribbean city function as a fluid space, greatly 

dependent on the flowing and communication of all its islands. 

EN LA CALLE : READING SPACE 

I analyze and answer these questions with an ample compilation of philosophical, 

anthropological, sociological and literary works and case studies. From a theoretical 

standpoint, I enter into discussions of urban space using the theories of Henri Lefebvre on 

time, space and rhythm, and Michel de Certeau’s discussions on walking the city. 

Lefebvre’s The Production of Space and Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life 

serves as a broad foundation for my analysis on urban space and spatial practices. As 

defined by Lefebvre, space is produced from nature by human activity whether that be 

political, economic, technical or strategic (Lefebvre, 84). Spaces are a “social 

relationship” –constituted and supported by social interactions- and inherently bound to 

relations of property (ownership) and production (what exists in the physical sense). 

Therefore, space cannot be separated from productive forces or “from the state and the 

superstructures of society” (85).  Additionally, social space “contains a great diversity of 

objects, both natural and social, including the networks and pathways that facilitate 

exchange” (77). Social space can be used as tools for understanding and analyzing 

society by “decoding” and reading it through signification. Lastly, according to Lefebvre, 

spatial practices embody daily reality (daily routine) and urban reality (routes and 

networks between different space) (38), for example, the daily life of a student in a 

university dormitory complex. I use these terms as a foundation in order to explore the 

physical and social characteristics of Havana and San Juan.  

In Rhythmanalysis, Lefebvre brings the idea of time into discussions of space. 

Lefebvre defines rhythm as the repetition of a measure at a frequency, for example 
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(1+1+1…) or the repetition of a particular musical note (Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: 

Space, Time and Everyday Life, 6). He identifies two types of rhythm: cyclical 

(associated with the natural), simple patterns of repetition like the coming of night and 

day, and linear or alternating (associated with the human), like the changing of television 

channels or the hitting of a blacksmith’s hammer (30). The human body contains many of 

these rhythms simultaneously (polyrhythmia) and enables us to sense and interpret the 

rhythms outside the body (20). Lefebvre encourages researchers to collect data with the 

whole body in order to “recognize the representations by their curves, phases, periods and 

recurrences” (22). By understanding and perceiving rhythms, the researcher then 

“think[s] with his body, not in the abstract, but in the lived temporality” (21). Lefebvre 

establishes the window as a point of observation for rhythmanalysis and perception of the 

multiple rhythms. The observer uses his time, to measure the different rhythms that he 

perceives and remembers. “Rhythms: the music of the City, a scene that listens to itself, 

an image in the present of a discontinuous sum” (36) Lefebvre’s ideas on the body as an 

affective tool for research were very present in my mind as I walked through my sites of 

research. I was able to use my body as a measure, allowing me to perceive, understand 

and compare the exterior rhythms of other bodies and the city.  

Understanding rhythm is key to working with Lefebvre’s concepts of presence 

and the present. It is useful to define and understand these terms in order to understand 

the significance of graffiti and urban art in their portrayal of reality. All rhythms, cyclical 

and linear, form a present, a bodily interpretation of the polyrhythmia occurring in the 

surroundings (21). Meanwhile, presence is the reality of this polyrhythmia that can only 

be understood through a grasp of time (23). The present, however, is not to be confused 

with presence. This “trap” occurs when the present tries to imitate (falsely re-present) 

presence, for example, a portrait, a picture or a mural. However, the present fails to outdo 
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the presence’s temporal reality. “The act of rhythmanalysis integrates these things…in a 

dramatic becoming, in an ensemble full of meaning, transforming them no longer into 

diverse things, but into presences” (23).  Lefebvre establishes the window as a point of 

observation for rhythmanalysis and perception of the multiple rhythms and presents. The 

observer uses his present, his time, to measure the different rhythms that he perceives and 

remembers. “Rhythms: the music of the City, a scene that listens to itself, an image in the 

present of a discontinuous sum” (36). These are ideas that inspired my own method of 

recollecting and feeling data, by identifying the presence and present in urban art and 

visual representations of the city and its communities. 

De Certeau highlights the importance of walking the city as a form of study but, 

more importantly, as a reaffirmation (acoustic and physical) of inhabiting a city and being 

a “citizen”. “The act of walking is to the urban system what the speech act is to language 

or to the statements uttered”(De Certeau, 97). Walking 1) is a process of appropriation of 

the space available to the pedestrian, 2) is a “spatial acting-out” of the place (like 

vocalizing a language) and 3) implies a relationship between “pragmatic ‘contracts’ in the 

form of movement” (97-98). De Certeau joins walking and writing through these 

comparisons to language and establishes that there is a “spatial language” built on the 

significance and the use of physical places. This rhetoric of walking, as he calls it, 

formulates, articulates and displays the relationship of the “I” with the “you” and the here 

and there.  

Walking affirms, suspects, tries out, transgresses, respects, etc., the trajectories it 

‘speaks’. All the modalities sing a part in this chorus, changing from step to step, 

stepping in though proportions, sequences, and intensities which vary according 

to the time, the path taken and the walker. (99) 
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We can notice the similarities of Lefebvre and de Certeau in the above excerpt where 

time (rhythm), space, and the individual are the wheels assembled into a multi-directional 

rotating assemblage. The different configurations of each wheel contain a different, 

unique meaning and trigger different experiences. I add that by walking the city, the 

individual “makes do”, what de Certeau calls bricolage, figuring out different uses of 

spaces and, putting relationships of power with the State and fellow citizens to the test.  

This is similar to Lefebvre’s “dressage”, the breaking-in and making-do, where the 

individual learns, forcefully or by his/her own, the different rhythms and rules of the city. 

Walking is a practice that tests out the individual’s knowledge of the city and brings forth 

new articulations of place, home and citizenship.  

As mentioned, this thesis draws on multiple disciplines: literature, anthropology, 

sociology, cultural geography and architecture. I use the nuanced flaneuristic style of 

Eduardo Lalo and the voyeuristic style Pedro Juan Gutierrez as theoretical devices that 

help me engage the human richness of the urban environment. Moreover, I use 

Bachelard’s and Lefebvre’s theories of intimacy and space, and combine them, for 

example, with Zaire Dinzey’s Locked in, Locked out: Gated Communities in a Puerto 

Rican City, Jaffari Allen’s ¡Venceremos?: The Erotic of Black Self-Making in Cuba 

Cuba, and Noelle Stout’s After Love: Queer Intimacy and Erotic Economies in Post-

Soviet Cuba, to understand the spatial, social, and racial specificities that distinguish 

Cuba from Puerto Rico. Each chapter uses different case studies, books and articles, 

alike, to provide a theoretical and informed basis for my observations and conclusions.  

I make use of these theoretical standpoints when walking, collecting and 

analyzing data. Lefebvre’s and de Certeau’s ideas are paramount to the understanding of 

social processes and the individual’s relationship with his/her urban surrounding. For 

example, using my body as a measure helped me perceived how Havana, in contrast to 
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San Juan, moves slowly as a city while its bodies move fast. I was able to observe these 

rhythms from the window (building, bus and car) and by peeking into those windows. 

Although do not necessarily cite Lefebvre and de Certeau, their urban spatial theories 

provide the outline of the theoretical framework of this study.  

BREGANDO: METHODOLOGY  

This thesis is informed by two and a half months of ethnographic research 

conducted in the barrios of Centro Habana and El Vedado in Havana, Cuba, and Santurce 

and Río Piedras in San Juan, Puerto Rico. From June to mid-August 2014, I was able to 

interview a total of 76 participants: 40 in Havana and 36 in San Juan. These interviews 

were made possible with the help of the Centro de Estudios Martianos and Casa del Niño 

y la Niña in Havana, and the Miramar, Gandúl and Río Piedras neighborhood 

associations in San Juan, as well as personal connections established in each city. I also 

attended activities, meetings and festivals held by these community organizations or 

within the community in hopes of gaining a better understanding of their everyday life. 

Although this thesis does not enter into textual analysis or make use of frequent citation 

of these interviews, the thematic structure and essence of this study are heavily 

influenced by my observations and analysis of these interviews.  

As part of the research, I also completed daily walks through the mentioned 

neighborhoods. By walking, I hoped to experience the neighborhood at a ground level, as 

illustrated by Lefebvre, using my body and my perceptions as a research tool. Walking 

also gave me the opportunity to take photographs and audio recordings that would help in 

the interpretation of data. I also used different modes of transportation (train, bus, car, 

taxi and bicycle) for an even deeper understanding of the city: what it is like to walk or 

drive through its neighborhoods and how transportation alters my interaction with people 
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and perception of different rhythms. I have created the website El Muelle 

(http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle) to enhance the reading experience of this thesis. In this 

site, I have stored the audio recordings of my walks through various places of both cities 

and additional photos of different sites. Throughout this thesis, I have inserted footnotes 

with the link to specific photos and recordings that will help the reader better perceive the 

specific places and spaces being discussed, and obtain a better understanding of the city 

as a whole. The field notes and observations provide descriptions and critical thoughts on 

the peoples, the neighborhoods and the two cities. I do not claim to describe here the 

“truth” or “reality” of these spaces, but instead, my singular interpretations. Much like the 

“trap” of the present and presence, this study is a present re-presenting the presences of 

particular spaces in San Juan and Havana.  

I write as a Puerto Rican of Cuban descent hoping to illustrate the similarities and 

differences between these two cultures by way of observations and assumptions. By no 

means do I claim this thesis to be a periscope to reality or attempt to evaluate, to 

incriminate or pass judgement. I do wish to shed light to some injustices and the silencing 

of particular peoples and groups. Therefore, upon the completion and submission of this 

thesis, I will hand this text to participants and community leaders interested in providing 

feedback, which I will later incorporate in future research. I hope that this research will 

reanimate silenced or suspended conversations and bring in elements and peoples left out 

of these discussions.  

OVERVIEW OF THESIS 

Divided into three chapters, this thesis looks at the different uses of spaces in 

Havana and San Juan, and their socio-cultural significance. In the first chapter, I take the 

reader on a walk through the various barrios and places of each city so to provide a 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle
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general layout of the city and a context for broader discussions. In the second chapter, I 

focus on the racial and class contrast between El Vedado and Centro Habana to 

demonstrate how Havana has been split into two: one for tourists and the Cuban upper 

class and another for the lower class, including many Afro-Cubans. The third chapter 

emphasizes the prevalent colonial binary of extramuros/intramuros2 

(extramural/intramural) in San Juan as a tool for limiting access and controlling 

movements of people according to race, class and gender. I conclude that, although both 

cities have inherited a colonial system and rhetoric of controlling populations and 

peoples, Havana and San Juan are very different since their contrasting histories, which 

force their residents to use space in opposing manners.  Havana residents struggle to find 

space in such a densified city, forcing them to make use of public space and to share it 

with others. On the other hand, San Juan residents highly value private space and 

therefore seek new ways to limit its access, causing the fragmentation of the city and the 

abandonment of public spaces.  

  

                                                 
2 Meaning “outside/inside of the colonial walls”. 
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Chapter 1: Walking through the barrios: Río Piedras and Santurce, San 

Juan, and Centro Habana and El Vedado, Havana 

 In this first chapter, I will describe the different communities and barrios of 

Havana and San Juan that are of interest to this research, briefly going over their 

histories, peoples, characteristics and places. Using my ethnographic data, including 

onsite interviews, and passages from Eduardo Lalo’s text Simone and Gutierrez’s novel 

Trilogía Sucia de La Habana, I will walk and wander through Centro Habana and El 

Vedado in Havana, and Santurce and Río Piedras in San Juan. I describe the different 

lifestyles and spatial contestations from “everyday life” among Cubans, Puerto Ricans 

and immigrant populations. These descriptions will help the reader better understand the 

context of the issues I will present in the second and third chapter. Additionally, this can 

facilitate an understanding of each city at a macro level, highlighting their differences and 

similarities.  

HAVANA: PARIS DEL CARIBE  

I arrived in Havana on a stormy, humid Caribbean afternoons. The plane broke 

through a very thick layer of dark clouds and glided downwards unto the green, verde 

monte¸ pastures growing on the clay red ground of Cuba. I am not Cuban. What I knew 

about Cuba and Havana came from books, stories and tales. However, upon seeing the 

coastal plains and the city by the sea, and feeling the rush of landing in a legendary land, 

I could not hold back the tears. Without any warning or thought, I muttered to myself:  

“Llegaste a casa” (I am home). I asked myself why had those words come out of my 

mouth and why was I feeling this overwhelming sensation of returning, “el regreso”. It 

was not my land, it was not my home, yet I felt as if I had fulfilled an age-long promise, 
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as if I had returned to a place where I had promised to return many lives ago. I did not 

wish to give it any further thought as I prepared to exit the plane.  

Before exiting the airport, I stopped by the last checkpoint. There, a woman asked 

me the purpose of my travel and I, as any Caribbean, told her how my mom was Cuban 

and I finally got to visit the island. She, as any Caribbean, listened and welcomed me into 

Cuba with a particular familiarity.  I could sense the downpour and the buzz outside. 

When the exit gates slid open, I saw the multitude of Cubans waiting and hollering with 

banners, and peering, wide eyes. Three different airplanes had landed one after another. 

Somebody behind me said that apparently it was something unprecedented. After 

changing my dollars for pesos (CUP) and ceuces (CUC), and searching through the 

moving crowd, I found Rafael, the friend of a friend of a friend, who was going to drive 

me to the house where I was to stay. Roberto and his wife, happy to have finally found 

me, showed me to their car, an old Chevrolet (bench seats, metal bumper and long trunk).  

The vehicle speeded through the empty highways of Havana in a full-blown 

downpour, un aguacero. The wipers barely worked and the windshield was foggy from 

the humidity. Laura, Rafael’s wife, asked me why I had come to Cuba. I explained 

everything, the research, my plans, and my family history while trying to take in 

everything that was happening around me. I saw the iconic billboards featuring Castro’s 

and Che’s face accompanied by boldface revolutionary slogans. The car kept constantly 

swerving around the roundabouts, slowly making its way through the pouring rain. At a 

given point, the car made a wide turn following the wide lines of a bigger rotunda. 

Amidst the rain and the grey, I saw the José Martí Memorial rising from the small mound 

with Martí’s statue. As the dusk settled in, the car turned again into the narrow, 

neighborhood streets of El Vedado.  
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Vedado 

As I got out off the car in the rain, I took a moment to observe the house hidden 

behind the iron gates. Neoclassical architecture with hints of Spanish colonial style, high 

ceilings with joined rooms leading to the interior garden. The house of 17 and C, like 

many of the other houses in Vedado, is a reminder of the historical past of El Vedado as 

the home of Cuba’s sacarocracia3  and high, white and middle class. I went up the stairs 

unto the front balcony surrounded by huge, stone columns and knocked on the rustic 

wooden doors. Pablo and Gabriela, a middle-aged married couple with one teenage son, 

welcomed me into their beautiful home. They first gave me a tour of the house: several 

rooms and bathrooms, a living room, a study, an interior patio, front and back balcony, a 

kitchen, laundry, and dining room. The house is an architectural relic glazed with a 

certain glow that softens the sense of unescapable destruction hinted by the cracks in the 

ceiling, bursting rebars and the peeling paint.  

The couple invited me to sit with them to have dinner. She told me she was from 

outside La Habana, from Occidente (western end of Cuba), and that she had inherited the 

house from relatives. She moved there with her mother, so they had to build a small 

apartment on the roof (where I stayed). The couple decided to rent out the rooms in the 

house and go into the casa particular business. Pablo, who used to work for a bank, now 

keeps himself busy cooking and caring for the guests. Often I would go with Pablo, early 

in the mornings, to the agro (produce and meat market) around the corner, where he 

would buy the eggs, the bread and the fruit served to guests for breakfast. Other products, 

for example, toilet paper, were, at the time, hard to get at local stores. A vendor 

(pregonero) would stop by in the afternoons to sell these goods for a cheaper price. A 

bigger worry, however, was the upkeep of the structure of the house. The couple 

                                                 
3 This term refers to the sugar-mill and plantations owners during Spanish colonization.  
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depended on the informal market and the workers to paint or to fix whatever was wrong 

it.  

Sitting there on their kitchen table, I gazed out the window and into the 

neighbor’s house, witnessing for the first time an albergue. An albergue, as explained by 

Gabriela, is a house split into separate quarters inhabited by people who were removed 

from formal housing for various reasons, often collapsed houses. They live in waiting, 

hoping that the government will reallocate them in conventional houses. From my chair, I 

could see the wooden flooring that divided the room into two floors, a barbacoa. While a 

human head peered from the lower level, feet shuffled on the upper half. Gabriela 

explained how her house and the albergue had an identical layout and structure since 

they, and the mansion4 on the other side of Pablo’s and Gabriela’s house, were built and 

owned by the same individual. By looking at the rooms in Gabriela’s house, I could 

measure just how much room each tenant had in the albergue (156 sq/feet for a normal 

room, less in a barbacoa). Even in El Vedado, with its big mansions, housing and living 

space is a pressing issue.  

This proximity heightens the contrast between the two houses, emphasizing the 

differences between the dwellers and the houses themselves. Pablo took me to visit the 

albergue on a separate occasion. The front yard had no flowers or lush bushes; Instead, 

there is only red dirt and trash on the ground. One of the tenants, a Mexican shaman, built 

a corral for his chickens and a small shrine where he also kept goods that he sells on the 

black market. Inside the house, the rooms were modified into small homes and 

apartments, sometimes for whole families or individuals. The walls were dirty, the tiles 

broken, the cracks long and the air closed. When I asked Pablo and Gabriela what was 

                                                 
4 Where the Ministry of Culture had held headquarters until recently.  
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their relationship with their neighbors, they said they knew them and on ocassions they 

would talk, but not more than that. I asked what they knew about them (where did they 

come from? what do they do?) and they answered that most of them are either from the 

interior of the island or Centro Habana. They said “Nos gustaría otro tipo de gente, una 

que no haga tanta bulla” (We would like another type of people [to live there], people 

who wouldn’t do make much racket). This responds to the perceived difference in 

cultures and in civilidad (civility) between residents of El Vedado and Centro Habana, 

something that I will bring up again later in this chapter and fully explain in chapter two.   

 

Illustration 1: Houses in El Vedado 

This pattern of casonas (big houses) and apartment houses continues throughout 

most of El Vedado with more albergues and lower class families on its southern and 

western borders. However, El Vedado’s core area, 17th street and the Avenida de los 
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Presidentes5, is still predominantly upper middle class and upper class. As I will discuss 

later, El Vedado, founded in the XVIII century and developed in the late XIX century, 

was Havana’s bourgeois neighborhood up until the 1950s. The architectural richness of 

the neighborhood is a testament to this. For example in, 17th street is known as “Avenida 

de las Mansiones” (Mansion Avenue). Vedado’s allure also comes from its abundance of 

open, green spaces and wide boulevards. During the Revolution, many of these mansions 

where given to private citizens while others were kept by the government to be turned 

into institutes and government offices. The bigger houses were reserved for embassies 

and ministries, like North Korea’s embassy on 17th Street and Paseo or what used to be 

the Soviet Ambassador’s house (now the Casa de la Amistad) on Paseo between 17th and 

19th Streets6. Strolling by the houses and looking at their current state (while keeping in 

mind the state of the surrounding buildings), you learn to detect the indicators that set the 

classes apart in the “classless society” of Cuba. 

Follow 17th Street from Paseo north-eastward and you will reach, Avenida de los 

Presidentes (G street), one of the main axes of El Vedado. This very wide, mile long 

avenue, like Paseo, has a median strip decorated with trees, monuments to Latin-

American presidents and sitting areas. Here you will find some of the most strikingly 

designed and well-renowned places in Havana: Casa de las Américas7 (Malecón and G), 

the Presidente Hotel (5th and G), the Ministry for Foreign Affairs (G and Calzada), Café 

los Presidentes (25th and G) and the University at its end. Avenida de los Presidentes is 

known also for its nightlife scene. On Friday and Saturday nights, youth groups (freakies, 

roqueros, emos and raperos) stroll and sit with their music on their cellphones or mp3 

                                                 
5 Línea Street is one of the arteries of El Vedado. Click here to listen to the sounds of “Vedado y Línea”.  
6 To see some of the big houses of El Vedado, click here. 
7 Founded by the Revolutionary Government in 1959, Casa de las Américas has developed and extended 

socio-cultural ties with Latin America and has become the most prestigious cultural institution in Cuba.    

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!House in Vedado/zoom/c14o2/image_6h6
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players. Later at night on the Malecón, Avenida de los Presidentes is a place for 

“peacocking”8. For many of Havana’s youth, public places like these are the only spaces 

for leisure and entertainment.  

While there are nightclubs (centro nocturno), dance halls, and bars, Cubans prefer 

to “hang out” at public spaces because they are cheaper and of free access. Although this 

is something that will be expanded thoroughly in the next chapter, I will briefly describe 

the scene of G street at night. I went one night to the Avenida Presidentes with Sofia, a 

friend from El Vedado, and heard her many stories about how she used to spend nights 

there during her teenage years9. We sat on one of the benches, sipping Bucaneros beers 

(which we could afford because of my US dollars), chatting and eavesdropping on 

conversations. As the hours went by, the people got older and the crowds grew. There 

was a group of thirty-somethings singing “Bailando”, the hit by Enrique Iglesias and 

Gente D’Zona, a Cuban rap group, on my right, while, a couple of teenagers smoking and 

drinking while blasting Puerto Rican reggaeton were on my left. I asked neighbors if the 

noise ever got too loud, but they assured that it was always kept under control. Indeed, 

activity at G street is kept “safe” thanks to the presence of the police in every section of 

the median strip.    

The ruckus of G street can hardly be heard in the Vedado section of El Malecón. 

Crowds are thinner here in the Malecón compared to the section along Centro Habana 

because of the amount of clubs and bars in El Vedado10. Throughout El Malecón, from 

Línea, Paseo and G, you can hear and see the parties on hotel balconies and bar terraces. 

                                                 
8 This is what I call when men and women (the men dressed in neon colored, close-fitting clothing and the 

women wear high heels and small dresses) walk the median strip as if it were a catwalk, parading their 

bodies and their clothing, hoping to get a wink or a smack. 
9 Click here to listen to the nightscene in G Street: Noche in Calle G. Here is a photo of the intersection of 

G and 23rd:   
10 Select Calle G y Malecón so you can notice the difference in volumen and ambience.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!23rd and G/zoom/c14o2/image_18m2
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!23rd and G/zoom/c14o2/image_18m2
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
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Alana, who lives in Centro Habana, thinks hanging out in Vedado is “ligeramente 

aburrido” (slightly boring) because “todo el mundo se cree cosas” (they think a lot of 

themselves). According to her, they spend money that they do not have and dress (and 

even talk) like Europeans or Americans to “ocultar que son de barrio bajo” (hide that 

they are from poor neighborhoods). Indeed, walking by the Beltrot Bretch theatre or the 

1830 Restaurant, you can see how people “se tiran las telas”: they dress with fine 

clothing and show off a certain poise. One of the participants remarked how even the 

streets lights in the Malecón at Vedado are “nicer” since they are of a white tone and 

brighter, instead of the dim orange lights of the Malecón at Centro Habana.  

If you continue walking through the Malecón, past the US Interest Section, the 

high-rising seafront apartment buildings11 and the Monument to the USS Maine12, you 

will reach La Rampa, what many call “The Capital of the Capital” within Vedado. La 

Rampa is known for its theatres and movie theatres (Nacional, La Rampa, Yara, El 

Sotano), its hotels (Nacional, Capri, Gran Caribe, Habana Libre), its clubs (La Zorra y El 

Cuervo) and, foremost, for the Coppelia, a ice cream parlor surrounded by a park.  Since 

its inaguration in 1966, the Coppelia has been a landmark for habanerxs, especially after 

it was featured in the film “Strawberry and Chocolate (1993)” as the site for encuentros 

(encounters) for Havana’s avant-garde youth and LGBTQ community.  Although it 

boasted a count of 26 flavors, that count has gone down after the Special Period13. 

                                                 
11 Here is a photo of Focsa Building at the seafront 
12 Here is a photo of the Maine Monument in the Rampa skyline.  
13 The Special Period in Times of Peace was a period of economic crisis that started in 1989 due to the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union. I will go over the implication of the Special Period on Havana everyday 

life in the second chapter.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Focsa Building/zoom/c14o2/image_1fxk
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Monument to the Maine/zoom/c14o2/image_1002
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Nevertheless, habanerxs14 regard the Coppelia as a place that all true Cubans must visit 

on their visit to Havana. La Rampa is a place for pilgrimage for Cubans and tourists alike. 

 

Illustration 2: Line at the Coppelia  

Cubans and tourist have different points and levels of access in places such as La 

Rampa. While walking by on a Sunday afternoon (Coppelia’s busiest day), I was stopped 

by a police officer. He asked if I was a tourist and if I was interested in purchasing ice 

cream.  If so, he pointed me to the very short line designated for tourists. I looked around 

and I saw how the line for Cubans stretched out towards the sidewalk and around the 

corner. Until very recently, Cubans were kept off the lobby from the Habana Libre, right 

across the street, and were watched over by police officers when talking to foreigners. 

Walking through the different spaces of Havana, you learn to notice the small traces of 

                                                 
14 I use the letter ‘x’ as a variable, moving away from the duality of male/female and allowing for an 

inclusion of various ways of identify. 
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the two Havana’s: one for Cubans, another for tourists. As I will explain in Chapter 2, 

citizenship and currency determine the access of an individual and creates two entrances 

to Havana. 

La Rampa and Old Havana are the two places where the overlapping of these two 

Havanas can be best observed as subjects encounter each other through, what seems like, 

a vitrina (display case), gazing without touching. One Saturday afternoon, I came down 

from La Rampa15 unto the seawall of the Malecón, as always with the camera hanging 

from my neck. I stepped onto the sidewalk in front of three teenagers, two girls, and a 

boy. One of the girls called my attention and yelled, “Hey, take a photo of my friend! 

Isn’t she pretty? Don’t you want to take a photo back with you?” The other girl, wrapped 

around the arms of the boy, looked at me nervously. The other one urged me on and I 

asked the girl in question if she really wanted the photo. She answered “No, please, 

don’t” and I went by my way. Throughout Havana, my camera called the attention of 

passersby and bystanders. For Alana, taking a photo of a person out on the street was 

commonly interpreted as an invitation to conversation. An old couple that I interviewed 

was particularly vocal about tourists taking photos. “They just go like this *click* and 

they go back home saying ‘Look how people live in Cuba’”, said the wife. She was very 

conscious that these photos and the subjects featured were regarded as curious specimens 

from another world, like Lilliputians in Gulliver’s Travels. Her unwillingness to appear in 

photos or for Havana buildings to be captured in film corresponds to her wish to step out 

of the glass casing or shop window and abandon her position as an exotic object for 

touristic enjoyment. As we will see in Chapter 2, el Malecón, because it is a space 

frequented by tourists and Cubans alike, enhances this festishisation of the Cuban and the 

                                                 
15 Here is a photo of La Rampa.   

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!La-Rampa/zoom/c14o2/image_v0o
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Cuban way of life. Finally, we must understand La Rampa as a queer space: an 

intersection, punto de encuentro, between roads and people. El Malecón, the spinal cord 

of Havana, 23rd Street, an artery of El Vedado, and Calzada La Infanta, Centro Habana’s 

frontier, join in La Rampa, bringing in a variety of people to this display window for 

mutual discovery through interaction and contestation.  

Centro Habana 

In Trilogía sucia, Pedro Juan, the protagonist, explains how tourists take photos 

of beautiful buildings in Centro Habana but fail to understand how they are rotting on the 

inside (Gutiérrez,83). Centro Habana’s duplicity is a tourist trap: it calls tourists in for the 

“authentic” Cuban experience but fails to demonstrate the brutal reality of many Cubans. 

In Calzada La Infanta, the official boundary between El Vedado and Centro Habana, 

behind La Rampa, you will find Cabaret Las Vegas and El Toque. Coincidently, they are 

the only two overtly gay bars I saw in Havana. It is important to note how La Rampa is 

one of the focal points of queer and alternative culture in Havana. On Friday and 

Saturday nights, drag shows at Las Vegas16 attract tourists and nationals alike looking for 

some entertainment and for a good time. All shows must start with video announcement 

by the CENESEX (National Center for Sex Education) on the correct use of condoms and 

the practice of safe sex. After having read and heard about the severe sexual 

discrimination and the persecution of gays throughout the 1960s, 70s and 80s, I was 

caught off guard by this level of acceptance towards gays and transsexuals. While in 

Havana, I learned about the Gay Pride Parade hosted annually by the CENESEX, led by 

Marie, during the International Day Against Homophobia and Discrimination. The parade 

has marched through places like the Paseo del Prado in Old Havana and, most commonly, 

                                                 
16 Pedro Juan describes Las Vegas as a place where boleros are always playing and time seems to spot in 

the cold, darkness of the bar (134). 
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through La Rampa in El Vedado. Pedro Juan, the protagonist of Trilogía sucia often 

mentions the locas (queens) and paticruzaos (transexuals) he sees in La Rampa. I will 

revisit this queer space again in the next chapter, highlighting the spatial contestations 

that arise between homosexuals, heterosexuals and sex workers in the Malecón and 

Rampa.  

Make a turn on Infanta and get lost in Cayo Hueso17. Cayo Hueso is commonly 

known as a place of great diversity and history as well as possessing a strong Afro-Cuban 

heritage. This consejo popular18 prides itself of being the birthplace of feeling19, and 

many famous singers (Omara Portuondo, Chano Pozo, Miguelito Valdés, etc) as well as 

the place where future members of the 26th of July Movement20 supposedly met. Cayo 

Hueso also possesses many historical sites like the Parque Maceo, El Torreón (Spanish 

military tower), Parque los Mártires, Callejón de Hammel, the Museo Fragua Martiana21 

and many others. On the corner of Vapor and Espada street, you will find the Casa del 

Niño y la Niña (House of the Boy and the Girl) part of the Taller de Transformación 

Integral de Cayo Hueso (Worshop for the Integral Transformation of Cayo Hueso). The 

Taller was founded in 1988 and is formed by a multidisciplinary group of professionals 

(architects, teachers, social workers, psychologists, etc.)  working to support the urban 

and social development of Cayo Hueso. The Casa hosts afterschool and weekend 

activities, tutoring, and possesses computers available for the children of neighborhood. 

More importantly, Casa creates a  space for personal use, a difficult feat to achieve in 

                                                 
17 Here is a photo of one of the streets in Cayo Hueso.  
18 In Cuba, barrios and municipalities are divided into consejos populares, sub-barrios.  
19 Filin, or feeling, is a Cuban music genre similar to bolero and canción often featuring romantic themes.  
20 Created in 1955, the Movimiento 26 de Julio was the political and military organization led by Fidel 

Castro responsible for the overthrowing of Fulgencio Bastita and the establishment of the Revolutionary 

Government.  
21 The Museum is built on the remains of the San Lázaro Quarry, where José Martí served as a penal 

worker. Here is a recording of a retreta (open-air concert) in the Fragua: "Fragua Martiana un domingo". 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Cayo-Hueso-Centro-Habaa/zoom/c14o2/image_1nvu
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
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such a dense neighborhood. Thanks to the Casa, I was able to connect with community 

leaders and individuals, and to speak with people who had once benefited from the 

nurturing environment of that space.  

 

Illustration 3: Callejón de Hammel 

Near the Casa, between Aramburu and Espada street, is the Callejón de Hammel, 

an alleyway many regard as a safe haven for Afro-Cuban culture. Cuban artist Salvador 

González Escalona decorated the walls and different surfaces of the Callejón with art that 

alludes to African and Afro-Cuban heritage. Salvador also constructed a small taller 

where he works on occasions, allowing vendors to sell artesanias (arts and crafts), which 

also neighbors use as a meeting place. On Sundays, the callejón fills up with people to 

participate in the Domingos (Sundays) de Rumba, a carnival-like one day festivity. 

Before my arrival, I had seen photos and heard stories about this callejón: it’s vibrant 

atmosphere, it’s strong roots and beautiful artwork. When I got there, I found the place 
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empty (probably because it was a weekday afternoon), the paint from the murals was 

fading away and vendors were waiting for tourists. In an effort not to seem no-that-

foreign, I tried my best to stay away from a group of Canadians. Nevertheless, I fell prey 

to a vendor who wanted to sell me a burned CD for 20 CUC (about $20). Feeling the 

agoraphobia kicking-in, I hurried out with the persistent vendor still at my side and the 

following eyes of others. A street camera, set to watch the iron gates, waited for me at the 

end of the Callejón. I returned determined to give the Hammel as many opportunities as it 

needed in order to show me the “cubanía” (Cuban-ness, a way of being Cuban). 

However, after several visits I learned that, much like in Puerto Rico, cubanía was a 

plastic artifact for consumption sold in places like el Callejón, a place of cultural 

significance distorted into a checkmark in a long list of landmarks for tourists.  

 “Vienes con Ogún.”22 Modesta Arcia Hechevarría23 said when I first stepped 

through the door of her very small house in a solar on Espada street. The solar is a 

pivotal space in Cuban culture because of its socio-cultural connotations of squalor, low-

culture and Afro-Cuban-ness, and crassness. Pedro Juan, protagonist of Trilogía sucia, 

lives and narrates from his solar, making it the axis of his daily life. Solares usually have 

roofless hallways with homes (apartments, really) on both sides. Some of them can be 

two or three stories high and some of them have communal kitchens and bathroom. 

Modesta’s solar was built in a plot of land no bigger than a quarter of the whole block 

and possessed at least 12 units of two floor apartments. While I waited by the hallway on 

that afternoon, I heard the tired voices of people getting home from work, the quaint 

clanks of metal spoons hitting the boiling pots, and the yelling of children playing 

                                                 
22 “You travel here with Ogún”. Ogún is a orisha (deity) from the Yoruba religion.  
23 Even though I explained IRB policy, Modesta insisted that I insert her full name. She wanted to make 

sure that her statements, life story and beliefs were not left nameless. Also, she was very suspicious of me 

and she was not afraid to be identified. Modesta turned her small home into a museum in honor of her late 

husband Eladio, a photographer and a playwright as well as a cultural promoter. 
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baseball out in the street24. Frequently, a neighbor would pop out and ask me if I was 

waiting for somebody. When I explained I was waiting for Modesta, they yelled up to see 

if she was there or go up to the door to check. In the closeness of Centro Habana, 

residents expressed how neighbors where closer than family. “In the dead of night, if you 

have an emergency, your neighbor is going to be the closest by, closer than any family 

member”, said one habanero. Some neighbors were close friends, sharing a café in the 

afternoon or watching a baseball game, while others seldom talked but at least knew each 

other by name. I was able to interview a good number of people thanks to participants 

who took me to their neighbors and those neighbors introduced me to other neighbors. 

This network provided a strong sense of solidaridad (solidarity) within the community as 

neighbors watched for the well-being of others.  

Living in a solar doesn’t come without a price. “Lo jodido allí son los vecinos y el 

baño colectivo”25, describes Pedro Juan. María, a single mother who had recently moved 

from Centro Habana to El Vedado, had lived all her life in a solar of Centro Habana but 

moved for the well-being of her daughter. “It was too hot and there was no space”, she 

said. As a student, she found it hard to concentrate due to the constant noise and 

interference of people in her private space. She described the environment as “violent” 

and “invasive”. She could not move or talk without being followed and scrutinized by 

someone. She believes that since she was trying to get-ahead by aspiring to a professional 

career, instead of sticking to el negocio (small jobs, often in the informal market)26, she 

was a target to her neighbors. Habanerxs sometimes described their neighbors are overly 

curious and inquisitive. However, some others like María, were convinced that this 

                                                 
24 Here is a recording of a “Solar en una tarde” 
25 “What is messed up there [solar] is the shared bathroom and the neighbors” 
26 For example, Pedro Juan, for some of time, went to the countryside, bought food and came back to 

Havana to sell it.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
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inquisitiveness was caused by the need to know if you had bought something new or 

something to share. While other had developed techniques or had “caras” (faces, masks) 

to deal with neighbors, like Alana, others preferred to abandon the solar and the invasive 

cultura del solar (culture of the solar). Nonetheless, to have lived in a solar, remains as a 

“stain” that hinders social mobility and damages respectability. I will revisit this in the 

next chapter.  

 

Illustration 4: Solar in Centro Habana 

As you walk deeper and deeper into Centro Habana, you will start to question 

whether this barrio is a synecdoche for Havana, a representation of the whole city and 

Cuban-ness (cubanía). Space closes in on the busy Neptuno street as cars zoom past on 
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the narrow streets where paladares27 have set up shop in the smallest of corners and 

people stand and talk on the cramped sidewalks. Watch out for the trash and filth on the 

sidewalk28, watch out for the motorcycles zigzagging on streets, watch out for the rocks 

that might possibly fall off from the cornice or the balcony. There are sounds and smells 

coming out from basements, alleyways and balconies, and reverberating against the many 

closed walls. It takes cat-like skills to navigate these streets and you will have a couple of 

bystanders watching you walk successfully or fail miserably. “Vete a Centro Habana 

para que veas como es el cubano de verdad”, Alana told me. In her opinion, residents of 

this neighborhood exhibit an unadulterated form of cubanía. There is no denying that 

Centro Habana’s cultural richness adds to this Cuban-ness.  Residents of Centro Habana 

are continually exposed and pitted to express their individuality, and reaffirm their sense 

of belonging in such precarious conditions, forcing out alternate ways of being and 

adding to the heterogeneity of Centro Habana.  

 Finding empty, open space in Centro Habana is an ordeal for most residents of 

the area. The Malecón, of course, is the default option29. However, mothers and youths 

were very vocal about there not being enough open, green space in Centro Habana. Those 

spaces available (like the Parque de los Mártires or Parque Trillo), are too small for the 

amount of people in Centro Habana and are, therefore, mostly occupied. Playing soccer 

or baseball in the street has been the only option for some children and teenagers30. 

However, traffic, police and bystanders are an obstacle and can be dangerous. Maradona, 

                                                 
27 Paladares are small restaurants often built in the front yard, driveway or living room of houses in Cuba. 

They are usually family run and serve breakfast and lunch at a modest price (always in peso cubano).  
28 In some of the poorer consejos populares of Centro Habana, as a sign of protest and because of the 

failing sanitary plumping system, some people throw their excrement unto the sidewalk below. One of the 

many reasons Centro Habaneros walk only on the street instead of the sidewalk. 
29 Here is a recording of my walk through the Centro Habana section of the Malecón: “Malecón un 

domingo” 
30 Listen to the children playing on the street in El Vedado: “Ninos jugando en una calle” 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!havanala-habana/c21t5
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a young resident of the Dragones barrio of Centro Habana, explained how him and his 

buddies would walk across to Old Havana to play at the Máximo Gómez Monument but 

often they would get ushered off by police officers. The Parque Maceo, in Centro 

Habana by the Malecón, used to be favorite place for leisure, games and meetings. 

However, the park was first closed off for renovations and, when renovations were 

completed, a big iron fence was erected to prevent further vandalism and control 

crossing. For many residents, the construction of green, open spaces is an indispensable 

step in the process for the re-habilitation of Centro Habana.  

 

Illustration 5: Park built in a ruin of Centro Habana 

Re-habilitation and renovation are greatly needed but beyond reach in Centro 

Habana. Most of the houses I visited there were often home to an extended family of six 

or seven, are in dire need of maintenance. Those houses that were under repairs or newly 

renovated belonged to government and army officials or state workers. Residents have to 

gestionar (manage) the repairs on their own: the materials, the permits and the 
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handiwork. People often hired workers looking for a negocio and buy the materials on the 

informal market. The renovations to houses and apartments, therefore, were often 

clandestine without much structural or architectural planning. Those people that the 

government deemed could not live properly within their dwelling would be removed and 

sent to an albergue until they could find a suitable home. The same happened to those 

whose building had collapsed partially or entirely. Collapses are not instantly cleaned out 

or removed, instead, they remain until the paperwork and planning is authorized. In such 

case, residents explain, people might peruse through the escombros (trash and debris) 

looking for materials to use or sell or, in strange and dire cases, might even take residence 

inside the partial ruins. Collapses in the Malecón, where the exception. Escombros would 

be cleared off and developed into a hotel, restaurant or museum rapidly. When the 

escombros where in fact cleared off, the government turned the lot into an impromptu 

park or left it empty. Often, on the walls of neighboring buildings, you would see the 

painted rooms and divisions of the previously standing dwelling.  

The intersection of Neptuno and Galiano is the busiest, especially during 

weekdays31. The Galiano stores are well-renowned throughout Havana as the shopping 

district for Havana’s middle and upper-middle class. Galiano has retained Havana’s 

European style with its galleries, cafés, street side hotels, theatres and cinemas, and wide, 

roofed sidewalks. You can also find what used to be prestigious department stores like El 

Fin de Siglo, La Filosofía, and La Época, hinting at that North American Cuban heritage. 

Guaguas (buses) and maquinas (taxis), full with people, pull up to the busy sidewalk to 

let out the eager shoppers. Maradona, who lives nearby, described the noise and bullicio 

(ruckus) as incessant. He stated that many people from Havana went there just to “be 

                                                 
31 Click here to observe the scene at Galiano.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Neptuno-Street/zoom/c14o2/image_wqg
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there”, that is, to meet people, to be amongst the crowd and the happening. Galiano also 

offers the opportunity to strike up a quick negocio while keeping yourself busy with the 

passing and going of people.  

Follow Galiano northward and go back to the Malecón. As you near the Fort San 

Salvador de la Punta, you will run into bigger crowds of Cubans and tourists alike. You 

will hear the pleas for a “bolsa de leche” (bag of milk), or the “ven y conoce a mis 

amigas” (come and meet my girl friends) or the “oye, ¿de dónde eres?” (Where are you 

from?). In this place, in between Old Havana and Centro Habana, attentions are turned 

towards the tourist. La Punta is perhaps the first place outside of Old Havana where they 

will venture out32. As I have described before, some Cubans “fish” in these places for 

gullible tourists that can hardly keep up with the Cuban Spanish. It is a point of contact 

between different populations. Likewise, I perceived it to be a point of contact between 

San Juan and Havana because of the sea, the garita (bartizan) on El Morro fortress33 and 

the touristic atmosphere of the space. It is a reminder that both islands are confected as a 

touristic artifacts dependent on the constant consumption of its history and its present 

situation. The sea only shortens the distance between these two worlds and joins both 

places.  

SAN JUAN: LA CIUDAD AMURALLADA 

 Whenever a foreigner asks me where in Puerto Rico am I from, I often answer 

“from a city an hour to the east of San Juan”, using the capital city as reference in space 

and time. The truth is that for many Puerto Ricans (islanders and diaspora) San Juan is a 

lodestar. The San Juan Metropolitan Area “área metro” is the seat of the local 

                                                 
32 This is the scene at La Punta.  
33 San Juan’s main fortress is San Felipe del Morro and Havana’s is Tres Reyes Magos del Morro. Morro 

means “rock” in Spanish 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!distancesproximities/cjg9
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government and federal offices, and is home to more than half of the island’s population. 

It possesses Puerto Rico’s central airport and harbor, and the majority of factories, offices 

and commercial sites, making it the center for economic and consumer activity. As the 

economy worsens, more and more Puerto Ricans are pushed to drive up to San Juan (or 

move to nearby municipalities) where better paying jobs are more readily available, some 

willing to commute forty-five minutes or an hour. The importance of San Juan and its 

metropolitan area in Puerto Rican politics, economics and society has perpetuated the 

colonial demarcation of the island into two general zones: Capital (área metro) and the 

rest of the island (“Isla”34).   

 However, what does “an hour away” mean? By train, by bus or what?  By car. 

Puerto Rico has adopted the US car culture to serve as a method for transportation, 

access, and, as we will discuss further on, safety. The car has taken the train, the bus and 

any other public transportation off the market in most of the island, except in San Juan35. 

In fact, traffic shapes the lives of all Puerto Ricans, measuring time and distance 

depending on traffic. Having lived in San Juan during my undergraduate studies, I know 

that driving between morning rush hour (6 to 8 am) or afternoon rush hour (3 to 6 pm) is 

a nightmare, a hassle at best. Moreover, the car is a symbol for economic power and 

social status, making pedestrians “second-class citizens” since it is presumed they cannot 

buy a car. This, in part, has highlighted Eduardo Lalo’s nuanced, flaneuristic practices 

and style since he dares to walk an otherwise “un-walkable” city. As I will briefly explain 

in this chapter and the third chapter, the car provides a safe, encapsulated space with 

                                                 
34 Therefore, to say that you are from “the island” (la isla) is to say that you are from somewhere from 

outside the metropolitan area. Isla can sometimes connote: remote, isolated or “backwoods”.  
35 Although recently the local government announced it will dissolve the AMA (Autoridad Metropolitana 

de Autobuses) bus service and raise the cost of tickets for the Tren Urbano (subway).  
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which Puerto Ricans can move with class through spaces of privilege or crime while 

controlling access to the personal space.  

As you near San Juan on the Highway 22 coming from the west, you will reach 

Plaza de las Américas, the biggest shopping in the island and a private space made into a 

space of social interaction in a controlled environment, similar to the car. Three different 

highways meet at Plaza: the westbound 22 Interstate, the eastbound 26 Baldorioty 

expressway, and the southbound 52 Ferré expressway. In fact, the PR22 expressway 

alone connects three major shopping malls (Plaza Río Hondo in Bayamón, Plaza San 

Patricio in Guaynabo, and Plaza de las Américas) in a span of six miles.  From across the 

island, Puerto Ricans embark in their due pilgrimage to Plaza and pay their tribute to 

Abercrombie & Fitch, Cheesecake Factory and Tous3637. And why not? Security 

continuously guards the parking lot, air-conditioning beats the humid outside weather 

(and there is artificial snow during the holiday season), there is a variety of high-end 

restaurants and food establishments, and the movie theater is the biggest on the island. 

Everybody who is somebody will visit during night, weekends or whenever possible. The 

shopping mall, as demonstrated in the name, has become the plaza, the town square 

where people would go to socialize, and has moved the space of socialization to closed 

doors.  

                                                 
36 Ironically, tous means “everybody” in French. Merchandise that not everybody can afford in a place 

where not everybody is allowed in.  
37 The recently built Mall of San Juan will offer a more lucrative and exclusive shopping space.            

Press, Danica Coto Associated. "Puerto Rico Prepares for Luxury Shopping Amid Recession." ABC News. 

ABC News Network, 26 May 2015. Web. 26 Mar. 2015. 

<http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-prepares-luxury-shopping-amid-recession-

29915617>. 
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San Juan has developed as a linear city38 according to the routes of transportation 

connecting the suburb to the city. Old San Juan sits at the top as the origin of that 

orientating line. Born in the Plaza Colón at the walls of the old city, the Ponce de León 

Avenue threads together the column of barrios that were formed southward: Santurce, 

Hato Rey, and finally Río Piedras. Contrary to Havana’s European layout and aesthetic, 

San Juan has followed the American model of urban development. Highways and arterial 

roads from the east, west and south meet and merge with the Ponce de León, the spinal 

cord, to form a grid that reaches every corner of the urban sprawl. In a city with a 

population of 374,68239  and a density of 7,831.2 per square mile, San Juan’s barrios and 

sub-barrios are tightly packed, producing dissonance and conflict in the areas of 

contact40. Urban planning has played an important role in the containment and isolation 

of troublesome barrios and peoples. Roads act as physical barriers and diverting line, 

preventing or allowing movement depending on the subject and the destination. 

Meanwhile, affluent neighborhoods and suburbs are favored in this scheme, having been 

constructed near or in vital nodes of transportation.  

Río Piedras 

Take a right after passing Plaza de Las Américas and make your way to the other 

end of the line: Río Piedras, the opposite to Old San Juan’s homogeneity. Although Río 

Piedras was founded as a separate municipality in 1714, San Juan’s growth in the 1950s 

forced the state government to join the two. Río Piedras is best known for housing the 

                                                 
38 The linear city was an urban plan for an elongated urban formation consisting of specialized parallel 

sectors. These cities commonly follow the linear layout of rivers, land formations and routes of 

transportation.  
39 According to the US Census, its population was 424,448 in 2000, decreasing more than 10%.  
40 In his book, San Juan, ciudad soñada, Edgardo Rodríguez Juliá performs a similar overview of San Juan 

from a historical and literary perspective. There is a particular emphasis on the modernization of San Juan 

and its neighborhoods, especially Santurce and Río Piedras.  
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University of Puerto Rico’s biggest campus (UPR-RP) since 1903. The university’s clock 

tower is iconic (see Illustration 28), a symbol that reminds students and alumni of the 

campus,  the city of Río Piedras, and university life. However, most of my participants 

found iconic about Río Piedras’s was its “effervescence” and heterogeneity. Puerto 

Ricans, Dominicans, Palestinians, students, professors, blue collar workers, self-

employed, unemployed, old, middle-aged, young, homosexuals, bisexuals, heterosexual, 

transsexuals. Because of its marginality, its nightlife, and its proximity to the university 

and other sites of cultural production, Rio Piedras attracts a wide variety of people. 

Although this might lead to misunderstandings and conflicts between populations, the 

different sectors have learned to coexist with one another. Throughout my descriptions of 

Rio Piedras and its spaces, I will describe the spaces of the constituent population of Río 

Piedras as well as their reputation and social practices.  

One of the principal streets of Río Piedras, and often the way of entry for 

newcomers, is the Avenida Universidad. This avenue, cutting west to east, connects the 

Muñoz Rivera Avenue with the Ponce de León and the UPR campus. At first glance, you 

will see the various businesses, establishments and places are always near any campus: 

fast foods, cheap restaurants, corner stores and Walgreens, laundries, bars and cafés. At a 

second glance, you will notice the dirt and trash on the streets, the broken sidewalks 

invaded by parked cars, the homeless camped out on stoops and abandoned buildings, 

and the overwhelming presence of police officers and billboards (Medalla, Keystone, and 

Durex). The Avenida brings out the dissonance between the residents and the students by 

highlighting their socio-economic and racial differences, a convergence that shapes how 

space is used and appropriated.   

In this part of Río Piedras, businesses cater to the students, profiting off their 

needs and fluctuating with their movements. While some are able to stay and establish a 
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presence within the space, many just come for the quick buck and leave. The Walgreens 

on the Avenida and Muñóz corner, open 24 hours, exerts great pressure on local 

businesses, for example, the Colmado Cabrera, local corner store, on the Avenida and 

Cabrera. The owner expressed how they can’t keep up with the prices and the service 

hours Walgreens has had to offer. Many businesses and bars have come and gone since 

my years as an undergraduate up until today: La Pega China, Café 103, Baccos, 

Kool’o’Loko, University Books, Subway, Church’s, and so on. Others have risen and 

made their mark like Arrope Café, Mona Lisa, and the Asahi sushi bar. The Avenida 

operates as any other campus city would: responding to student demands and fiercely 

competing for their business.  

However, there are businesses that have remained in Río Piedras for a very long 

time and are equally symbolic as the Tower itself.  Everyone that has come to the 

Avenida Universidad knows or can remember the Ocho Blanco, El Vidys, and Doña Ana, 

all owned by a Puerto Rican-Dominican family: los Blancos. The Ocho Blanco is a three-

story club: the first floor has a pool hall, slot machines, a stage for karaoke and live 

music, and a bar41. The second floor is a restaurant and a bar, while the third floor is an 

open balcony with a closed bar. On the right side of the Ocho Blanco, is the Vidys, a bar 

with a restaurant, a stage and an outdoor sitting area, while on the other side is the Doña 

Ana Convenience store. On Thursdays and Fridays, students from the area come to the 

Vidys and the Ocho to drink (janguiar). The Doña Ana colmado is open early in the 

morning and until almost midnight. Residents of Río Piedras visit the Vidys and the Ocho 

on the weekends, when the flocks of students are away at home. The effectiveness of 

                                                 
41 Here is a photo of those three businesses: Doña Ana, Ocho Blanco and Vidy’s. 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Doa-Ana/zoom/c14o2/image_1wqj
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these businesses in providing food and entertainment to students and residents alike has 

proven key for their survival and success.  

 

Illustration 6: Avenida Universidad 

Los Blanco and their businesses have received their share of criticism because of 

their cultural and racial background, and because of the success of their businesses. After 

the closing of Café 103, a student favorite bar that hosted local bands and cultural events, 

many students blamed los Blancos for having, rumors say, filed noise complaints and 

carried out under-the-table maneuvers to secure their eviction. Some have stated that Los 

Blancos have established a monopoly in the Avenida by having four businesses in the 

area (including the new Mona Lisa pizzeria and art gallery). Tito, a community leader 

from the Blondet neighborhood, north of the Avenida, accused los Blancos, in our 

interview, of being a “mafia”, allowing drug dealers to sell on the corner of Doña Ana, 

which, allegedly, has led to recent violence in nearby areas42. Coincidentally, that corner 

                                                 
42 Cybernews. "Buscan a Joven Señalado Por Asesinato - WAPA.tv - Noticias - Videos." WAPA.tv. N.p., 3 

Feb. 2012. Web. 06 Mar. 2015 
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is a favorite spot for Afro-Puerto Ricans and Afro-Dominicans. This resident said that he, 

as well as his friends from the neighborhood, avoid these establishments as a boycott and 

to stay out of harm’s way. The Ocho Blanco, particularly, has also been the case for 

criticism and investigations by local press due to allegations of sexual harassment and 

hate crimes43. Although these allegations demand further investigation of possible racial 

and sexual biases, the Ocho Blanco and Vidys remain as spaces that are clearly contested 

by students, business owners, and residents alike.  

The question of development has obviously been a big issue in such a highly 

commercialized area. The Avenida Universidad is the frontier between the two 

communities of Blondet, to the north, and Santa Rita, to the south. Tito explained how a 

private developer has recently bought up the property right next to his house in the heart 

of Blondet. We could barely hear each other over the noise of bulldozers and chipping 

hammers by his window, and the construction workers yelling by his front door. He 

explained how that empty lot was first going to be developed into a hotel. The 

community rose up against this plan of development rightfully stated that the area, still 

designated as residential, could not handle the traffic or the commercial activity. The 

developer has now decided to build a retirement home. During our conversation, he 

wondered how the residents of that home will be able to withstand the noise pollution and 

movement of the Refugio, a student bar and café, down the street. The resident explained 

how this issue has been going on for years, especially with the development of student 

residences and housing. The developers of Plaza Universitaria and Plaza Universitaria 

2000, two separate housing complexes, as he claims, bought up the cheap plots of land 

and built structures that remain visually and socially separated from the rest of the 

                                                 
43 Costa, Juan R. "En Aprietos Nuevamente “el 8 De Blanco” Con La Comunidad LGBTT." Entre 

Parentesis. N.p., 05 Mar. 2013. Web. 06 Mar. 2015. 
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community44. Little by little, expropriation and big development, lawsuits, a lack of 

living space and the constant rotation of residents have greatly reduced Blondet’s 

community.  

Some in the non-student population blame students, a sizeable portion of Río 

Piedras’s population, for the degradation of the Santa Rita and Blondet communities. On 

the other side of the Avenida, Santa Rita has managed to avoid the construction of huge 

apartment complexes45. Instead, the big houses of Santa Rita, once the inhabited by the 

wealthy class of the Río Piedras municipality, have been quartered off and rented to 

individuals. Students, always willing to save up some money, pick these shoebox size 

apartments46. However, students are usually there from Monday to Friday during their 

four or five years of their undergrad degree, and as soon as the rent gets too high or there 

is a better deal, they are off. Riopiedrenses described students as “birds”, never staying 

still for too long and always flying back and forth. When asked if they viewed Santa Rita 

as their hogar (home), the majority of students explained that their hogar continued to be 

their hometown. I spoke to El Viejo, an involved member of the Santa Rita community, 

and asked him what was the level of student participation in the local group Acción 

Comunitaria Santa Rita (Santa Rita Community Action). He answered that only students 

who have lived in the area for a prolonged time take the time to know their neighbors and 

integrate themselves on the community. The detachment that students feel is caused by 

                                                 
44 Plaza Universitaria is a student housing complex on university lands but privately administrated. This 

complex has no access from Blondet’s side, instead a 15 foot high concrete fence running along the 

Baldorioty de Castro street that protects the grounds. Many residents and students, including me, avoid this 

street since it has become a criminal hot spot. On the other hand, Plaza Universitaria 2000, also protected 

by a high fence with barbed wire and though security, casts a shadow over Blonder with its 20 story high 

structure (even higher than the UPR tower). Here is a photo of the Baldorioty de Castro Street where you 

will see both developments and their contrast with Blondet.  
45 Gaze at the Santa Rita skyline. 
46 Here is a photo of Río Piedras apartment.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Baldorioty-de-Castro-Street/zoom/c14o2/image_jce
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Santa Rita/zoom/c14o2/image_11h8
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Kitchen-in-Ro-Piedras/zoom/c14o2/image_f6u
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their continuous flight, ultimately preventing them from perceiving Río Piedras as their 

hogar and treating it as such.    

 Student life also interferes with that of other residents and further questions their 

definition of civilidad (civility). Immigrants, especially Dominicans, often rent the small, 

cheap apartments and, therefore, share a wall with students. I spoke to various 

Dominicans, focused and hardworking, and I learned how they are only home during the 

nighttime, since, at daytime, they are out working multiple jobs. Coming home to the 

party banter and the bustle of student life is a daily disturbance. I asked several 

participants if students make for good neighbors. While some answered “yes”, many 

complained of the aloofness (falta de consideración) of the student, not willing to pick up 

after himself or herself or minding their volume outside and within the apartment.  

Having lived in Santa Rita myself, I remember being woken up at one in the morning by 

the thump-thump of the neighbor’s stereo system and the immediate “¡Mira, cállate! 

¡Tengo trabajo mañana!” (Hey, shut up! I have work tomorrow!) coming from 

downstairs. After a loud, sleepless night of partying on a Thursday, the Avenida is filled 

with trash, broken glass, and filth on the pavement. Students living in the area have a 

general knowledge of who are their neighbors but everything/one still remains as 

something ajeno (foreign).  

Aside from the schedule of students, the conflict between these two population 

arises from the consumerist culture student life encourages. As described, the majority of 

places in the Avenida are businesses selling, mainly, alcohol and food. There is only one 

café, one public sitting area (by Plaza Universidad and is watched by private security), 

while there are no parks or green spaces, open spaces or libraries. This has led 

organizations, like the Junta Comunitaria de Río Piedras and the Casa de Cultura 

Profesora Ruth Hernández Torres, to host “Jueves de Río Piedras” (Thursdays in Río 
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Piedras), a monthly neighborhood-wide initiative to hold educational, recreational, and 

cultural activities. By organizing activities that do not only involve alcohol and partying, 

the community groups help in decommodifying the space while integrating students into 

the community and its culture. Students can learn about Río Piedras, its history and its 

people, increasing their chances of developing a sense of belonging and attachment 

within the place or at least developing a respect for the urban surrounding. However, this 

is long ways off since the space of the University and the student remains separate from 

Río Piedras in a physical and ideological sense.  

At the end of the Avenida, you run into the gates and fences of the UPR campus 

along the Ponce de León. The UPR and student life are protected by these walls, 

strengthening the striking racial and class differences between students and Río Piedras 

residents. At each gate, you will find a private security guard patrolling or a guardhouse 

with video cameras. There are 8 access points on the side of Río Piedras: 5 towards the 

West (Santa Rita and Blondet) and only 3 on the side of downtown Río Piedras. On 

weekends and nights, access is restricted to students and UPR personnel. When many of 

the riopiedrenses commented that Río Piedras lacks public libraries, green, open spaces 

and parks, museums and IT service centers, I asked if they felt they could access these 

spaces and use these services in the UPR campus. Many answered that they did not know 

that the UPR permitted access or even had these services. El Viejo, as did others, 

explained that he did not feel welcome at the UPR campus and that he was sure the UPR, 

indirectly, discourages non-students to use the facilities and visit the spaces. There is no 

guarantee for Río Piedras residents to attend class or use the resources at the UPR. I will 

come back to this in Chapter 3 to illustrate how the wall and the gate work to isolate 

spaces and resources, limiting access to certain kinds of people. 
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The UPR has worked to bridge this gap through CAUCE. Located at Gonzalez 

Street in Río Piedras, CAUCE is the Center for Urban, Community and Economic 

Action, created, organized and funded by the UPR-RP. The Junta Comunitaria of Río 

Piedras hold their meetings in CAUCE and collaborate with other groups like the Casa 

Ruth Fernández. CAUCE is responsible for the planning of cultural, educational, and 

recreational events that integrate a broad sector of the community. However, since 

CAUCE is affiliated to the university, it is susceptible to the changes in politics within 

the UPR (common every four years) and reductions in its budget, forcing some initiatives 

and projects to be slowed down or halted47.  

In spite of the long distances between UPR and Río Piedras, El Viejo y The Poet 

admit that, indirectly, the UPR foments a scene than can scarcely be found in the rest of 

the island. On the Avenida Ponce de León, bookstores like the Tertulia, Mágica and 

Norberto Gonzalez, the Beckett and the Yerbabruja (recently closed) theatre, and the 

Guatíbiri art gallery sponsor academic, art and cultural events that draw-in constantly 

attract scholars, artists, thinkers, and writers from all over the island to downtown Río 

Piedras. For example, the Tertúlia and the Mágica bookstores market books (international 

and national) and organize events that cannot be observed elsewhere in Puerto Rico, 

except for some places in Santurce. This space of the Ponce de León shines as one of the 

few spaces of genuine cultural production in the island.  

In Simone, the protagonist acknowledges that this segment is unlike the rest of the 

Ponce de León because of its cultural richness and therefore should have its own name, 

setting it aside from the avenue itself and its other spaces (Lalo, 131).  El Refugio 

(Balseiro street) and the Boricua (Saldaña and Robles Streets), a bar and dance hall, also 

                                                 
47 I talk more about this and current development plans for the Río Piedras area in the article “Aquí mandan 

los que están: contested spaces in the Avenida Universidad in Río Piedras, Puerto Rico”.  
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attract people from the rest of San Juan and in other parts of the island, looking to enjoy 

the avant-garde scene of this section of Río Piedras48. Newer establishments, like Mondo 

Bizarro (a comic book store) and Club 77 (a bar and concert venue), located deeper in 

Río Piedras, are daring students and non-students alike to inhabit spaces of fear.  

 

Illustration 7: Busy day at the Paseo de Diego 

Waking past the libraries towards the center of Río Piedras, you will come across 

the Paseo de Diego. A renowned pedestrian zone in the past, the Paseo was known for its 

quality stores and bustling crowd49. Sanjuanerxs in the 70s and 80s would come to shop 

here before Plaza de las Américas provided a more exclusive and luxurious shopping 

space. Businesses closed soon after, opening the door for Dominican and immigrant 

owned businesses. As The Poet admits, Río Piedras has been kept economically active 

                                                 
48 The music of the Boricua floods this section of the Ponce de León. Sit down and listen to the Boricua un 

viernes. 
49 Here is another photo of the Paseo de Diego.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!san-juan-/cnvm
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!san-juan-/cnvm
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Paseo de Diego/zoom/c14o2/image_poi
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thanks to these establishments: “Realmente RP la administran y existe como centro de 

actividad económica porque hay dominicanos haciendo, agenciando, o sea trabajando 

esos negocios”50. Dominicans are not the only group setting up shop in the Paseo. A 

Palestinian-owned clothing store, on the corner of Camelia and Paseo, blasts passersby 

with Middle Eastern music. The flow of pedestrians is therefore constant during open 

hours. However, many riopiedrenses said they dare not walk through the Paseo after five 

or six o’clock in the evening because of its known as a place of crime, prostitution, and 

uncertainty.  

After its economic downfall, the Paseo, as well as Río Piedras and the UPR 

campus, has seen an increase in crime, violence, and theft. Some of the people I 

interviewed in Río Piedras avoid the Robles, Brumbaugh51, and Paseo Streets, places that 

are usually dark and desolate. Students crossing the pedestrian bridge have been mugged 

midday. “Yo no tengo nada que hacer allí [Paseo] luego de las 6”,52 said The Poet. When 

I asked why, he stated that the Paseo is a place for male and female prostitution at 

night5354. He also was mugged on his way back home from a bar in the Avenida. Another 

student I interviewed was walking down the Avenida when a driver grabbed her 

backpack and dragged her along. Women, mostly, have reported acts of sexual 

aggression and rape in the areas near or within campus. Although police officers can be 

seen patrolling the streets, there is a general distrust of the police force55. Although there 

                                                 
50 In reality, Río Piedras exists and can be administered as a center of economic activity because there are 

Dominicans bringing about and working in these types of businesses 
51 Here is a photo of Brumbaugh Street. The photo was taken from the footbridge that connect Río Piedras 

and the UPR-RP campus.  
52 “I have no business being in the Paseo after 6”  
53 It was my intention to know more about this space but I never found access. 
54 In Belleza Bruta, Francisco Font Acevedo talks about Río Piedras’s male and female prostitution form a 

literary standpoint. 
55 The Poet related how a friend had her phone stolen one night while at the Boricua in downtown Río 

Piedras. When the friend arrived at the police station, she saw an officer with her and a couple of other 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!UPR and RP/zoom/c14o2/image_1t67
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is  popular suspicion that the disenfranchised, tecatos56 or homeless people are the 

culprits of these crimes, Berta, a Dominican single mother, clarified that the ladrones 

(thieves) were not from Río Piedras, but come from neighboring barrios to find easy 

targets like students. Additionally, told me she knew well the police officers that 

patrolled the streets of Río Piedras and knew for a fact that police officers slacked off 

while on guard and often collaborated with thieves57. At night and sometimes by day, 

pedestrians move along hurriedly, staying away from notorious, dark or empty spaces 

like Paseo and always keeping an eye out for threats.  

Reclaiming these spaces of fear has been the mission of organizations and 

establishments such as Mondo Bizaro, Casa Ruth Fernández and the Junta Comunitaria. 

On their corner of Paseo, Mondo Bizarro has painted the adjoining walls and partnered 

with Club 77 in holding events, during the night and day, staking their right to walk the 

Paseo and encouraging others to inhabit those places of fear. On February 11th, 2015, 

students from the UPR-RP course “Gender Geographies” went to the Plaza Roble (Ponce 

de León and Robles Street) with the slogan “Élla anda sola en la calle y él anda solo en 

la calle” (She walks the street alone and he walks the street alone) to meet, play music 

and talk, as a form of protest against recent misogynistic displays of behavior by the 

police58 and to inhabit empty spaces. Lastly, Casa Ruth Fernández has been working 

                                                                                                                                                 
stolen phones. She told the officer that that was her phone (it even had a photo of her as a background), but 

the officer laughed at her and mocked her for been supposedly drunk, doubting whether she even knew 

which one was her phone.  It should also be mentioned, that the relationship between students and police 

officers has been heavily tainted and damaged by the 2010-2011 student strikes and riots.  
56 Junkie, drug addict.  
57 The reputation of the Puerto Rico Police Force has been heavily tarnished by recent fiascos of sexual 

misconduct and harassment, and investigations of excessive force.  
58 On February 8th, 2015, a Puerto Rican singer and song writer, Ivana Zayas, was run over by a car during 

late hours of the night. On the briefing of the investigation, the police lieutenant Félix Bauzó said: 

“Honestly, we have to know why she was out on the street at that time”, focusing on why she was out and 

doing what, instead of directing the investigation on the man who had run her over and fled the scene. 

Obviously, this sparked outrage in the Puerto Rican community, encouraging many to stage public events, 

such organizing a march late at night through otherwise empty streets and using the phrase “Yo ando sola”.  
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arduously in hosting a wide-variety of events, workshops and activities as well as 

providing a space for other local entities like Mondo Bizarro59 or the Junta Comunataria. 

Casa Ruth also works with community leaders, like Julio Piedras, in giving tours to the 

children of the community so that they can learn the spaces and histories of Río Piedras, 

hosting workshops on urban agriculture60 and recreational activities.  

 

Ilustration 8: Mondo Bizarro and Paseo de Diego 

Students and artists have also started to repurpose, or “reprogram” as the Poet 

stated, abandoned spaces (ruins) for culture. Ruined and abandoned structures are most 

commonly associated with crime, drugs, and homeless people. In Simone, the character 

Máximo Noreña holds a movie showing on the ruins of the abandoned Cine Paradise in 

Río Piedras. Noreña recognizes how San Juan “turns it back on its past” by hiding the 

                                                 
59 Quiles, Cristina Del Mar. "Exitoso Junte De Artistas Del Comic." El Nuevo Dia. N.p., 14 Mar. 2015. 

Web. 16 Mar. 2015. 
60 The community of Capetillo has their own urban garden, teaching children how to harvest vegetables by 

having them over after school and paying them to help around with tasks.   
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ruin with a condominium or replacing it with a parking lot. Repurposing these “crude 

spaces”, as Noreña calls them, challenges this process change and forget. Students 

invaded an old, abandoned house by the Avenida and refurbished and used for public use. 

After six months of use, the owner blocked off the property and sold it to the Blancos for 

development of the Mona Lisa pizzeria. 

The Río 2012, a development project aimed at renovating Río Piedras by 

destroying abandoned buildings and ruins, spurred many of these community juntas and 

grassroots organizations into action. Taking advantage of the low property prices and 

abandoned sites in Río Piedras, ex-San Juan mayor Santini moved to “revitalize” 

downtown by expropriating properties and handing development projects to political 

partners and friends. The plan proposed a demolition of 151 structures, some historic and 

beautiful constructions, in 20 square blocks and the importation of private, foreign 

businesses (Wal-Mart) before it was halted by Santini’s failed re-election61. Without any 

dialogue with the communities, Santini developed the Paseo (removed old Spanish 

aqueducts, removed trees, and installed metal canopies) and then moved to the Plaza de la 

Convalecencia, the historic plaza of the Río Piedras municipality. The lack of benches, 

tables and lawn, make the Plaza uninhabitable, discouraging many ríopiedrenses from 

using the space. The Junta Comunitaria, formed by members of the six communities of 

downtown Río Piedras (Río Piedras Antiguo, Ubarri, Venezuela, Capetillo, Monte Rey 

and Buen Consejo), gained strength during those precarious years, spurring community 

members to participate in political affairs and fight for their right to the city. 

If Avenida Universidad is the point of entry for students and people from the rest 

of the island, the Plaza del Mercado (Market Square) is the point of entry for 

                                                 
61 Giusti Cordero, Juan. "Stop Santini." 80grados.net. N.p., 02 Nov. 2012. Web. 16 Mar. 2015. 
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ríopiedrenses, sanjuaneros and immigrants62. A place worlds away for most students, the 

Plaza del Mercado is a vital node for business and community in Río Piedras. The scene 

outside is described in Simone:  

Pareciera, a pesa del caos que todo estuviera en su sitio: la cantidad de hombres 

sin piernas en sus sillas de ruedas, los anuncios de Miss Milenium Model, la 

decoración neopsicodélica de la Cafetería Los Amigos, la fila de timbales en la 

vidriera de Casa Isern… y de una tienda de discos sale a todo volumen una 

canción de La India. (64)63 

On the inside, the Plaza has just as much to offer: hair salons, fruit, vegetable and meat 

vendors, stores for religious paraphernalia and alternative medicine, and restaurants with 

local and Dominican food. The Plaza is full most of the morning and throughout the 

afternoon providing food, employment, and leisure for many of Río Piedras’s residents.  

 

Illustration 9: Inside the Plaza del Mercado 

                                                 
62 Sit and watch the crowds that gather in front of the Plaza. Or stroll through the aisles.  
63 “Regardless of the chaos, it would seem that everything was in its place: the number of men without legs 

in their wheelchairs, the ads of Miss Milenium Model, the neopsychodelic decoration of Cafetería Los 

Amigos, the line of timabales on the display window of Casa Isern…and a shop blasted a song from La 

India.” 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Plaza del Mercado/zoom/c14o2/image_t5l
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Plaza del Mercado/zoom/c14o2/image_dif
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Although the Plaza del Mercado possesses such importance in the community, it 

is invisible to sanjuanerxs in their map of San Juan and Río Piedras. As the Poet stated, 

Río Piedras, and the Plaza, is kept alive thanks to the hard work of Dominicans and other 

immigrants. Because there is an import of Dominican culture and traditions into this area 

of Río Piedras, almost like a dock or a connector to the sister island, the Plaza and 

neighboring areas remain like “dark side of the moon”, a city underneath the city64. Río 

Piedras’s social-economic characteristics play into the invisibilization of this part of 

barrio.  Meanwhile, the Avenida and the UPR are Río Piedras. These spaces have 

replaced them as the “signified” and have become a synecdoche to what is Río Piedras. 

As I will discuss in Chapter 3, there is a racial and class bias against Dominicans, often 

portrayed as job-takers, loud, dirty and crass.  Neighborhoods like Río Piedras are then 

seen as places to be avoided or bypassed.  

 It is important to note how architecture and planning has been used to hide away 

the Plaza and this side of Río Piedras.  The easiest way to cross Río Piedras from one end 

to another is by taking the Avenida Universidad, then the Gándara Avenue and then the 

Barbosa Avenue. The Barbosa Avenue, a six-lane road, cuts through Capetillo65, dividing 

it into two and leaving the eastern half almost separate from Río Piedras. As explained, 

the desolate, dirty streets of Río Piedras discourage drivers from walking and compel 

them to take easier routes through downtown. By looking at the map, we can understand 

how access to Río Piedras is made difficult and how the city has been hidden away 

behind the concrete. The average driver cannot see the poverty present behind the 

skyscrapers, but can only see his/her own reflection on the tinted windowpane. The 

                                                 
64 Reference to De Certeau 
65 Here is a photo of the small streets and houses of Capetillo.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Capetillo/zoom/c14o2/image_k6e
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encasement of the car and the difficulty of walking in the city has kept San Juan from 

being perceived as a ruined city, as full of debris and escombros as Havana.  

Santurce 

Take the train going north and make it to Santurce66. In Santurce, sanjanerxs still 

use the numbers from the Santurce trolley stops67 to identify the various sections along 

the Ponce de León and the parallel running Fernández Juncos Avenue, directing traffic 

south. The train ends at Parada 26 in Barrio Obrero and Caño Martín Peña. The first, 

much like Río Piedras, is known for its Dominican heritage and presence. Barrio Obrero 

is a hard place, where people strive to survive amidst the violence and the poverty. The 

Caño Martín Peña has also been a place of hardship. Since its foundations as the 

shantytown of El Fanguito, Martín Peña has struggled to maintain itself afloat, literally68. 

The caño, the channel that gives the community its name, has been blocked off by 

sediment and waste from the San Juan Bay, causing the area to flood with sewage and 

lagoon waters during heavy rains. Luckily, community groups like G8 and grassroots 

organizations and NGOs like ENLACE and Health Med Pro have been very active 

politically and communally, providing services and a voice to disempowered community 

members and pushing for political action.  

Walk north and you will arrive at Parada 25, where the San Jorge Street meets the 

Ponce de León. The San Jorge Street is home to the San Mateo de Cangrejos Church that 

still carries, what some still believe to be, the real name of Santurce: “Cangrejos”69. The 

San Jorge Street connects the Ponce de León to the Calle Loíza, one of the oldest parts of 

                                                 
66 Here is a recording of the train ride from Río Piedras to Santurce on the tren urbano.  
67 Even though the trolley stopped working in the 1940s.  
68 Click to look at the panorama of the Caño Martín Peña.  
69 These people, that opt to be called cangrejerxs instead of santurcinxs, described themselves as 

“urbanxs” (urban), preferring to walk and to take pleasure out of exploring the city and its unknown 

spaces. 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!san-juan-/cnvm
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Caño Martín Peña and Barrio Obrero/zoom/c14o2/image_1kek
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Santurce. Residents there also share a strong pride of belonging to Santurce and of living 

in the Calle Loíza. Since before the foundation of Cangrejos, Loíza and nearby areas 

were the port of entry of many immigrants, especially Afro-Caribbeans. This heritage is 

honored through festivals such as the “Fiestas de la 23 Abajo” and the “Fiestas de la 

Calle Loíza” 70 and recorridos (tours) of the different spaces of the community. As I will 

explain in Chapter 3, I hold that this heritage is honored by a different type of civility, a 

way of coexisting with the other, respectfully, in this urban space.  

 

Illustration 10: Parada 22 

In the past five to ten years, Calle Loíza and the Parada 23 have become two poles 

of cultural and artistic exchange and production. Parada 23 houses the Luis A. Ferré 

                                                 
70 The Fiestas de la Calle Loíza were held thanks to the support of LaCalleLoiza.com, a website created by 

the local community leader Mariana Reyes Angleró. This website, besides helping organize and promote 

cultural activities, posts articles and opinion pieces about the community. The site also possess a set of 

interviews of local residents and businesses owners in order to widen the reader’s knowledge on what  is 

Calle Loíza and which are the different spaces within the neighborhood. It would be interesting to research 

how San Juan’s urban dilemmas are being addressed in virtual space.  
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Performing Arts Center (Bellas Artes) and the Museum of Art of Puerto Rico (MAPR), 

two long-standing institutions that have maintained Santurce as a place for cultural 

production and consumption. In 23rd and 22rd, you will find theaters like El Josco, 

Francisco Arriví and Israel “Shorty” Castro and iconic cultural centers like La Respuesta, 

El Local, and Libros AC. Following the impulse, youth groups have gone up to the Loíza 

to establish businesses and cultural spaces. For example, Viento Films borrowed an 

empty lot, cleaned it out, and prepared the space to establish Cinema Paradiso, an open-

air movie theatre. On Taft street, the Asociación de Residentes Machuchal Revive 

(ARMAR), rescued an empty house and refurbished it to “create a self-developed, 

multifunctional space for the needs of neighbors and visitors”71. These groups have 

worked hard to maintain Santurce as a space for cultural production and an equitable 

quality and way of life. In the words of a resident of San Mateo, a community of Parada 

25, “Yo quiero estar aquí, y aquí me voy a quedar” 72(ENDI). These areas, as well as 

many others in Santurce, have been fighting gentrification (aburguesamiento) with the 

construction of lucrative housing developments, like Ciudadela (right next to Bellas 

Artes)73, high-end stores, and “hip” restaurants74.  

In the next big intersection, where Condado Street meets the Ponce de León, you 

will find yourself at the convergence of two very different worlds: the Parada 18 and 

Condado. Towards the north, you will see the wall of oceanfront apartment complexes 

and hotels of Condado that block out the smell, the sound, the air and any other trace of 

                                                 
71 "Información." CASA TAFT 169. N.p., 04 Dec. 2013. Web. 16 Mar. 2015. 
72 “I want to be here and here is where I will stay” 
73 As I will mention in the next paragraph, much of the development in San Juan is driven by speculation, 

not necessarily by demand. Residents of Ciudadela remember how its real-estate prices were lowered, 

twice, a few months after inauguration due to the lack of buyers.  
74 Listen to the busy traffic of the Juan Ponce de León.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!san-juan-/cnvm
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sea75. Towards the south, the communities of Figueroa and Campo Alegre, commonly 

known as Parada 18, live in the shadows. Campo Alegre’s original houses, small, humble 

and closely built, set a striking contrast against the monumental, grey Metro Plaza 

Towers76 built on the barrio. Not many people realize that Santurce’s Plaza del Mercado, 

famous throughout the island, is in fact located in Campo Alegre77. The community is 

otherwise invisible to the world of Ponce de León, unless somebody ventures into its 

small streets looking for parking. Just as Lefebvre indicated, the driver of the car is 

unable to perceive the rhythms of the outside world. Aburguesamiento deals the final 

blow: hiding the old wooden houses of Santurce behind steel and concrete, and burying 

the communities into forget.  I add that this development, along with Río 2012 and those 

in Parada 22, creates ruins through construction spurred by speculation, leaving brand 

new buildings, like the one next to Ciudadela, empty.  

                                                 
75 One of the only parks in Condado is the “Ventana al Mar”, (Window to the sea), reinforcing my image 

of the wall before the sea. Here is a photo of the Ventana al Mar.  
76 These luxurious apartment buildings are rumored to be developed for CEOs, wealthy artists and 

politicians who want to live in the heart of San Juan. Such is the case of the Cosmopolitan, a new building 

in the Alto del Cabro (a barrio west of Campo Alegre) with ocean view apartments starting at $500,000 

(rumored to be empty). For more on Alto del Cabro’s gentrification: Arocho, Montes A. I. El Fenómeno De 

La Gentrificación En La Comunidad Alto Del Cabro, Santurce: Análisis Del Problema Y Propuesta Para El 

Establecimiento De Una Estrategia De Permanencia Comunitaria. , 2007. Print.  
77 Here is a photo of the famous Placita de Santurce. 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Ventana al Mar/zoom/c14o2/image_emi
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Plaza del Mercado/zoom/c14o2/image_1kpk
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Illustration 11: Campo Alegre and Metro Plaza Towers 

On the southern sidewalk, Figueroa fights a similar battle against expropriation, 

aburguesamiento, abandonment and crime. Because of urban flight, many of Figueroa’s 

houses were emptied or put up for rent. The devaluation of property allowed private 

development to buy residencies, especially those without a clear owner or under pending 

litigation of inheritance. The construction of the headquarters of Puerto Rico Electric 

Power Authority (AEE), two shopping centers (including a Wal-Mart), Walgreens78, a 

bus terminal and parking lots greatly reduced living space and destroyed local businesses. 

In turn, those businesses that closed down left behind abandoned sites that have become 

space of crime and squalor. Likewise, the influx of Dominican immigrants into the 

community has tainted the reputation. The neighbors of Gandul described Figueroa’s 

                                                 
78 It has been confirmed that Puerto Rico has the most Walgreens and Wal- Marts per square mile in the 

world. The San Juan municipality alone has 20 Walgreens stores. Cintrón Arbasetti, Jorge. "Puerto Rico 

First in the World with Walgreens and Walmart per Square Mile." Centro De Periodismo Investigativo. 

N.p., 7 May 2014. Web. 26 Mar. 2015. <http://periodismoinvestigativo.com/2014/05/puerto-rico-first-in-

the-world-with-walgreens-and-walmart-per-square-mile/>. 
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community as “extinct” and consider it as an example, or a foreshadowing, of what could 

happen to them.  

However, Figueroa and the 18 abajo79 have the particularity of attracting the gay 

and Dominican community at nighttime. Scandalo, Circo and SX, located in Condado 

Street80, are probably the three most well-known gay bars in Santurce and San Juan. 

Contrary to The Green Giraffe, a two-story gay discotheque in Parada 25, the bars in 

Condado Street are deemed less respectable because of their location and their activities. 

Scandalo and Circo host drag shows while SX is a gay stripper bar. Bars and strip clubs 

frequented by Dominicans and Puerto Ricans, add to the notoriety, making it a space for 

revulosos (rabble-rousers) and cafres (crass). Many consider Condado Street, and most of 

Parada 18 abajo, to be a place of prostitution, drug use, and crime. Nevertheless, several 

in the LGBTQ community, as well as those outside, hold the bars and spaces of Parada 

18 to be among the balusters that foment and preserve Santurce’s queer constituency81.  

The spaces and peoples within the Parada 18, for example, are not part of the 

mental map of San Juan or the representations of the city. In Simone, the protagonist 

often reflects about these “cities underneath” and the unknown, invisible lives of people. 

Li, the protagonist’s lover, is a Chinese immigrant working in a Chinese restaurant next 

to a topless bar and what once was the island’s biggest whorehouse in Parada 18 abajo 

(118). “Debe haber miles de chinos en el país…pero son invisibles. Me he preguntado 

alguna vez cómo será su vida, cómo han venido a para aquí, qué sienten”, writes Lalo 

                                                 
79 Abajo (down) and arriba (up) are used to differentiate the Paradas on the Fernández Juncos and Ponce 

León Avenues, respectively.  
80 Not to be confused with the Condado neighborhood.  
81 Mundo Cruel, a novel by Luis Negrón, describes the everyday lives and practices of homosexuals in 

Santurce.   
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(30)82. The average Puerto Rican does not see Chinese and other immigrants, figuratively 

and sometimes literally, as part of the population or part of San Juan even though there 

are 17,000 living in the island83. Because these people do not fit into or form part of San 

Juan and Puerto Rican-ness, they are left buried under the concrete and the pasquín (wall 

poster). These existences are invisible, buried too deep within the city and its sediment, to 

be noticed or felt by the driver. In Chapter 3, I will come back to explore this 

“sedimentious” nature of San Juan and its alterations of the definitions of citizenship.   

 Finally, we get to the eastern end and the second site of my study: the Gandul and 

Miramar neighborhoods84. Miramar was described as a “microcosm within Puerto Rico” 

since it has a private K-12 school (Academia del Perpetuo Socorro), two supermarkets, a 

church, a beach and boardwalk, the Conservatory of Music of Puerto Rico and other 

cultural centers like the Casa Aboy, hotels, cinemas (Fine Arts Cinema), shops, high-end 

restaurants, and more. Because of this diversity of places and spaces in Miramar, 

residents and neighbors classify the barrio on a category of its own, separate from the 

rest of Santurce. “Dentro de la zona metropolitana es un verdadero barrio”85 a resident 

decribed, while another thought Miramar was “…de los pocos sitios de San Juan donde 

la gente tiene un sitio de pertenencia”86. Regardless if they are true or not, these 

statements exemplify the sense of pride miramareñxs and how they see themselves within 

San Juan.  

                                                 
82 “There should be thousands of Chinese in this city…but they are invisible. I have asked myself what are 

their lives like, how have they ended up here and how do they feel” 
83 Castillo, Juan Carlos. "La Vida Anónima De Los Chinos En Puerto Rico ». Diálogo UPR. N.p., 09 Jan. 

2015. Web. 26 Mar. 2015. <http://dialogoupr.com/noticia/puertorico/la-vida-anonima-de-los-chinos-en-

puerto-rico/>. 
84 This is the Parada 16, the bus stop for Miramar.   
85 “Within the metropolitan area, it is a true barrio.” 
86 “One of the few places in San Juan where people feel a sense of belonging”.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Parada 16/zoom/c14o2/image_h5b
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 Miramareñxs avidly set themselves apart from the other affluent neighborhoods 

of San Juan, like Torrimar in the Guaynabo suburbs, or Condado and Ocean Park in 

Santurce. It is widely known, as well as easily noticed, that Miramar houses a sector of 

San Juan’s elite87. I interviewed, mostly, white, well-educated, high-middle and high 

class, professionals who held high if not leading positions within their companies of 

employment. Miramar’s location exempts residents from having to exit the neighborhood 

or even take out their car to go grocery shopping, enjoy the beach or go to the movies. 

This is a luxury since, according to what we have seen, residents of Río Piedras, Barrio 

Obrero, and Caño Martín Peña have to drive to get to these places or rely on the faulty 

transportation system. The Ponce de León and the Fernandez Juncos connects 

miramareñxs to Santurce and Old San Juan while the Baldorioty and Muñóz Rivera 

expressways provide easy access to the rest of San Juan and Carolina. One resident was 

particularly happy not to be a suburban and being able to avoid the long commute and 

traffic jams. “Anything past Plaza de las Américas is too far away”. This resident 

regarded Torrimar as too far away and disconnected from the heart of San Juan, too 

suburban and monotonous. On the other hand, Condado was too fast paced, loud and 

touristy. If he/she wanted to go for a Sunday stroll or a night out on the Ashford Avenue 

in Condado, the resident could always return to the quiet, tranquil Miramar.  

 Gandul, and other bordering Miramar areas, are far away from this Miramar 

lifestyle. By walking through Gandul, you can easily notice this difference due to the 

sharp change in infrastructural appearance and spaces88. Gandul, as I will explain with 

greater detail later, has suffered a similar fate to Campo Alegre and Figueroa. Most of the 

businesses near the Fernandez Juncos are either private offices, “boom and bust” shops, 

                                                 
87 Here is a photo of an apartment in Miramar.  
88 Talk a walk through Monserrate Street in Gandul.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Living room in Miramar/zoom/c14o2/image_1sdl
http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Monserrate/zoom/c14o2/image_1vdw
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or abandoned structures. The Hoare Park sets the frontier between Miramar and Gandul. 

Almost every time that I walked by, homeless people sat and slept in the benches and 

shades of the Park. Nearby is the Fondita de Jesús, a non-profit organization dedicated to 

helping homeless people with their health, employment, rehabilitation, food and living 

needs. Therefore, the area is often transited with people seeking shelter in the Fondita. A 

resident from Miramar explained that he/she avoids walking through those areas “allá 

abajo” (down there) because of the “bums” and dark, abandoned places.  

 

Illustration 12: Midday nap at Hoare Park 

 One needs to walk past these places to be in to the true heart of Gandul: El Watus 

bar. This small negocio in the corner of Monserrate and Elisa Cerra Streets is the meeting 

spot for the people of Gandul, ex-residents and visitors alike. There, I met Don Goyo, a 

community leader, born and raised in Gandul but who has recently moved out to Caguas. 

Nonetheless, he spends his free time in the Gandul, only going back home when the day 

is over. He took me to the marquesina (porch of sorts) at the back of the negocio where I 
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met his friends and friends of the neighborhood. Residents had decorated the space with 

antiques, billiard tables, and a kitchen for special events. Most of the older residents had 

moved out to outlying municipios but still spent most of their time at the Gandul or in the 

Watusi. All of them had a deep knowledge of the barrio and its history, and where avidly 

telling anecdotes and stories of a more lively Gandul. However, I kept thinking about the 

fact that they did not live there anymore and the present population of the barrio. While 

they might be considered visitantes (visitors), they still wore the honorary residente 

badge (resident). Yet, these people are the ones organizing events, like Santurce es Ley 

(SEL)¸ on behalf of the Gandul community. How is this affected by the fact that the 

barrio has lost many residents and that a Dominican population, sizable but not included 

into this organizing, has taken home here? Dominicans and Dominican-Puerto Ricans are 

not included in the definition of Puerto Rican-ness and are not considered to be citizens 

by the average Puerto Rican.  

 

Illustration 13: Santurce es Ley 2014 
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 Don Goyo was very proud of SEL and its organizer of Alexis Busquets, artist and 

leader of C787STUDIOS. Santurce es Ley, an annual urban art festival, celebrated its 

fifth edition this past summer of 2014. People from all over San Juan and the island came 

to walk the streets of Gandul89. Many did so for the first time while others came back to a 

barrio they knew well. I even saw a few of the residents of Miramar that I had 

interviewed enjoying the lively ambiance and the artistic scene. The truth is SEL has 

been getting more and more recognition every year, meaning bigger crowds, more artists 

and advertisement90. This has obviously meant good news for real-estate and businesses 

around the area.  New “hip” restaurants, much like the ones on the Parada 25, and 

residencies, like the mentioned Cosmopolitan building at the end of Monserrat Street, 

have been making their way into the area. There have been those who have raised the 

alarm of gentrification partly caused by SEL and the devaluation of property. In a New 

York Times article, Busquet remarked, “If gentrification means that more artists are 

going to move here and make it a better place, then sign me up… It’s an underground 

movement, but it’s curated and run by artists and gallery artists and the community.”91 

This is a statement that needs to be teased-out and studied with a wider knowledge of the 

barrio, the community, and urban development in San Juan. Who is the community? 

How are the people who constitute it being included in this effort? What makes for a 

“better place” and a better barrio? Is it even an “underground movement” anymore? I 

will address these questions in the last chapter of this thesis but before that, I will explore 

the negotiations of space and representations of cubanía in the Malecón.  

                                                 
89 Look at some of the artwork prepared for SEL5.  
90 Their success has been so that C787STUDIOS has been so that they took their event to Culebra (an 

island towards the east of Puerto Rico) and held Culebra es Ley in December.  
91 Winchester, Ashley. "In a San Juan Neighborhood, an International Arts Festival." In Transit In a San 

Juan Neighborhood an International Arts Festival Comments. N.p., 05 Aug. 2014. Web. 26 Mar. 2015. 

<http://intransit.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/08/05/in-a-san-juan-neighborhood-an-international-arts-festival/>. 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!1492/zoom/c14o2/image_21p9
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Illustration 14: “I am looking at you”.  Above a doorway in Centro Habana. 
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Chapter 2: De paseo: Discussing literature, cubanía, and La Rampa in 

Havana, Cuba 

Man: “¡Cómo está este país!” 

Other man: “Lleno de borrachos y locos” 

Conversation on a Sunday at La Rampa 

 

“Siempre hay un ojo que te ve,  

Porque es imposible que pases inadvertida” 

Juan Carlos Alfonso y sus Dan Den 

 

At El Malecón, La Rampa joins with Calzada Infanta, the boundary between the 

Cayo Hueso (part of Centro Habana) and 23rd street, the main artery of El Vedado. Here, 

mostly during Friday and weekend afternoons and nights, families, couples and 

individuals alike enjoy the sea breeze and open space. Many decide to sit and talk or go 

for a swim while others prefer to picnic, fish, sing, drink alcohol, have a romantic date or 

meet new people. Past 10 pm, crowds of young people (from 15 to 25 years old), lured by 

the centros nocturnos (nightclubs owned by the State), gather at La Rampa by the 

Malecón to walk, drink and sit by the sea. In the early hours of the morning, the site is a 

place of intimacy where homosexual and heterosexual couples meet. La Rampa at the 

Malecón is a punto de encuentro (point of encounter), place of crossing and negotiation 

between very different populations, that also exhibit the relationship between Cuba and 

the US. At a first glance, the Malecón appears to be a “blank” space: free to access and to 

use as subjects wish. However, reading through the literature and my own ethnographic 

observations, I will argue here that the Malecón, as any other space, is constantly being 

negotiated between Cubans, the State, and tourists. Moreover, currency, citizenship, and 

the body have created two points of access to Havana, establishing an apartheid-like 

system. 
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In this chapter, I will review the historical events and socio-cultural processes that 

have led to the social and spatial dynamics in La Rampa and the Malecón. First, I will 

briefly discuss the foundation and formation of El Vedado and Centro Habana, according 

to Emma Álvarez Tabío’s La invención de La Habana (2000), in order to understand the 

ambience of La Rampa. This will help us understand why the terms “alta cultura” (high 

culture) and “baja cultura” (low culture), in the present-day Socialist lexicon, are used as 

synonyms for high and low class respectively, configuring notions of race, gender and 

respectability. Centro Habana has always been considered the site for “popular”, low 

culture, corresponding to the racial (mostly Afro-Cuban) composition of the 

neighborhood, histories, knowledge and traditions reduced to folklore.  On the other 

hand, El Vedado is considered the “Capital of the Capital”, and therefore, the site of high 

culture (drama, poetry, literature, philosophy) and white, heteronormative, and 

hegemonic power. La Rampa, the geographical bridge between these two neighborhoods, 

serves as a formidable place to observe the racial, gender and class conflicts produced 

through this difference. 

It is imperative to trace Cuba’s intellectual tradition to understand definitions on 

race and gender, and the formation of space according to these constructions. In 

¡Venceremos?: The Erotics of Black Self-Making in Cuba, Jafari Allen explains how 

Fernando Ortíz’s ajiaco metaphor, celebrating the mixing of races and cultures through 

this “melting pot” image, reduces Afro-Cuban knowledge and culture to folklore, an 

equivalent to low culture, by counterpointing blackness to whiteness, body and mind, 

respectively. Through this metaphor, Allen states that white heteronormativity is installed 

thanks to Ortiz’s contrapunteo: the characterization of sugar as feminine-like “at first, a 

syrupy mulata… refined until it can pass through white, travel around the world, reach all 

mouths”, while tobacco “is born black and dies the color of its race” (Allen, 45-46). The 
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Revolution, following the footsteps of Ortíz and Martí, extended the colonial discoursive 

conceptions on race and gender through the installing of the new man and woman 

ideology, and the Enlightenment ideals of mind over matter, moving away from corporal 

desires. In what Allen calls the “sleight of the hand”, the Revolutionary government 

reduces African culture to popular, bodily expression, backwards in respect to Western 

thought and intellect, which have been established to be the high forms of culture and 

expression. 

The Revolution interrupted the growth of El Vedado and Centro Habana and set 

out to “cleanse” Havana from its vices and sins. I stop to discuss the scenario of La 

Rampa in the 1950s and the policies enacted by Castro soon after to end class and racial 

exploitations by reeducating the marginal (the non-white, the queer and the poor) bodies 

and incorporating them into the socialist labor market. I look at Noelle Stout’s After 

Love: Queer Intimacy and Erotic Economies in Post-Soviet Cuba, along with Jafari 

Allen’s book, to review the persecution of homosexuals and the “conducta impropia” 

(inappropriate behavior) in the 1960s and the stigmatization of prostitution and 

debauchery in La Rampa. Through the Sovietization of Cuba, race, gender and class are 

flattened out and silenced by the discourse of “sameness”.  

The 1990s, however, reversed the changes made by the Revolution. I explain how 

the Special Period in Times of Peace exacerbated these inequalities through the entering 

of the USD, sex tourism and commodification of Cubans and their culture. I use Esther 

Whitfield’s Cuban Currency: The Dollar and “Special Period” Fiction to examine how 

literature and tourism turned the marginalized body into a commodity. Cuba’s entering 

into the world created and consolidated an image of Havana and Cubanía (Cuban-ness, 

what is to be Cuban), turning the outsider’s gaze, seeking authenticity and “realness”, 

into a money-consuming activity. Finally, examining a scene from Pedro Juan 
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Gutierrez’s Dirty Havana Trilogy, I seek to explain how his “voyeuristic” literature has 

capitalized on this commodified relationship and profited by shocking the Western 

reader’s definitions of intimacy and public sex.  

FROM NEPTUNO TO G: HISTORIES OF LA RAMPA, CENTRO HABANA AND EL VEDADO 

 La Rampa’s uniqueness is rooted in its own history and those of El Vedado and 

Cayo Hueso, shaping social conventions and the imagination of habanerxs. Havana’s 

expansion has been westward: Centro Habana one of the first extramuros settlements and 

El Vedado, a suburban development started in the mid-19th century (Otero, 18). Since its 

beginning, El Vedado was the ideal modern development, displaying a grid panel layout 

to guarantee airflow and maintaining environmental sanitation92 (Otero, 19). Influenced 

by American urban development, El Vedado’s streets were named in even numbers and 

letters (for those running perpendicularly to the coastline), and odd numbers for those 

running east to west. The arterial streets of El Vedado were made wide, in expectance of 

a growing city traffic, while sidewalks, parks and open areas were made available to 

encourage a culture of walking, a flâneire. The walk-ups, the overlooking balconies, 

private gardens and green boulevards are consonant with the infrastructure and the way 

of life of a distant New York or Paris.    

Throughout the later 19th century and the first decades of the 20th, life in El 

Vedado revolved around the house and the private space, symbols of the high life and 

bourgeois power. As Álvarez-Tabío explains, “The new model of bourgeois residence is 

a testimony to the process of introversion and conceit highlighted by the complex ‘urban 

plot’ of a traditional city being dissolved into shantytowns at the edge of the 

city”(Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 107). In this rectangle of gold (21st street, 13th, Paseo and G 

                                                 
92 In contrast with the close quarters and narrow streets of Cento Habana.  
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street), life was lived behind closed doors in the hall, the ballroom, the sun parlor, and the 

closet. The extravagant façades and balconies emphasized a theatrical nature of 

socialization, flaunting personal and individual capital. (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 120; Otero, 

54). Front gardens and locked gates separated street life and domestic life, aiding in the 

dissolving of the urban fabric (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 108).  

Meanwhile, Centro Habana was the center of economic activity and nightlife 

throughout the first half of the 20th century. Since then, Centro Habana gained the title of 

“lustful city” composed of tenement blocks full of poor, promiscuous peoples playing out 

their lives in small confined spaces (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 129). Contrary to El Vedado, 

houses in Centro Habana have little distance between the front door and the street. This 

facilitates communication between pedestrians and house dwellers, encouraging what is 

called vivir a puertas abiertas or living with open doors, essential to Centro Habana’s 

vida de barrio. This term refers to the great social cohesiveness in neighborhoods, where 

neighbors bond inside and out of the house, communal activities are often held, and there 

is a general preoccupation for the wellbeing of the neighborhood and its people. I saw 

this during my walks and during interviews, when I would witness, to me, all too familiar 

gestures like having a cup of coffee with the neighbor or quickly dropping by with some 

extra food or produce. As a visitor in Centro Habana, I perceived the front door as an 

ephemeral barrier that sounds, sights and bodies could easily penetrate while not 

violating intimacy.  

As depicted in the film PM (1961) and Cabrera Infante’s novels Tres trístes tigres 

and La Habana para un infante difunto evidence, Centro Habana during the 50s was a 

site of rumba, drinking, sex and great economic activity. El Vedado quickly became the 

site of alta cultura (high culture) as it fomented a more highbrow taste for entertainment 

and leisure. The creation and emergence of this distinction, in language and practice, is 
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founded on the Cuban understandings of taste and its links to racial politics. As El 

Guapo, a cultural promotor of El Vedado, describes:  

Porque Centro Habana, eso es un, eso es un barrio que tiene una gran influencia, 

actividad, una vida cultural pero de manifestaciones más centradas. No que no lo 

haya en las otras pero hay un énfasis en las manifestaciones culturales afro-

cubanas, un énfasis en la música y en El Vedado están los teatros, los cines, las 

salas de discusión, los recitales de poesía. Está el Teatro Roldán, el Auditorio 

Nacional, está el Teatro Nacional de Cuba.93 

In this excerpt of an interview, there is an acknowledgement of the cultural, racial,  and 

historical difference of Centro Habana. This difference is the cause for what the 

participant calls a more “centered”, which I understand as “particular” production of 

culture. Meanwhile, El Vedado possesses the emblematic places of the production and 

reproduction of sophisticated, classical culture such as drama, film, philosophy and 

poetry94.  

Having established this contrast, I continue to explain how La Rampa was a 

fusion of these two worlds: the rambunctious, lustful nightlife of Centro Habana under 

the sanction (or roof) of the “high life” represented through the hotel, the dancehall and 

the cabaret. As stated in the first chapter, the residents of Cayo Hueso proudly described 

how their neighborhood was the birthplace of the filín, a musical style, and the home of 

many singers and musicians, such as Omara Portuondo, Miguelito Valdés, Chano Pozo 

and others who went to La Rampa to play and sing. By the late 1950s, Havana’s 

expansion made La Rampa into the new center of Havana, evident through the 

                                                 
93 “Because Centro Habana, is, it is a neighborhood that has great influence, activity, a cultural life but of 

specific manifestation. Not that there aren’t in other neighborhoods, but there is a particular emphasis on 

Afro-Cuban cultural manifestations, an emphasis on music, and, in El Vedado, there are theatres, movie 

theaters, halls for discussion and poetry recitals. There’s the Teatro Roldán, the National Auditorium, 

there’s the Cuban National Theatre.”  
94 Talking implies the predominance of intellect, the lack of interrupting sounds, and a democratic 

mediation of the conversation. On the other hand, rumba and music, do not connote the use of the mind, 

just the body moving in seductive ways to please the anonymous eye and carnal desires.  
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construction of the Havana Hilton, the Hotel Capri, and the Havana Riviera by Paseo. 

These constructions, as Álvarez-Tabío Albo explains, are completed through American 

capital and contractors, for example, Morris Lapidus and Igor Polevitzky who had 

previously taken part in the development of Miami Beach. With this monumental style, 

as Álvarez defines it (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 329), La Rampa begins to “Florida-lize”, 

opening spaces like the low-lit cabaret and the sumptuous casino for tourists and 

nationals alike. More importantly, it is a reminder of how great the cultural and economic 

investment of the U.S. had been in Havana’s and Cuba’s development between 1898 and 

1959. 

 

Illustration 15: Malecón at Paseo in El Vedado 

 Here, I want to highlight the shortening of distances between Miami and Havana, 

observed in the speedy exchange of capital, peoples and cultures. Perhaps, as she boldly 
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explains in quoting Tres tristes tigres, there is a substitution of the ajíaco for the mojito 

as better metaphor for Cuban syncretism:  

‘I ordered a mojito and I entertained myself by contemplating, playing and having 

that other metaphor for Cuba in my hands. Water, vegetation, sugar (black), rum 

and artificial cold. Everything well mixed and poured in a glass. It is enough for 

seven (million) people.’ (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 350)  

This proximity (only 228 miles separate Havana and Miami95) greatly influences how we 

can think of Havana’s development, the construction of Cuban trans-national identities 

upon the nation’s entrance into modernity, and how we think of Cuba and Puerto Rico as 

“sister islands”. Alvarez-Tabío reminds us of how Miami was just a ferry ride away, 

granting Floridians and Cubans the ability to spend the weekend abroad96.  

La Rampa of the fifties, through literature and media, a representation of the 

golden Havana, one that would persist in the Cuban imaginary. The Copellia, the Habana 

Libre, the Hotel Nacional and the Yara Theatre are all iconic places that tourists and 

Cubans are prompted to visit. A visit to Havana without stopping by one of these places 

is almost considered as not having visited Havana at all. This space is emblematic within 

the social imaginary of Cubans and the Cuban diaspora, and partly represents cubanía. La 

Rampa is a reminder of Cuba’s economic power of the 1950s and its avant-garde and 

optimistic atmosphere in the first decade of the revolutionary government. 

The success of the revolution and Castro’s coming to power, however, was an 

interruption in Havana’s developmental trajectory. Castro’s policies for development 

aimed to de-centralize Cuba, seeking to disperse capital and distance it from a corrupt 

and “American-way-of-life-viced city” (Álvarez-Tabío Albo, 371). The hotels, cabarets, 

                                                 
95 In contrast to the 1099 miles that separate Havana from San Juan and 867 from Santo Domingo in the 

Dominican Republic.  
96 In light of the recent changes in US-Cuba relations, it would be interesting to see if this practice of 

spending the weekend or the holiday in Havana will be renewed.  
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and bars of El Vedado were tarnished by revolutionary discourse, while “cultured 

spaces”, like the theatres, cultural centers (Casa de las Américas) and meeting halls were 

placed at the forefront.  Whenever I talked to government officials or affiliates, I noticed 

how the history and “cultured” prominence of these places was constantly highlighted. 

Nothing was said about the rambunctious scenes of the 50s (the drinking, the drugs or the 

prostitution) and the notable presence of American capital and culture. Anything having 

to do with that past is an object of curious but distant fascination. El Vedado’s cultural 

significance was left intact in order to use its potential to create knowledge and culture 

that could legitimate, base and underwrtie the revolutionary government. 

In referencing and quoting Severo Sarduy’s work, Álvarez remarks how 

appropriate it is to describe the arrival of the revolutionary forces to Havana as “Christ 

entering Havana”. Castro’s mission was to purge Havana of its sins by “cleaning it”97 and 

turning it into a city that would house the “new man”, making Centro Habana its biggest 

concern. The historian Hugh Thomas remarks how Centro Habana had descended into 

the status of a dirty place of crime, squalor, cockpits and small movie theatres (Álvarez-

Tabío Albo, 320) caught in between the economic hub of Old Havana and the 

sophisticated Vedado. Álvarez-Tabío stresses how the sanitation and “making safe” of 

Havana was in turn a des-monumentalization of Havana by that attempted erasure of 

Havana’s sinful past. In the Revolutionary rhetoric, these sins and vices were drinking, 

gambling, debauchery, prostitution, homosexuality, amongst others. Several invasive 

processes and interventions were enacted to cleanse, eth(n)ically and sexually, Centro 

Habana and the rest of the city.   

                                                 
97 I will later discuss what that means in term of clearing the “stain” of blackness and homosexuality.  
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There is a long line of gay persecution following the establishment of the 

Revolutionary government. In 1961, the government conducted its first round-up in 

Centro Havana’s consejo popular98 of Colón, known as the Nights of Three P’s: 

“pajaros”, pimps and prostitutes (Stout, 36). Between 1965 and 1968, Cuban gays were 

taken to Military Units to Increase Production (UMAP) where they would be reeducated, 

rehabilitated and integrated into the revolutionary project (Stout, 37)99. Likewise, lesbians 

were brought to UMAP camps to be educated according to the “mujer nueva” lifestyle. 

This hombre nuevo and mujer nueva were the ideals for manhood and womanhood 

designed and established by the Revolutionary project in 1965. Both figures had to be 

politically and ideologically Marxist, heterosexual, atheists and racially “mixed” (Allen, 

67)100. The government sought to define “man” and “woman” through these descriptions, 

entrusting them with the protection of the communist nation-state. Under the slogan of 

“The revolution begins at home” and the installing of the Family Code, gender politics 

within the house were not greatly changed, but fixated upon the revolutionary ideal  

(Allen, 38; Stout, 110). Through this process, and the marriage and divorce laws, 

heteronormativity and the definitions of a nuclear revolutionary family were established 

as the corner stone of the new Cuba (Stout, 38). In the public sphere, homosexual men 

and women did not need to change their sexual orientation; however, they did need to 

perform heteronormativity according to the “hombre nuevo” principles when out in 

public. 

                                                 
98 Centros populares are organized communities within barrios, neighborhoods.  They were instituted by 

the Cuban government in 1988 to help manage densely populated communities and to improve 

development through self-administration. 
99 The documentary Conducta Impropia (Improper Conduct), filmed by Néstor Almendros and Orlando 

Jiménez in 1983, shows the persecution of Cuban homosexuals and the violation of human rights at the 

hand of the revolutionary government.  
100 As evidenced in Reinaldo Arenas’s autobiography Antes que anochezca 
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The cleansing of Centro Habana intended to de-segregate the community by 

incorporating Afro-Cubans into the socialist economy. Under the Revolutionary rhetoric 

of “sameness” in spite of the still prevalent colonial discourse of “mestizaje”101, racial 

difference was erased at a cognitive level, even through prejudice and discrimination was 

still practiced at the ground. During the 19th century, the idea of “mestizaje” had helped 

to incorporate Afro-Cuban communities into revolutionary efforts while maintaining the 

European Creole (predominantly white) control (Allen, 52). The possibility to “move 

up”102 on the social ladder was determined by merit, virtue, patriotism, and education. 

Through hard work and honest, civilized morale, Afro-Cubans were expected to attain 

“respectability”, however, this did not mean they could reach an equal status to the white 

bourgeoisie. Moreover, social Darwinism and positivism turned the “race problem” into a 

cultural one, where “time would correct [the subject] through ‘indirect’ and ‘gradual’ 

means of mestizaje” (52). The promise of attaining a “white status” through the ascension 

along the racial-class ladder and the adoption of a high culture set in motion a whitening 

of the Cuban culture and people. At the same time, “mestizaje” granted white Cubans 

access to Afro-Cuban heritage and traditions, allowing them to appropriate cultural 

products under the logic of “esto es parte de nuestra raza” (this is part of our racial 

heritage).  

Centro Habana, specifically the consejo popular of Cayo Hueso, is known for its 

strong Afro-Cuban heritage and presence. However, within the official discourse racial 

history and heritage of Cayo Hueso has been reduced to a cultural component. 

Participants, when explaining the history of Cayo Hueso, used rumba, filín and bolero as 

                                                 
101 Of the three races: Taino, Spanish and African. 
102 Sara Ahmed explains in Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Object (2006) that, in a white, 

heteronormative society, bodies are “lined up” and can be moved vertically (society) and horizontally 

(space). Even if bodies are non-white with a “key” they can access different spaces, however, to “move 

up”, within the social ladder, bodies must be rendered of their color or their color not made an issue. 
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elements to structure this retelling without entering into concrete discussions of racial 

histories and struggles. In the material given to me by the Casa del Niño y la Niña103, part 

of the Taller de Transformación Integral de Cayo Hueso, a community organization 

sanctioned by the state, there is close to no reference, specifically, to black history or 

even a black presence. However, as Allen mentions, Cayo Hueso, by Cubans and 

foreigners alike, is seen as the place for the Afro-Cuban population and culture. In this 

neighborhood, I noticed the overwhelming presence of Afro-Cubans and the heavy trace 

of Afro-Cuban and Santería heritage. Cayo Hueso possesses a Ñañigo potencia 

(chapter)104 and some residents preserve ties to Cabildos de nación (African ethnic 

associations) (Allen, 26). Modesta proudly exhibited her Afro-Cuban heritage but at the 

same time repeated the raceless, mestizo discourse. The revolutionary rhetoric and the 

erasure of histories muddles the definitions and expressions of cubanía and Afro-

cubanía. 

The Revolutionary project developed this “color blindness” and worked to erase 

any difference amongst individuals through its reading of Marxist class justice and in 

building a Communist country. In March 22, 1959, Castro announced that the 

Revolutionary project would take on the mission to end racism and racial discrimination. 

In this speech, Castro explained that de-segregation and ending discrimination would be 

achieved through equal access to jobs and education. However, there continued to be a 

denial of race, more so for African culture and identity:  

                                                 
103 The documents were written by the staff of Casa del Niño y la Niña, for instance, History of Cayo 

Hueso and Mi barrio. The third was a document prepared for the LASA 2001 Conference “Cayo Hueso: 

Un proceso de mejoramiento en un contexto urbano, participación y protagonismo de los actores 

comunitarios” by Joel Diaz Gutierrez.  
104 Ñañigo, or Abakuá is an African and Afro-Cuban secret society started in the neighborhood of Regla, 

Havana in 1836. Much of its beliefs, traditions and terminology refer to cultures and peoples of the Cross 

(Oyono) River in Africa.  
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Porque aquí, si no la tenemos un poco morena [la piel] porque nos viene de 

español —y a España la colonizaron los moros, y los moros venían de África 

(RISAS)—, la tenemos más o menos morena porque nos vino directamente de 

África.  Pero nadie se puede considerar de raza pura, y mucho menos de raza 

superior (APLAUSOS.) (Castro Ruz) 105 

Arguably, Castro’s policies helped the situation of many Afro-Cubans in gaining higher 

education and obtaining jobs. In 1968, Castro declared racism and discrimination over 

(Allen, 68), closing the conversation on race for years to come. 

 Discrimination against Afro-Cubans, however, has been perpetuated by their 

characterization as “low cultured” and morally deficient peoples. Jafari Allen compares 

how in Cuba and in the United States, “the race problem” is understood through the 

culture of poverty thesis. This consensus between both countries is reached through a 

belief that “slavery damaged black people” (Allen, 106). This also implies social issues 

that, in this case, during the pre-Revolutionary era, has conditioned Afro-Cubans to 

behave and act in problematic and uncouth ways. The Revolution then sets out to educate 

these communities before integrating them into the Revolutionary project. The “hombre 

nuevo” pushes for domestic stability and, at an individual level, for correcting moral 

impurities by holding Revolutionary ideals and virtues. On the ground, however, there 

still is a belief in biological racism, where blacks were seen to genetically predisposed to 

succeed at certain things (“music, sports, fucking and stealing”) and to fail at others 

(“politics, academia and other professions”) (107).  It is understood then that Afro-Cuban 

communities and peoples must embody the “hombre/ mujer nuevx” figures in order to 

escape their genetically predisposed immorality.  

                                                 
105 “Because, we have a brown tone in our skin since we inherited it from the Spanish, and since Spain was 

conquered by the Moor, and the Moors came from Africa (Laughter) – out skin is somewhat brownish 

because it came directly from Africa. But nobody here can claim to be of pure race or belonging to a 

superior race”.  
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We are made to understand how high culture and low culture stand for 

classifications of class, race and respectability. While high culture represents whiteness, 

intellect and respectability, low culture stands for non-whiteness, “popular culture”, 

choteo (joking around), and chusmería (lowlife, rabble). The Revolution then saw the 

sites of high culture, like El Vedado, with its theatres, institutes and museums, as the 

engine for the new history of Revolutionary Cuba. Low culture sites, like Centro Habana, 

full of brothels, nightclubs and ciudadelas (or cuarterias, tenement blocks), according to 

the Revolutionary government, were in need of intervention and cleansing in order to 

house the hombre nuevo. Of course, this kept El Vedado’s reputation generally intact, a 

place of white heteropatriarchy106, while Centro Habana would remain as “popular” and 

problematic, because of the moral deficiencies innate in Afro-Cubans.  

 

Illustration 16: Police officer watches over the crowds at La Rampa 

                                                 
106 I should mention that, at this time, the neighborhood of Miramar, west of El Vedado, across the river 

Almendares started to establish its reputation as an even more exclusive neighborhood of Havana and, of 

course, more white and upper class.  
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Fidel Castro’s proclamation “With the Revolution, everything. Against, the 

Revolution, nothing” embodied the intransigent policies of the Revolution throughout the 

decades of the 70s and 80s. Debauchery, promiscuity and homosexuality were frowned 

upon and considered vices. Whoever was considered “socially dangerous” or “counter-

revolutionary” would be taken away, as the gays were taken to the UMAPs, to be “re-

educated”. Still today, many Cubans, especially government workers, believe that Cuba 

has reached a state of great social justice and peace. This is the common belief that there 

is no class, crime, race or gender/racial discrimination in Cuba. However, as Allen, 

Whitfield and Stout agree, the Special Period exposed and stressed the racial, gender and 

class inequalities invisibilized through this rhetoric.  

During and after the island’s alliance with the USSR,  and, because of the Cold 

War tensions,  Cuba’s gaze was fixated outwards, awaiting the possible invasion or 

bombing and looking on to the politicized space of the sea. During the Cuban Missile 

Crisis107 and the years to follow, the Cuban nation awaited the possible, to some 

inevitable, invasion of the US.  The fall of the USSR caused the Cuban economy, 

dependent on USSR trade up to a 88% (Coyula, 49), to plummet, entering the Special 

Period at Times of Peace. This period, a series of years of great need and scarcity, was as 

significantly important as 1959 in determining social dynamics and identities.  During the 

summer of 1994, Cubans, wishing to cross the Florida Straits into the US, hijacked, 

several times, government ferries and boats at the peak of the balsero108 crisis (Whitfield 

and Birkenmaier, 287).  In August 5th, 1994, a group of Cubans gathered around the 

Regla harbor waiting to take the “next ferry to Miami” (Sánchez), believing it would be a 

                                                 
107 The Cuban Missile Crisis was a 13-day confrontation between the U.S., Cuba and U.S.S.R., when the 

latter sent ballistic missiles to the island.  
108 Meaning “rafter”, those who crossed the Straits of Florida aboard small boats or man-made rafts.  
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similar situation to the Mariel Boatlift109. Police, however, prevented the boat from 

leaving, sparking a citywide riot. Groups took to the Malecón and nearby streets, 

predominantly in Centro Habana, marching, vandalizing and shouting anti-Revolutionary 

slogans (Rodríguez). Fidel Castro himself and shock troops arrived at the scene to pacify 

the crowds. These riots and protests became known as the Maleconazo. Weeks later, 

Castro withdrew the Cuban coast guard, allowing 30,000 rafters to leave (Whitfield and 

Birkenmaier, 287). The US responded by intercepting most rafters and taking them to 

Guantánamo. These events are proof of how, in the Cuban perspective, the Malecón and 

the sea are a politicized space and a frontier with constant surveillance. 

One of the most prominent and grave consequences of the Special Period was the 

massive migration from the countryside into the city. This is especially important to 

remember in determining racial politics and identities in Havana since most immigrants 

came from Oriente (Eastern end of Cuba) provinces, especially from Santiago, known 

from its large Afro-Cuban population. As Del Real and Scarpaci mention, Havana was 

already experiencing a severe housing problem in the first half of the century (Del Real 

and Scarpaci, 58), especially in Centro Habana. Although the revolutionary government 

moved to de-centralize the nation, it resorted to self-construction, microbrigadas, in 

1970s to temporarily allay the housing situation (61). During the Special Period, 

migrants, faced with the lack of resources, turned to building barbacoas. Taking 

advantage of the high ceilings in old colonial homes, habanerxs built small rooms at mid-

height, therefore, splitting the room into an upper level and a lower level. By 1995, over 

half of the housing units in the historical center of Havana possessed barbacoas (62). 

These new housing units were not limited to the inside of buildings as people split large 

                                                 
109 The Mariel Boatlift was a mass emigration in 1980 of Cubans leaving the Mariel harbor, west of 

Havana, with the U.S. as their destination. Castro announced that whoever wanted to leave the island could 

do so and, consequently, between 100,000 and 125,000 peoples left the island of Cuba.  
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apartments into rooms for rent or built smaller rooms in backyards, roofs and even in 

alleyways. Therefore, due to the Special Period, habanerxs were forced to economize on 

resources and on space, while learning to convivir (live together) in a growingly small 

space with others.  

Havana’s immigrants during this time were mostly orientales (from the 

easternmost province of Oriente, sometimes called palestinos110), triggering latent racial 

prejudices within Cuban society. Oriente and its capital city Santiago have a predominant 

Afro-Cuban population. During the Special Period, Havana residents saw an increase in 

Afro-Cuba-ness and Afro-Cubans in the city. As we have discussed, the racial discourse 

applied to these people framed them as lazy, dirty and sexually prolific. Orientales most 

commonly moved-in to Centro Habana, specifically, solares. “Son de lo peor” stated 

María, arguing that those who move to Havana are not educated and have little work 

experience. This further devalued the social and cultural value of Centro Habana and the 

solar within the Cuban racial discourse. Later in this chapter, I will highlight the 

prevalent prejudice against orientales and its impact in the cultura del solar.  

                                                 
110 The word palestinx is used in reference to people from the Oriente province possibly because of the 

name of the province itself (Orient) and the darker skin color of the majority of its residents.  
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Illustration 17: Centro Habana 

Many participants vividly recall the hard times of the Special Period. In Cuba, 

many confirmed stories of sleeping out on the Malecón during power outages to avoid the 

heat caused by overpopulation and squalor in Centro Habana. Also, mothers remember 

the great ordeal of finding food for the family, especially for the children. The lack of 

resources spanned from the most fundamental things such as fuel or protein sources to the 

unimaginable items such as toilet paper or toothpaste. As I am about to discuss in the 

following paragraphs, the ripples caused by the Special Period transcended deep into 

Cuban society by re-stratifying society, consolidating the commodification of bodies 

through sex labor and shaping spatial appropriations.  

In June 26, 1993, Fidel Castro announced the decriminalization of the U.S. dollar, 

thus starting a process of “opening up” the Cuban economy, as well as its port, to the 
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world and foreign investment (Whitfield, 4). During that same decade, Old Havana, 

designated as an “Area of High Significance for Tourism” in 1994, was being prepared to 

become a main destination for tourists within Havana. As stated earlier, the revolutionary 

government saw the cultural and social value of rehabilitating the area to achieve “self-

financed, integrated development” (25). Many suspected that the revolutionary 

government, aided by the city historian, Eusebio Leal, was attempting not only to 

evacuate informal and undesirable tenants from Old Havana, but also to a theme-park-

esque Old Havana, a Disney-vana of sorts111 (25). Landmarks and particular streets, such 

as Obispo Street, were intended to guide tourists into the “safe” cafés and shops, and to 

demonstrate how, in fact, the Revolution had not failed. 

The double monetary unit system contributed to further stratifying society and 

determined access to space. In 2004, the Cuban government discontinued the use of the 

dollar in favor of the “convertible peso” (peso cubano convertible, CUC) already in 

circulation (Whitfield, 4). The CUC’s value is fixed according to that the USD. The 

government then established the “Centers for Recollection of Divisa”, (hard currency), to 

fish out the USD from the black market and accumulate the capital (5). Although a CUC 

is worth one USD, a Cuban peso (CUP) is worth 0.03 USD or CUC. State employee 

salaries are paid in CUP and the average pay in Cuba was 240 CUP in 2002 (M. Ritter, 

240), around 300 and 400 CUP when I visited in 2014. Divisas, in affluent 

neighborhoods like El Vedado, are a crucial component in building an apartheid-like 

system by creating two different entrances to Havana.  

Places that use divisa are dramatically different, aesthetically and 

demographically, the places running on the peso. In the summer of 2014, I was invited to 

                                                 
111 Obviously, here I am referring to the earlier notes on how El Vedado was “Floridized” through US 

development.  
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eat at the Café Presidente, in Avenue G at El Vedado, and, as I stepped in, I remember 

becoming completely overwhelmed with the scene there. Wide plasma TVs, air 

conditioning (extremely rare in Cuba), beef on the menu (even more rare in Cuba), and 

all of the items sold in CUC. The people there, white and/or foreign, dressed in spotless, 

brand clothing, attentively watched the FIFA game while sipping on imported beer and 

cocktails. While eating there and observing the scene, I concluded that this could have 

easily been the scene at any high-end café/restaurant in San Juan. To make matters even 

more bizarre (and completely bitter), I could see a small paladar112 through the 

windowpane. Out there in the heat of the sidewalk, Cubans stood eating their cheese 

pizza in the familiar cardboard sheets commonly used as plates. The contrast, crushing 

and distressing, was all I needed to understand how this apartheid, hidden under the post-

Soviet rhetoric of “sameness” claiming the absence of class and racism, is still very much 

prevalent.  

The monumental increase of tourists (370.000 in 1990, 1.8 million in 2000 and 

2.53 million in 2010 (Stout, 8)) and the incoming of foreign capital aided in the creation 

of the black market, or doing things por la izquierda (through the left). The average pay 

of Cubans was $22 dollars a month, while those in the black market (sex laborers, and 

other types of workers outside the state sanction), and some cuentapropistas113could 

easily earn much more. Female prostitutes, according to Stout, could earn from $240 to 

$1,400 a month (9). Sex trade and tourism became extremely pervasive during the last 

decade of the twentieth century. The equal pay achieved before the Special Period, was 

lost to this re-stratification of the Cuban society (Stout, 9). 

                                                 
112 Paladares are street restaurants owned by cuentapropistas (self-employers). These restaurants are 

usually located in the front yard or garage of the family that runs the establishment.  
113 For a more in depth study on cuentapropistas and the black market, please read Ritter’s Cuba’s 

Underground Market (2005). Here is a photo of a cuentapropistas’ shop.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!The Worshop/zoom/c14o2/image_64k
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Underground activities, sex labor and tourism rekindled homophobic sentiment 

and persecution in Havana. In 1996, “Operativo Lacra” (Operation Vice) created a 

special police force specifically for the task of halting and eradicating prostitution. Castro 

signed the Decree 232 in 2003 which confiscated property used for prostitution and 

turned nightclubs that hosted drag shows into vegetarian restaurants (Stout, 52). Arrests 

and redadas became common throughout Havana.  Even though they are not targeted 

against gays, these sweeps aid homophobia by branding these places and actions as 

troublesome. Instead, gays are prompted to perform homosexuality in more intimate and 

private spaces, allowing for other Cubans to exercise cubanería and relax in peace in the 

public sphere (53). 

Divisa, race, sexual orientation, and nationality are key factors in determining 

how space was accessed and appropriated. In this ambience, which many participants 

refer to as apartheid-like, Cubans, especially Afro-Cubans, were regarded as second-

class citizens. Movements and interactions were limited within the most touristic places, 

for example, hotels, bars, restaurants, and public spaces like the Malecón. During the 90s 

and the beginning of the millennium, police did not permit Cubans to interact with 

tourists, so as not to “pester them”. This would happen most commonly in the Malecón, 

the safe path for tourists, Centro Habana, and the hotels of El Vedado.  

A fellow researcher, who visited Cuba during the same time as I did (June 2014), 

was walking down the Malecón with her mentor when two Cubans came up to them and 

started to chat. After some time, a police car stopped by where they were sitting and 

asked my friend and her mentor if those Cubans were “bothering them”. Both of them 

said “no” and the two police officers retired. After a brief moment, the police officers 

came back and demanded that the two Cubans leave or else they would be arrested. I was 

shocked to hear about this, believing the Cuban police had abandoned this practice. 
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Even before arriving to Cuba, I was warned not to let anybody get too close to me 

or let him or her drag me on by talking. Cubans and foreigners alike explained that 

everyday Cubans will know, upon sight, that I was a tourist and that they would engage 

in conversation to see if I would surrender some divisas. Indeed, many Cubans, while 

walking or sitting by the Malecón would strike up a conversation and, without a hint, ask 

if I would be interested in some cubanos (cigars), in sharing a drink or in buying a bag of 

milk for his or her starving child. This is a much more common practice in touristic areas 

like Old Havana or in low-income areas such as Centro Habana. In El Vedado, Cubans 

seldom approached me with the purpose of asking for a favor or a helping hand.  

This disparity of lifestyles and access prompts many Cubans to ingeniarselas 

(devise) or resolver (fix) in order to aprovechar (get ahead) in the public and domestic 

sphere. “Quieren ver que tienes pa’ ofrecer114” explained Gabriela in El Vedado. Indeed, 

this was a sentiment shared by many. Many desperate or curious Cubans examine people 

(what they wear, what they carry, how they smell), to tasarte (value, rate) and guess what 

they could get out of a quick chat. In the domestic sphere, some “would just walk in for a 

bit of sugar just to take a look at the inside of your house”. Alana also explained that this 

inquisitiveness is guised in the form of the chisme and chismería (rumor and rumoring). 

“De dónde sacas el dinero y con quién te acuestas”115, she said. Your job, sexual 

orientation and sex life, your habits and others are subject of intrigue and entertainment. 

Again, this is not understood as a malicious or ill-intended action, but a way to 

“resolver”, survive by whichever means necessary. 

More than an economic stimulus, the opening up of Cuba represented a disclosing 

of the Cuban lifestyle, which was shut way behind the Iron Curtain. This “post-soviet 

                                                 
114 “They want to see what you have to offer” 
115 “Where do you get the money and who do you sleep with” 
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exotic”, as Whitfied calls it, based itself on the Caribbean stereotypical lifestyle of 

leisure, in Cuba, a life emblemized by drinking rum, dancing un son, and falling in love 

with a mulata (a heteronormative arrangement). Therefore, as it is common in most 

tourist destinations, visitors were prompted to experience the “real” Havana, authentic in 

its ruin and cubanía. However, finding authenticity is problematic when trying to define 

it and locate it, conceptually and geographically. Whitfield explains:  

[But] the notions of access, and consequently of authenticity, assumes a distinct 

charge in a place closed to consumerist tourism for decades and only now, in the 

special period, opening its ports. In the 1990’s, Cuba’s ‘opening’ inspired a 

narrative of paraphernalia of tourism, spawning voyeuristic appetites for intimate 

contact with Cubans and their previously ‘concealed’ way of life. (27) 

As shown, the divisa and citizenship are passports to privilege, allowing access to the 

Cuban body and Cuban authenticity (cubanía). My whiteness, my American passport and 

dollars, as well as my gender, allowed me to enter and exit spaces in Havana that are 

restricted to the majority of Cubans. Likewise, I entered, and probably intruded, into the 

intimate spaces and lives of many habanerxs. As a tourist, possessor of those four keys, I 

could partake in my own individual tour of Havana, navigating the city in search of the 

authentic cubanía.  
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Illustration 18: Re-making cubanía at the Malecón 

Whitfield (2008) argues that the New Cuban Boom, born out of the Special 

Period, used literature as the vehicle to navigate and access these intimate, authentic 

spaces of Havana. Whitfield sees this post-Soviet exotic exploited by what she calls 

“writing on the dollar” (Whitfield, 54). This literary movement, according to her, aids in 

the consolidation of an image of Havana and in the selling of Cuba’s hidden, exotic sex 

culture. For instance, in Zoé Valdés I Gave You My All116, Whitfield examines how the 

entrance of the Cuban dollar shaped the lives of disadvantaged Cubans, living in Centro 

                                                 
116 I encourage the reader to take a look at Amazon’s description of the book to understand what is sold as 

Cuban-ness: “Cuca falls for lounge lizard Juan Uan’ Perez, who teaches her to dance and kiss but loses 

interest when she resists his further advances. Eight years later, Cuca, still a virgin, is overjoyed when Uan 

reenters her life. The two lovers indulge in a marathon of steamy sex and set up house, but Uan's ties to the 

mob hasten his departure on the eve of the revolution, his parting gift to the pregnant Cuca a mysterious 

dollar bill. Cuca and her two ‘sluttish aunts,’ La M. and La P., live on in the ruined city where poverty and 

degradation reign…” 
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Habana. In said novel, Cuca and Juan desperately search for a dollar unto which the 

access serial number to a millionaire Swiss account has been inscribed.  

Its layer of coding open up for the money/writing relationship a surplus of 

potential value and contextual meaning, so that an inscription on a dollar bill 

becomes a figure for literature in a market and, more broadly, for Cuban culture in 

a transnational market. (Whitfield, 52)  

As Whitfield explains, the USD is the vehicle by which Cubans escape, but it is also the 

method through which they are objectified and their lives trivialized. Although the 

situation of Cubans during and after the Special Period gains visibility, it is done so in 

way that disenfranchised Cubans are reduced and turned into animatronics of this theme 

park ride. Tourist and publishing industries market this socio-economic crisis and the 

Cubans’ resolviendo lifestyle as cubania, the authentic Cuban-ness. 

Pedro Juan Gutierrez claims to be able to capture cubanía in Centro Habana, 

turning his works into “authentic” replicas, or, as he calls them, testimonios (testimonies). 

Like Valdés’s literature, Whitfield points out how Gutierrez’s narrations make use of 

these marginal subjects to produce a canned version of Centro Habana: a neighborhood 

as ruinous as its inhabitants, partaking in continuous kinky sex and dancing to the 

rhythms of the hot Caribbean in the squalor of the solar117. A good example of this 

selling of the marginal in the global market is the version of Dirty Havana Trilogy 

published in Poland. The cover of this version is the close-up of a glistening, dark-

skinned female body, “where manicured fingers [are] poised suggestively over the 

crotch” (97). Even though Gutierrez himself protested against this version of the cover, it 

is nonetheless indicative of Cuba’s image worldwide and what the tourist demands to see 

                                                 
117  I will remind the reader of what we briefly discussed in the first chapter about the solar. As Whitfield 

explains and as many participants described, the solar is thought to be the place of chusmería, squalor, and 

filth. By narrating from the solar, Gutierrez’ reinforces the stereotype of the solar and the solar dweller as 

promiscuous, lazy Afro-Cubans of loose-morals.  
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and buy. Even more, this is proof of how Cubans are unable to change their  global image 

as black, over-sexed, wretched people.  

Whitfield also explains that an important selling point for this literature and the 

Havana of the late 90s and early 2000s in the tourist industry is the “going now, because 

it won’t be the same later” message behind the marketing camping.  At that time, Cuba 

and the revolutionary government were thought to be at the brink of collapse. Many felt 

that it was to be the end of the Socialist-Communist era and that this “opening up” 

signaled the rushing in of neoliberal and capitalist policies. This feeling has been renewed 

in the present day with the announcement of Raúl Castro’s stepping down by 2018118 and 

the process of “normalization”. Therefore, according to Whitfield, the government, 

private companies, and writers market Havana to those romantic political pilgrims. 

Writers, such as Antonio José Ponte have spoken against this forceful ruination of 

Havana and its confection as an “antique”.  

In his short stories and books, Antonio José Ponte focuses on the feeling of 

melancholia and nostalgia that Havana’s ruins inspire upon the subject. This nostalgia is 

the main weapon for the exotizations of Havana and Cuba and the exploitation of the 

marginal subject. For example, he mentions how the Buena Vista Social Club, a world 

famous son orchestra, recreates the 1980s sounds of a musical group that never existed 

(Whitfield, 135). “Representations of this destination that circulate outside the country, as 

well as official and unofficial installations in situ, stimulate desires for a certain form of 

authenticity that in turn, is shaped by historically and geopolitically specific nostalgias” 

(24-25).  As US-Cuba relations start to normalize after Obama’s declarations in 

                                                 
118 Cave, Damien. "Raúl Castro Says His New 5-Year Term as Cuba’s President Will Be His Last." The 

New York Times. The New York Times, 24 Feb. 2013. Web. 30 Nov. 2014. 

<http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/25/world/americas/raul-castro-to-step-down-as-cubas-president-in-

2018.html?_r=0>. 
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December 2014 and attention is drawn to Cuba once again, we get to see how the media 

uphold Cuba’s image as the island stuck in time, a salvage of the pre-post-modern world. 

 

Illustration 19: A collapse in Centro Habana 

Ponte problematizes this forceful ruination further through his ponderings of the 

gaze directed at the ruin and its inhabitants. Observing and admiring the ruin proves to be 

complicit in the upholding of this particular image of Havana. In An Art of Making Ruins, 

a student discovers an underground, parasitic Havana that grows with each building that 

falls aboveground. This new city, Tuguria119, is built by the Tugures, looking to replicate 

Havana in its glory but without its inhabitants or its failed past.  This “art” of making 

ruins (by keeping the ruin), according to Ponte, is carried out by those nostalgics seeking 

to preserve a Cuba and Havana of the past. Moreover, these Tugures, “the builders of the 

                                                 
119 From the latin word tugurium, meaning hut, cottage or dwelling.  
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revolution” (Whitfield, 150), intend to reconstruct Havana much like the attempts to 

cleanse the city so to prepare for the “new man/woman”. Additionally, Whitfield explains 

that “the story’s title suggests that contemplation, admiration, and representation are not 

innocent acts, and that to represent ruins is to construct and perpetuate them” (149). This 

expresses Whitfield’s biggest argument: that by contemplating and reading, this 

fabricated image of Havana is perpetuated. The gaze is the most fundamental factor in the 

relationship between Cubans and the foreigner.  

I want to highlight this last thought since the study of the gaze, la mirada, will 

guide me into the discussions of how the Malecón is perceived and how the bodies there 

are read by the Other. Following the arguments made by Whitfield, the reader, the 

vouyerist, and the tourist are equally complicit in this commodification by increasing the 

demand for these types of portrayals and reproductions. Buying the book, the 

documentary or participating in a tour through Centro Habana that claims to peek into 

Havana’s lost world, “buys into” the commodification of Havana, almost celebrating its 

preservation as a ruin. Therefore, the act of looking becomes a money-generating activity 

initiating the commodification process. This establishes a display window case 

relationship between the tourist and the Cuban, looking but not touching, delighting in 

the Cuban’s incessant resolver and Caribbean picaresque way of life.  

LA RAMPA AND THE MALECÓN 

In discussing the various spatial dynamics produced through these cultural and 

political processes such as colorless-raceless discourse, the two entrances to Havana and 

the cultura del solar, I will stress how these dynamics are somehow influenced around 

this commodified relationship with the touristic Other. The Malecón at La Rampa and 

nearby areas best exemplify these cultural and political assemblages. La Rampa can be 
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read a queer space because of its physical properties (a cruce, it is an intersection of 

roads) but also because it attracts people looking to break out or distance themselves from 

the heteronormative, patriarchal, and white rhetorical (and sometimes physical) 

construction of Havana. On the Malecón, many lines are drawn and crossed, blurring out 

the margins between identities and bodies along the seafront.  

The sea wall is a place for contemplating the vastness of the blue exapanse. 

Couples and individuals expressed how they simply enjoyed sitting by the sea wall by 

looking out. The lower level of the Malecón also provides a more secluded place, where 

couples and individuals sometimes climb down for more privacy. On the lower level, 

people and sounds are isolated, allowing the individual to commune with the ocean. 

Faces are often turned outwards, not inward towards the city. Sitting by the wall, I felt a 

closeness to the water, and a closeness to Arecibo, my hometown in northern Puerto 

Rico. The sounds, the smell, and the warmth transported me to the esplanade in Arecibo. 

I was not in Cuba but in between two cities joined by water and memory. The Malecón 

and the sea also served as a formidable point of reference when walking without a map in 

Havana. I often sat by the sea wall to soften my homesickness and to reaffirming my 

sense of place and being, as we say, “mi Norte” (My north), by the sea. I understood this 

experience as a reminder of how this body of water bears great significance in the insular 

mentality and how distant cities are tied together through this ebbing borderland.  

The Malecón stretches from Old Havana, starting at the bay, and ends at the 

mouth of the Almendares River in the neighborhood of El Vedado. To walk the Malecón 

from beginning to end, is to walk through Havana’s growth and development: starting at 

the colonial city Old Havana, bordering the zone of Central Havana and ending in the 

bourgeois neighborhood of El Vedado. The Malecón itself has no distinguishing feature: 

it is a bare, colorless cement wall that protects the grey sidewalk from the sea. There are 
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no monuments on the side of the Malecón, except the small, colonial fort San Salvador de 

la Punta. Additionally, five or six high speed traffic lanes separate pedestrians from the 

city with little or no designated crossings. I emphasize the bareness and isolation of the 

Malecón to clearly state how it can be regarded as a walkaway separated from the city, 

aesthetically and physically.  

Although there are no monuments on the Malecón, landmarks and monuments 

across the street project a certain significance unto certain areas of the sea wall and on 

how space is accessed and appropriated. For example, I have mentioned how earlier the 

hotels located at La Rampa (Capri, Habana Libre, Nacional, etc) and the ones at the 

intersection of Paseo and Malecón (Cohiba, Riviera, Presidente) complete the 

characteristic skyline of El Vedado. They remind the passerby of El Vedado’s history and 

affluence. Therefore, the Vedado and Centro Habana sides of the Malecón are not the 

same physically and beckon passersby to behave accordingly. 

As I have just discussed, Centro Habana and its residents are generally perceived 

to possess a “low” culture, a chusmeria stemming from the solar that contradicts El 

Vedado’s supposed high culture and respectability. “Habla bajito que no estás en el 

solar”, vedadeñxs said to María. In the first chapter, I introduced her: a single mother 

who had recently moved from Centro Habana to El Vedado. When she started living in 

the latter, she quickly noticed the cultural difference and the opposing force set out to 

correct her Centro Habana behavior and habits. She explained how residents of El 

Vedado strive to protect and practice a “línea cultural”, a way of being and behaving 

based on respectability, high culture and “properness”. These same behaviors are 

enforced upon the Vedado side of the Malecón. On the Vedado side, the Malecón was 

less traversed and less noisy than its counterpart. The cement was cleaner, the public 

property better kept, and ample sitting and walking spaces were available on both sides of 
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the road. Nobody came up to me to ask for money or to talk; instead, people kept to 

themselves, quietly walking, fishing, or staring at the sea120. El Malecón at Vedado, as 

well as Paseo and Línea, responded to this “línea cultural” by practicing a certain 

respectability out on the street.  

Centro Habaneros can therefore be easily located and spotted in El Vedado since 

they produce a striking contrast against the Vedado’s respectability. I asked participants 

if they could identify a resident of Centro Habana out on the street. While some 

responded there is absolutely no difference, some hinted at the centrohabanerx’s 

guapería as a telling sign. Modesta explained that this guapería is a way of walking, a 

gait, almost boastful and proud121. She explained that residents of Centro Habana have to 

exercise this type of walking to “own the street” that is so violent in its densification, 

incessant movements, and precariousness. Indeed, Centro Habana was described as 

violent, not only because of its poverty, but also due to the stressful lifestyles its residents 

are forced to live. Modesta and Alana both agreed that these aggressive attitudes peaked 

during the Special Period. They explained that these tensions and frustrations are released 

out in the street through the guapería and other actions to reclaimed spaces and affirmed 

their individuality. Alana places guapería in the repertoire of gestures and attitudes that 

residents of Centro Habana use to get what they need and/or want and to combat the 

physical violence (crime, rape, and murder) in the street. The guapería remains as an 

expression of Centro Habana-ness, and even cubanía, that can be spotted on a quick 

glance, especially on the catwalk that is the Malecón.  

                                                 
120 In fact, I sometimes saw people jogging on the Malecón something I only say on the Vedado side of the 

esplanade. 
121 I can only describe it as a subtle stagger. The Puerto Rican translation would be: flow.  
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Illustration 20: “If you don’t know, don’t butt in”. In Centro Habana. 

For María, this is cause for concern: “La cultura del solar es tan fuerte que mi 

hija estuvo un año y pico ahí y tiene gestos de ahí. Increíblemente. En la manera de 

caminar, en su expresiones, en su hablar. Es populacherita”122. The cultura del solar 

proves to be a stain because of its racial, class, and cultural baggage. I use the word 

“stain” because whenever Cubans did not want to say “black”, in regards to a person’s 

color, they would rub their forearm with their fingertips. Even though María managed to 

move from the solar, her daughter and her cannot escape the social implications of 

having been raised and lived in a solar. This is a reminder of how a person’s barrio of 

origin cannot be erased and would remain so inherently theirs as the color of their skin or 

even below, their way of being.  

                                                 
122 “The culture of the solar is so strong that my daughter, who only lived there for only more than a year, 

acquired gestures from over there. Incredibly. In the way of walking, her expressions, her manner of 

speaking. She is ordinary.” 
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The guapería from Centro Habana also exercises certain forms of masculinity and 

performativity on the Malecón. I talked with a young student from the University of 

Havana and she explained that, like many women around the world, she had to rethink 

her wardrobe before stepping out of her home in Dragones, a consejo popular of Centro 

Habana. She has to do this to avoid hecklers and flirtatious remarks (piropos) by men. 

Even in her boyfriend’s company, she is subject to verbal and male intervention by 

strangers. Latin masculinity is exercised through this piropeo where the woman is 

expected to flirt back or come up with a sassy comeback.  Alana has developed caras  

(faces), for example, of aloofness, aggressiveness, foreignness, in order to avoid these 

types of situations. Using a code of non-verbal communication, Alana is able to battle the 

guapería and ward off ill intentions. “No siento para nada que restrinja mi vida. He 

hecho todo lo posible para que no me moleste”123, Alana explained. Residents of Centro 

Habana are especially apt in maneuvering these closed, hostile spaces and interacting 

with strangers.  

Tourist zones such as La Rampa and Old Havana are the spaces most propitious 

for sex work. In her book, After Love: Queer Intimacy and Erotic Economies in Post-

Soviet Cuba, Noelle Stout identifies the Rampa and the nearby areas of the Malecón as 

the most common places for socializing amongst homosexuals and for male and female 

prostitution . At night, primarily in front of the Yara Theatre and other centros nocturnos, 

gay men and women, sex workers, travesties, and tourists convene. The night ends at the 

Malecón, where they join the young crowds spilling over the sidewalk and into the street. 

Activities cease in the early hours of the morning with the few groups and couples 

looking for intimacy in the darkness.  

                                                 
123 “I don’t feel that it limits my life. I have down every possible thing so it doesn’t bother me”.  
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Illustration 21: “If life turns its back on you, touch it’s ass” By the Malecón. 

In the wake of the persecutions in the 1960s and 70s, and the most recent 

Operación Lacra, these spaces have taken on a particular reputation. In La Rampa, police 

patrols, although inconsistently, check for identification cards and monitor gatherings. 

Stout describes how these sweeps are not targeted specifically at gays, but most often 

detain sex workers and migrants from the countryside (Stout, 52-53). These arrests are 

sanctioned under the law of “social dangerousness” seeking to punish those who might 

commit a crime due to their deviation from socialist morality (52). In regards to being 

and acting homosexual in public: “Se ven bien siempre y cuando tengas un alto grado de 

respuesta agresiva al ambiente”124 Alana stated. Non-verbal language proves crucial for 

habanerxs to “own the street” and stake their claim to inhabit the city.  

However, there are certain spaces of the Malecón where neither Cubans nor 

tourists are allowed to sit or linger. The United States Interest Section (USINT) in L and 

                                                 
124 “It looks ok only as long as you have an high degree of aggressive response to the environment” 
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Malecón (by Vedado) towers over the seafront houses with its glass and steel building, 

height and block-long fence. Cuban police officers stand by the fence patrolling the area. 

One morning I stood in this area of the Malecón and decided to sit to contemplate the 

panorama. At that instance, I heard a whistle blow on the other side and I saw, in the 

distance, the guard by the gates of the USINT, waving me on. As I walked away, I 

noticed how the cement there seemed whiter, cleaner, as if nobody ever even walked 

through there. Perhaps that spot can best exemplify Cuba’s long standing relationship 

with the US and how this has dictated spatial politics in Havana.  

As stated, the balsero crisis exacerbated the relationship between the U.S. and 

Cuba by testing immigration policies and overseas negotiations. Following the Elián 

Gonzalez125 dispute, the Cuban government built the José Martí Anti-Imperialist Platform 

right next to the USINT. This platform turns its back to the USINT and faces the 

Malecón and the panorama of Havana behind it. Between the platform and the USINT is 

the “Wall of Flags”, several dozen flagpoles built to block the electronic ticker in 

windows of the Interest Section. After the Elián dispute and in the first decade of the 

Millennium, the government placed giant billboards on the sidewalk of the Malecón 

facing the USINT with the words “Assassin” written next to a depiction of George W. 

Bush’s blood soaked face. Although the Malecón is mostly bare concrete, monuments 

and buildings on the other side of the road influence how space is appropriated and 

accessed.  

It is important to also acknowledge the two sides of the Malecón and how the sea 

plays into these spatial dynamics. We know that the Malecón was a point of departure for 

                                                 
125 A heated controversy between the Cuban and U.S.A. government in 2000. Elian González’s mother 

died as they were crossing the Straits of Florida and so the U.S. governments placed González in the care of 

extended family in Florida. González’s father, backed by the Cuban government, demanded that Elian be 

brought back and, after much debate, the U.S. government sent the boy back to the island.  
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many balserxs and the site of struggle and protest for those denied exit. The sea, in light 

of Cuba-US relations, possesses a history of crossing and negotiation. The demarcation of 

exclusive economic zones, the Cuban Missile crisis, the Mariel and balsero cries, have all 

been important events that have determined Cuban history to this day. More so, it has 

politicized the sea, like any other borderline, dictating how and which bodies can cross 

over or must turn back. A tradition is perpetuated through this politicization of the sea, 

beginning with the slave ship and ending with the balsa (the raft). Lives, like those 

thrown off the Zong ship126 or those that sank with the flimsy raft, are lost at sea, filling 

the waters with feelings of pain and hope, and tales of crossing. The sea then, like the 

USINT and the hotels at the Rampa, shapes spatial dynamics at the Malecón and adds to 

the significance of the space. 

The Malecón, as well as parks and other streets, like Avenida G, are the preferred 

space for young adult and teenage interaction. When a can of beer at a bar or a restaurant 

costs 1.25 CUC (around 33 pesos cubanos CUP) or a bottle of rum costs 5 CUC (132 

CUP) and cover charges range around 1CUC, the Malecón provides the “free” space for 

leisure and entertainment. Young adult participants told me they would maybe go out to a 

club once a month, at the least, but preferred the Malecón for that weekend “hang out”127. 

La Rampa, a short walk away from the night scene in Avenida G, is the most central and 

visited place, especially amongst youths. On a Friday, crowds gather there starting at 8 

pm until the wee hours of the morning. This is another place to exercise a more subtle 

form of guapería, peacocking. By walking up and down the street, people display 

themselves and, through non-verbal communication, capture the attention of bystandards. 

                                                 
126 In 1781, the crew of the slave ship Zong massacred an estimated 130 African slaves. The crew of the 

Zong miscalculated their trip to Jamaica and decided to throw off board some of their slaves to save up on 

supplies.  
127 Love can still be found in the cramped spaces of Centro Habana.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Making space for love/zoom/c14o2/image_1h21
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The Malecón is a site for andarería (strolling), where people can, often times, look at 

Cubans and tourists alike, and call out some piropos. Amongst couples, the Rampa offers 

the most affordable date: dancing in the nightclubs by 23rd and later sitting together by 

the sea wall. La Rampa and the Malecón are really the option for youth groups wishing to 

distance themselves for the overcrowdings, aggressiveness, and chismería of Havana.  

 

Illustration 22: Lovers by the sea wall at La Rampa 

The protagonist of Dirty Havana Trilogy, Pedro Juan, often engages in 

conversations with fellow Cubans and in sexual relations with women on the Malecón. 

The Malecón and la calle are a site for him to exercise his hombría, exerting dominance 

over other men and women. It is associated with honor, dignity, strength, and bravery, 

and the “opposite” of homosexuality. Additionally, being able to satisfy a woman is key 

to maintaining respect amongst other males. (Allen, 128). Pedro Juan practices the classic 
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hombría as an active128 partner, as seen throughout most of his descriptions of sexual 

encounters where he always pleases women with his formidably sized penis129. It is 

interesting to see then his reaction when a man attempts to have anal sex with Pedro Juan 

in jail. Pedro Juan tries to fight the man, but due to the latter’s size and monstrous nature, 

the protagonist was knocked out. Even though he is never raped, Pedro Juan regret not 

being able to display his hombría even through fighting (Gutiérrez, 141). The Malecón 

allows for these types of negotiations and performances to take place thanks to the 

openness of the space and the lack of physical and visual barriers.  

I want to discuss a particular sexual encounter Pedro Juan, the character, describes 

while walking back to his home on the Malecón. After crossing what he calls the 

Malecón gay “free love” zone in front of the Parque Maceo130, he encounters a negro and 

a negra “fucking by the sea wall of the Malecón” (Gutiérrez, 177-8). This is not usual of 

Pedro Juan, since, apparently, he is constantly dropping in on sexual encounters like 

spontaneous orgies on the roof of a solar (117) or overhearing the sexual encounters of 

his neighbors (276-79). Most often, those engaging in these encounters are Afro-Cubans 

from Centro Habana, reinforcing the stereotypes of blacks and Centro Habanerxs as 

sexual deviants131. Pedro Juan’s descriptions almost always stigmatize black women as  

nymphomaniacs and the men as strong, rabid and brute. Additionally, he reduces 

orientales and Afro-Cubans to savages “Los tambores suenan desde muchos sitios y 

                                                 
128 By this, I mean “insertive” in the context of homoerotic sexual interactions.  
129 I mention this to coincide with Allen’s conclusions that “size does matter” when it comes to 

determining hombría (127). Pedro Juan, or his partners, often refer to the size of his dick, how rico it is and 

how well he uses it.  
130 This is in the Centro Habana part of the Malecón, right after the Rampa walking east.  
131 Obviously, these intercourses are described through a male gaze as women always exalt the “tastiness” 

and size of the penis. These negras are so overjoyed, as evidenced through their remarks and praises, they 

ask for anal sex. Not only are these encounters written from and for a male gaze, they also intend to shock 

the reader through this type of “kinky”, prohibitive sex, latent, obviously, in the over-sexualized and 

prolific Afro-Cubans of Centro Habana. 
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recuerdo aquellas películas de exploradores del Congo: «Oh, los caníbales nos rodean.» 

Pero no. Los negros sólo celebran a la virgen. Eso es todo. Negros de fiesta. Nada que 

temer132” (206). It is important to remember how the fictional Pedro Juan’s perceptions of 

Afro-Cubans and Afro-Cuban-ness, equate them to savagery and sex, in order to 

understand the gravity of this scene. 

 Tourists and non-black Cubans participate in the commodification of the Afro-

Cuban identity by reducing the latter to mere bodies on display for the pleasure of the 

viewer. In this scene, Pedro Juan could not resist the temptation of watching the two 

Afro-Cubans, so he decides to masturbate (as he often does) along with another mulato 

who was also masturbating133. The two Afro-Cubans are put up on stage, as the audience 

enjoys the spectacle. The mulatx, like Pedro Juan and the stranger, does not have to take 

part in the act but can delight him/hers, because of his/her color and social status allows 

him to distance him/herself from this construction of cubanía. The mulato isn’t 

necessarily framed as an overly-sexualized body and can more easily escape the 

fetishization. Undeniably, this is the best example for Whitfield’s argument of gazing as a 

money-generating activity. While Pedro Juan gains self-pleasure from watching and 

masturbating, the reader, having bought Gutierrez’s book, also delights in reading how 

Pedro Juan masturbates and those two negrxs have sex, uncontrollably, on top of the sea 

wall. 

I take this opportunity to put forward my own observations on the constructions 

of intimacy and public sex in this particular context. I argue that Gutierrez’s voyeuristic 

                                                 
132 “The drums beat from very far away and I recall those movies about the explorers in the Congo: «Oh, 

the cannibals are surrounding us.» But no. The blacks are only celebrating the Virgen. That is all. Blacks 

celebrating. Nothing to fear”.  
133 Recently, video cameras (called Cámara Loca) were installed in various places of Havana and the 

Malecón. Some of these videos, depicting sexual encounters at the sea wall, were leaked and are currently 

sold in the black market. Here are some clips: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czoz_kTq4XI 
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style only proves daring and “kinky” when juxtaposed against Western definitions of 

intimacy and public sex. In his book Private Affairs, Phillip B. Harper explains that 

public sex, according to US law, is considered a threat because it is held in a place where 

anybody could be exposed to the act without warning (75).  However, through personal 

experiences and observations, Harper found that public sex does not need to be witnessed 

for there to be an accusation. So then, how can sex be public if there is no witness? He 

explains that there is no separate public or private sphere, but merely a manipulation of a 

boundary, an “interaction membrane” (76). A couple kissing alone in a room is turned 

into a public space whenever somebody walks in. The intruder, regardless of whether he 

is aware or can see what is taking place, disrupts and halts the action with his presence. 

Harper explains that the intruder needs to show a specific “sign”, so that those engaging 

in intimate activity, can identify him as “part of the game” and continue their interaction 

(76). I believe Pedro Juan’s showing of his penis as the sign of engaging in the game and 

keeping the intimacy,  “desenvainar” (unsheathing), as he calls it, is his most common 

reaction when intruding into these types of situations134.  

Moreover, the reader reads and observes the sex act and Pedro Juan’s 

masturbation, he/she is forced as well into a sort of intimacy. Of course, the reader can 

stop the book, but by continuing his/her reading, he/she produces “the sign”. The reader 

is not present in the Malecón, sparing him/her having to show the true sign (his/her 

genitalia), but is still being able to profit and gozar (enjoy) from this fabricated spectacle. 

This assures the readers’ complicity in this objectification and commodification of 

marginal bodies. Instead, the USD is the true sign, paying for the book, the descriptions 

of sex and the intimacy. Dirty Havana Trilogy provides a new form of sex tourism, 

                                                 
134 He did the same when peeking into the orgy at the rooftop. 
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maximizing on time, space and money, while providing the tourist with an authentic 

Cuban experience that him or her might not be able to come across or dare to seek.  

In this scene, a disruption in this intimacy and sexual action is produced when 

Pedro Juan approaches a nearby mulata. The protagonist, not wanting just to masturbate, 

asks her to join in the game by showing her his penis. She grabs it, but immediately rubs 

her belly with her other hand, making Pedro Juan think that he must pay her with food for 

sex. He asks her if she wants a hot dog, but, upon responding, the woman produces some 

guttural sounds. Pedro Juan quickly realizes she is mute when she, again, squeezes his 

member while rubbing her belly. Pedro Juan, without a single cent on him, wags his 

finger and turns to the couple before ejaculating into the ocean. The fact that this woman 

is mulata, hungry and mute, further confirms Whitfield’s and my assumptions of 

Gutierrez’s so called testimonio. The woman is the silenced body of Afro-Cubans, forced 

by the narrative voice into the exchange of sex for money/food. Because she refuses to 

perform sex for free and Pedro Juan’s inability to pay, the woman is immediately cast 

into the darkness as quickly as she had become present. Money and/or sex are Gutierrez’s 

own sign, the payment for those wishing to be featured within this novel. Gutierrez’s 

writing spills from the dollar unto the body, controlling whose bodies are showcased and 

which are dismissed. 

The varieties of peoples, tourists, Afro-Cubans, jineterxs (prostitutes), 

homosexuals, and Cuban whites, cruising on the Malecón has problematized how bodies 

are mis/dis/identified in this concrete catwalk135. Allen writes how often police would 

stop him and ask him to show his carnet, mistaking him for a Cuban due to his black skin 

(Allen, 24). However, he would ignore the hail or slip a quick “hello”, quickly identifying 

                                                 
135 I plan on bringing-in José E. Muñóz’ Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of 

Politics and Cruising Utopia : the Then and There of Queer Futurity when I revisit this research in the 

future.  
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himself as a tourist, someone not to be bothered. Tourists also misidentify Cubans in the 

Malecón, like Stout describes for example, as sex workers. Tourists would come up with 

money or simply make an offer to gays enjoying the Rampa nightlife. Some of them 

would feel ashamed to be identified as prostitutes, blaming this misidentification on the 

decaying ambiente and lack of respectability of Cuban homosexuals (69). In this game of 

“spotting the tourist or the gay or the negrx”, I see the racial, class, and gender 

assemblages stressed under the demand of sex tourism and the imposed images of life in 

the Tropics (rum, sex and dance).  

In the Malecón, I too was mis/dis/identified by curious gazes. While gazing the 

sea one afternoon, an old man approached me and asked me how I liked the view. 

“Makes me feel at home”, I responded. He then mumbled something, and I asked him to 

repeat himself. He quickly became frustrated and, with a look of disdain, he called me a 

“son of a general” before hurrying away. I asked my host family what this man was 

referring to and they explained that he was probably referring to a Cuban general, 

members of the white and upper class. Indeed, many Cubans stated that I did look Cuban, 

because of my white skin and my accent (probably inherited  from my Cuban side of the 

family). In two separate instances, two men, in the Malecón, identified me as Cuban, 

stating that I could not be Puerto Rican since I was white. This speaks to a greater 

conversation I aim to tease out later in this thesis, namely how Cubans and Puerto Ricans 

perceive the other island/body. What factors have led me to be identified as Cuban, 

instead of Puerto Rican based on my skin color and demeanor.  
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Chapter 3: Un café vespertino: sediment and privilege in the islands of 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 

So this is why when often as you came home to it, down 

the road in a mist of rain, it seemed as if the house were 

founded on the most fragile web of breath and you had blown 

it. Then you thought it might not exist at all as built by 

carpenter’s hands, nor had ever; and that it was on an idea of 

breath breathed out by you who, with that same breath that 

had blown it, could blow it away  

– The House of Breath, William Goyen 

 

Mi negrita se me ha ido. 

Por Dios Santo, no la encuentro- 

Será que se ha ido pal centro 

De un downtown desconocido? 

O, peor, y si es que ha sido 

Seducida por villano? 

O por ocultos mahometanos?  

Me dicen que no me ofusque,  

Que se perdió y que la busque 

En los suburbios lejanos  

– En los suburbios lejanos, Urayoán Noel 

Santurce es Ley (SEL5) returned to Barrio Gandul for its fifth edition on August 

8, 9 and 10th , 2014. C787 Studios, an art gallery run by a group of collective and 

independent artists, organizes this urban art festival every year with the collaboration of 

local community leaders. Members of C787 and guests, from Puerto Rico and overseas, 

take to the streets to paint, decorate and create different forms of visual art. From the 

Calle Cerra in Barrio Gandul, the home of C787 and main center of activity during SEL, 

to Barrio Obrero, Santurce dons the many scenes, characters and phrases that embody its 

ever-growing street culture. Its lesser-known and less popular counterpart Los Muros 

Hablan, an initiative presented by MillerCoors-Puerto Rico and hosted by The Museum 

of Contemporary Art of Puerto Rico (MACPR)136, also participate in the painting of 

                                                 
136 Parra, Nicky. "Press Media." Los Muros Hablan. 1DAYROBOT.COM, 4 Oct. 2012. Web. 09 Dec. 

2014. <http://losmuroshablan.wordpress.com/press-media/>. 
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Santurce and of Río Piedras, a former municipality and now part of San Juan. Although it 

does not take place every year, Los Muros Hablan is supported by the youth culture 

movements harbored around the University of Puerto Rico – Río Piedras campus (UPR-

RP). The event has led to the rescuing of some spaces in the historical downtown that 

were lost to abandonment and ruin. Both SEL and Los Muros Hablan have stirred 

different communities into action and visibilized forgotten spaces.  

As soon as I got back from Cuba, I visited both neighborhoods to see what had 

changed and what remained. Living outside of Puerto Rico, I have grown accustomed to 

going back, every 6 months or so, to the spaces I inhabited and walked by daily as, for 

example, the Avenida Universidad in Río Piedras. It is with shock, joy or sadness, that I 

have noticed the many changes in the infrastructure and the surface of the city. In regards 

to urban art, it changes day by day, month after month, or it remains, enduring the test of 

time and the elements. These expressions that remain, bestow an iconic, almost 

monumental, atmosphere to the place. For example, the Lares flag at the corner of Juan 

Ponce de León Avenue and Gándara Street alludes to the Grito de Lares, the pro-

independence and nationalist movement, events that shaped social dynamics in and 

outside of the IUPI campus, for instance, the student-led anti-ROTC strikes in 1970, 1980 

and the most recent 2010-11 strikes.  

When walking through Barrio Gandul, weeks before the starting of SEL5, I 

stopped to examine the Damaris Cruz’s art piece “La hora del té” at the Calle Ernesto 

Cerra. The artist had painted over the façade of a small house, specifically, “casa de una 

crujía” (one nave), typical in Santurce (Quiles Rodríguez). With the names of many, Cruz 

covered the grey planks of wood using the yellow pages of a phone book, and the white 

pages to cover the cement rail of the balcony. She then glued unto the walls of the façade 

human scale photographs of two black, young females, positioned in such a way that, 
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from the sidewalk, they appear to be sitting by the balcony while sipping on their cups. 

They are dressed in flower print dresses, one of them wearing sneakers. Both have 

flowers in their fabulous hairdos, don a considerable amount of jewelry and qualm the 

heat with their abanicos (hand fans). Cruz then painted flowers with a yellow background 

the anterior foundation of the house. Beyond the porch is a front patio with cement 

flooring and a small concrete fence that divided the house from the sidewalk. The tattered 

zinc roofing, the rusted gates and the trash were signs of the age of the house and its state 

of abandonment.  I soon learned that the house belonged to Doña Laura, remembered by 

many in the Gandul community, and that Cruz’s wish, and that of the community, was to 

highlight the deterioration of the house and to commemorate the people who lived in it, 

along their lifestyles (Coll Martínez).  

 

Illustration 23: La hora del té 
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In my perception, the barrio, the house, the bodies, the porch, the patio and the 

fence, and the street, are layers that together form an allusion of history that has led to 

particular social dynamics and circumstances prevalent in the rest of San Juan and, 

perhaps, the whole island. In this chapter, I will discuss these different layers, starting by 

explaining the importance of the wall and the gate according Dinzey-Flores, inherited 

from colonial times, as punitive and classifying technologies operating on official 

definitions of race, gender, class and citizenship. Secondly, I will review the history of 

Gandul and Miramar, guided by Duany’s and Vivoni’s revision, to give some context on 

the neighborhoods where SEL take place and this artwork sits, looking to explain why it 

is important that it is being done here. Then, I will discuss the significance of the house 

according to Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space. It is a place heavy with memory, and 

notions of respectability and stability. Likewise, the balcony, according to Quiles 

Rodríguez, helped keep a tightly knit community thanks to its permeability and closeness 

to the street. These constructions aided in the various nation building processes of Puerto 

Rico during the 1940s and 1950s by consolidating the image of the nuclear family and 

housing them in formal dwellings, thus formalizing and structuring San Juan as a modern 

city. This rhetoric has complicated the development of San Juan, aiding its neoliberal 

fragmentation and separation into isles of privilege and incarceration. Then, I dive into 

discussions of blackness and citizenship, attempting to identify the bodies that sit on the 

balcony. Finally, I explore the sedimentous nature of San Juan, forcing new ways of 

expressions and writing that can keep up with the transient urban topography. 
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“DO NOT ENTER” 

 

Illustration 24: Ysla y Puerto de Puerto Rico137 

I find it necessary to begin with the explanation of the importance of the wall in 

the formation of San Juan as it relates to its foundation as a city. This is crucial to 

understand the long-standing colonial binary of intramuros/extramuros that defines 

Puerto Rican cities and houses. It is also useful in understanding the perceptions 

sanjuaneros hold of particular spaces and the people who inhabit them.  I want to draw 

attention to the Illustration 23, a colonial map of the founding of Old San Juan. The 

banner reads “Ysla y Puerto de Puerto Rico” and below we see an immense castle 

(almost too magnificent to fit) rising beside the small houses on the island of Puerto Rico. 

The little island is separated from the greater island, still untouched, un-urbanized, un-

                                                 
137 Castro Arroyo, María de los Ángeles. Arquitectura En San Juan de Puerto Pico. Río Piedras, PR: 

Editorial Universidad de Puerto Rico, 1980.. 
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civilized. The Island, glistening with its flag and its cannons, sits apart from the wild, 

Other island, forever separated and distinguishable. More so, there is no one outside the 

Island, everybody is in Puerto Rico-San Juan, nothing can be outside. Upon conquest, the 

whole island of Puerto Rico was christened “San Juan Bautista” while today’s San Juan 

was called “Puerto Rico”, and the names were later switched.  The ambiguous name of 

the island problematizes our geographical understanding of the Island138. Should we call 

it San Juan, or Puerto Rico?  

The insularity of the Puerto Rican vocabulary extends to naming practices inside 

and outside of San Juan or the island. Several of the places around or in San Juan take on 

names alluding to this insularity139. The vocabulary of residents of the metropolitan area 

and the official discourse make a very import distinction by Puerto Rico into two: the 

area metro (metropolitan area) and the isla (everything outside the metropolitan area). I 

see this as a persisting image of San Juan being separate from the rest of the island, the 

wild and unknowable Island. In the first chapter I mentioned how certain residents of San 

Juan viewed Plaza de las Américas as the milestone between “near” and “far away”. I 

hold that the wall system works in a similar way: San Juan ends at one point and 

everything else that exists beyond the wall is the unknown, uncivilized island.  

The binary of intramuros/extramuros can be best explained by looking over the 

spatial practices of Old San Juan during the 19th century. In her book140, Martínez-Vergne 

talks about Old San Juan’s shift from a colonial pre-industrial city to a capitalist, liberal 

                                                 
138 I capitalize this “island” when referring to the idea of the island, regardless if it is the island of Old San 

Juan, that of Santurce or any other island.   
139 Isla de Cabras (the inlet across the Bay from Old San Juan, a strategic point of defense during colonial 

times) Isla de San Mateo de Cangrejos (Santurce), Isla Grande (a neighborhood of Santurce or the name 

used by viequences or culebrenses when refering to the main island of Puerto Rico), Isla Verde (another 

neighborhood of Santurce).  
140 Martínez-Vergne, Teresita. Shaping the Discourse on Space: Charity and Its Wards in Nineteenth-

Century San Juan, Puerto Rico. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999. 
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city. This meant preserving the white, male hegemony while re-allocating city spaces. 

This was achieved by maintaining commercial wealth and human capital within the city, 

i.e., intramuros (Martínez-Vergne, 20). Workers, white, but more so blacks, vagrants, 

alcoholics and deviants had to remain outside, extramuros, in La Perla (the slave 

neighborhood between the north wall of Old San Juan and the sea), Puerta de Tierra 

(“Land Gate”, the neighborhood at the eastern end of the Old San Juan island) and 

Santurce. The populations, many living in workhouses and shantytowns, were subject to 

foreign attacks and circumscribed, literally, by the walls of the then San Juan and its 

economic activity. The gate and the wall, more than ever, defined access into and out of 

the city and its affluence.  

Life intramuros meant following certain ways of behaving and places of being. 

Human interaction was limited to the “appropriate” time and space, according to class, 

race, and employment. City ordinances and municipal codes dictated proper attire, 

conduct around religious ground and even the volume out on the street. Non-whites were 

required to walk on the street to allow whites to walk on the sidewalk. The wearing of 

masks was prohibited after 10 o’clock or even in carnivals. Residents were not allowed to 

hang clothes to air dry and servants were required to empty latrines and cesspits only late 

at night (Martínez-Vergne, 25-27). These and many other codes of conduct forced 

citizens to act in civil, clean and good-mannerly ways. These codes could be even 

extended beyond the wall to those neighborhoods right at the foot of the wall, particularly 

when it concerned building codes (Martínez-Vergne, 27).  

Extramuros, however, remained generally “un-civilized”, as described by the 

mayor of Cangrejos (Santurce) who set out to correct the vice-ridden, criminal and 
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gambling individuals by the San Antonio Bridge141. In doing so, his sheriff came across 

laundress and “had ‘to fight with a portion of uncontrolled women, who with gestures 

and improper ways disregarded…the authority delegated’”(Martínez-Vergne, 26). 

Immediately, these women were classified as lacking respectability and proper manners, 

necessitating “to be put into place”(Martínez-Vergne, 27). Even though this was an 

isolated incident, this represented the spread of these codes of conduct and civility unto 

Santurce, the most immediate neighborhood to San Juan and the site of future expansion.  

Ultimately, this binary created a definition for “proper citizenship”, buen y mal 

ciudadanx (the good and the bad citizen) as it started to legitimize the State within the 

island142. 

I turn now to Zaire Dinzey-Flores’s Locked in, Locked out to explain how the 

wall, the gate and the guardhouse have perpetuated this intramuros/extramuros binary, 

creating “isles of privilege” by diving the civilized from the barbaric according to racial, 

class and gender categories. Dinzey-Flores agrees with how this duality of city-fortress 

and wilderness was constructed along with San Juan’s foundation and perpetuated 

through the planning of the city with its systems of assortment. The city-fortress, like that 

of Old San Juan, Old Havana and Ciudad Colonial in Santo Domingo, DR, warned 

incoming ships that the land had been claimed and set in motion the development of the 

Spanish empire unto the American geography (Dinzey-Flores, 11). Colonial architecture 

intended to lay down the foundations for civilization while keeping the intramuros under 

strict control. “Inside city walls, prolific government regulations and ordinances 

controlled the movement and decorum of San Juan’s poor; however, race, inscribed 

                                                 
141 The San Antonio Bridge joins the San Juan inlet with the Santurce peninsula 
142 Fernando Picó theorizes about the formation of the Puerto Rican State and the Anti-State in De la mano 

dura a la cordura: ensayos sobre el estado ausente, la sociabilidad y los imaginarios puertorriqueños 

(1999).  
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through the institution of slavery, became a prime indicator of who was to be regulated in 

urban spaces” (Dinzey-Flores, 14). Slaves, Taínos and Caribs, Creoles and Moors were 

prohibited from accessing or leaving certain places and holding certain posts (12). 

Invalids, delinquents, lepers, orphans and the “unruly slave” or free men were locked-in 

to places such as the Casa de Benificiencia, constantly punished and disciplined so to 

inscribe Christendom by the way of pain and repentance (13). Through various punitive 

technologies and a panoptic architecture, San Juan distinguished, sorted and controlled its 

residents according to race, gender and class. As the Puerto Rican capital expanded over 

the colonial walls throughout the XIX and XX century, it needed reorganize and regain 

control over its outlying neighborhoods and populations.  

In her study of public housing complexes (called caseríos) in the southern city of 

Ponce, Dinzey-Flores finds the new forms of urban cages, that like the colonial presidios 

(fortified prisons for felons and outlaws), keep marginalized bodies located and 

controlled through government policies such as Mano Dura and Ley de Cierre, and social 

stigmatization. As I have mentioned before, with the institution of the E.L.A. and Manos 

a la Obra (Operation Bootstrap) in 1952, the local government set out to reorganize and 

consolidate the city of San Juan and other urban areas of Puerto Rico143. The ELA 

government created the CRUV, Urban Renewal and Housing Corporation, with the task 

of reallocating shantytown dwellers. By 1966, CRUV had built 33,500 housing units and 

reallocated 26,000 shantytown families (Duany 201). As explained earlier, this disrupted 

and ended, in a greater sense, extended family and neighborhood ties, community values 

and altered the gender and family norms among arrabaleñxs144. 

                                                 
143 Former Brain Trustee, Governor  R. Tugwell believed that these slums where a health hazard to the 

U.S. Navy, their unsightly appearance “marred the beaches of the island” and their shacks “were the first 

images to greet state officials, potential investor and tourists" (Tyrrell 73). This further proves how Puerto 

Rico, much like Cuba, was being modernized for the sake of its entrance into the global tourist industry. 
144 Residents of slums, arrabales.  
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Little by little, residents of Lloréns and some caseríos, surrounded by violence 

and poverty, became more dependent on government aids and stopped cultivating 

working-class consciousness and solidarity (Duany 202). Tenants lost their control over 

their living space and lacked the skills or the means to improve on their situation. 

Quickly, caseríos turned into centers of violence and drug trafficking145. Government 

responded with the Ley de Cierre in 1987, which allowed urbanizaciones to build walls 

and install guard posts and gates in their entrances. Likewise, this allowed for the 

construction of walls, gates and police barracks in strategic points in the caseríos. The 

guard booth at the gate of the caserío poses a striking resemblance to the colonial garita 

(bartizan) watching over the people. 

By the late 1980s, crime continued to grow making San Juan the murder capital of 

the U.S. and the runner-up of the world in 1994 (Dinzey-Flores 15)146. As a response, 

Governor Pedro Roselló, in office from 1993 to 2000, installed the policy of Mano Dura, 

which granted the police to perform raids on caseríos to combat crime and drug 

trafficking. These “rescues”, as the police force would call them, were performed without 

warning and indiscriminately, often with the aid of the National Guard. Between June 

and September of 1993, police raided and occupied over 20 public housing projects. The 

increase in police presence in caseríos, turned the public housing projects into spaces of 

embattlement, under constant siege, and consequently, into prisons. Meanwhile, suburban 

and individual homeowners, feeling threatened by the danger on the street, felt the need 

                                                 
145 El entierro de Cortijo, a novel by Edgardo Rodríguez Juliá, describes the world of the Lloréns in the 

1980s. The Luis Llorens Torres, at the eastern end of Santurce, was Puerto Rico’s biggest and most 

notourious caserío.  
146 Coincidently, New York City was also witnessing a wave of crime during these times. Giuliani’s policy 

of “Zero Tolerance” quelled the rising crime wave of the late 80s and early 90s in much the same manner. 

It would be interesting to compare New York’s and San Juan’s “war against crime” through these 

neoliberal policies, investigating if certain bodies (Black Puerto Ricans in both islands of NYC and San 

Juan) were targeted specifically.  
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to increase, more and more147, security around their neighborhood and home. Neoliberal 

policies of the 90s tightened the federal control over the island even more by putting 

bodies “in place” with new punitive technologies and methods. 

 

Illustration 25: “Llegamos al Lloréns”148 

Residents of Miramar were content with living near the city but they were wary of 

Mirama’s lack of gates. “La seguridad es una preocupación constante por ser un área 

                                                 
147 Since 2004, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been fighting a case in the Federal Court against municipalities 

and suburban communities that prohibited them from accessing certain suburban areas. The Court decided 

that the communities must give beepers, keys and codes to access to Jehovah’s Witnesses, provided that the 

latter would not share these keys with other people. Not only does this highlight the paranoia of higher-

class communities, but how the State operates with new forms of technology to deny/allow access for 

certain people. Correa Velázquez, Melissa. "Confirman Orden Para Que Urbanizaciones Permitan Acceso a 

Testigos De Jehová." El Vocero De Puerto Rico. N.p., 11 Nov. 2014. Web. 08 Dec. 2014. 

<http://elvocero.com/confirman-orden-para-que-urbanizaciones-permitan-acceso-a-testigos-de-jehova/>. 
148 “We reach the Lloréns”, I heard them say when they peered into this house in Condado.  
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abierta…Miramar es totalmente abierto149” explained a resident of the neighborhood. 

Unlike the suburban houses of Guaynabo, anybody could walk the streets of Miramar. By 

looking at Figure 2, we see how suburban and/or high-class houses take on a Fortress-like 

architecture. Sensing the danger that looms outside, Miramar houses possess a fortified, 

palacete architecture, accompanied by fences (with serpentines, metal spikes and/or 

video cameras), heavy iron gates, a private security system and sometimes even a private 

guard. Even the names of some of the houses and apartment buildings (as in the 

neighborhood of Condado) are reminiscent of old European castles or make reference to 

the exclusiveness of the space and its American aspirations: Olympian Court Hotel, 

Montblanc, Condominium Los Felices, Rescidencia Paraíso, Ritz, Castillo de 

Miramar,150 amongst others. Some of these apartment complexes even feature key 

activated elevators (in addition to an outdoor gate and a locked lobby door), only 

permitting “allowed” visitors to go up.  

The status of residente and visitante (resident and visitor) were developed as the 

passport of Puerto Ricans in the fortified city. In some suburban communities, visitors are 

required to state whom they are visiting and then the resident is called to verify the 

information. Names are written down and the entrance video recorded. On communities 

like Miramar, visitors call the resident through the intercom or the cellphone in order to 

be buzzed-in. A visitor is cautiously monitored as he or she moves through the building 

or the community, especially if the visitor is non-white and low class. Calle 13’s song 

“Los de atrás vienen conmigo” (The ones in the back are with me) plays with this 

construction of access. By saying “the ones in the back are with me”, visitors demand 

that those behind him/her, presumably in the cars, be let in even if they are not invited or 

                                                 
149 “Security is a constant preoccupation because it is an open area…Miramar is totally open” 
150 Here is a photo of the Castle of Miramar.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Castle of Miramar/zoom/c14o2/image_679
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allowed as visitors without question. This is an aspiration to social mobility as well as a 

claim to access and the will to inhabit all spaces of the city.  

These houses and private spaces of San Juan and Puerto Rico are designed so that 

the subject is never outside of a safe space. The car guarantees that the driver can travel 

throughout the city in a safe, “locked” space. From a guarded garage, to the car, to the 

guarded parking at work, to the locked workspace151, and back home. This is indicative 

of the paranoia of the high and middle class, and the tacit acknowledgement of the social 

inequality and the polarized society.  More so, it is interesting to find how the people 

living in caseríos are controlled through similar systems of gates and security, while 

members of the higher strata are also locking themselves in. The locking-in and locking-

out has aided the hyperfragmentation of San Juan into isles of privilege and 

imprisonment, making each barrio, and sometimes street, architecturally and 

demographically different. After explaining these arguments and examples, I agree with 

Dinzey-Flores in her statement that to study the cities of Puerto Rico, we must come to 

understand the physical and psychological role of the gate and the wall in the 

arrangement and racialization of place and body. 

EL BARRIO: GANDUL Y MIRAMAR 

In order to explain why “La hora del té” speaks to the urban dynamics of San 

Juan and Puerto Rico, I explain the history of Gandul, the neighborhood where Doña 

Laura’s house stands. I also want to offer some insights into the history of Miramar, the 

neighborhood northeast of Gandul’s limit, since I will later discuss the relationship of the 

two in the context of the walling of San Juan. By 1898, San Juan’s limits had crossed the 

walls of the colonial city and extended unto the limits of the San Juan inlet, Puerta de 

                                                 
151 Every time I go back, I am impressed, more and more, on the number of businesses that now have front 

locked doors, private guards and video camera systems.  
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Tierra (Duany, 192). On the outskirts, Santurce was populated by immigrants (European, 

American and Caribbean), Afro-Puerto Ricans and Puerto Ricans migrating from the rest 

of the island (Duany, 193; Quiles Rodríguez, 40). Shantytown and arrabales (slums) had 

been established in the southwestern end of Santurce, along the Caño Martín Peña and 

the mangroves, while freed-slaves and their descendants settled on the northwest end. 

Most of Santurce’s eastern side were privately owned fincas (farms) that were divided 

into smaller units, or quintas, and sold to individuals (Vivoni Farage, 6). During the first 

decade of the 20th century, Miramar’s quintas were turned into tenement houses and 

private homes, housing American government workers, European business owners and 

the Puerto Rican upper class (8). Like El Vedado, Miramar aimed to develop as the new 

bourgeois neighborhood with wide avenues and sidewalks, a grid layout, exuberant 

homes (flaunting the capital and power of the individual citizen), club houses and hotels. 

Of course, the wealthy began to settle by the shores of the Condado Lagoon facing the 

ocean, turning their backs against the southern mangrove152. 

Around that first decade, the Barrio Gandul153 had already been established as a 

neighborhood of Santurce (Duany, Hernández Anguiera, and Rey, 6). Before, Gandul 

was populated by freed slaves and descendants of slaves that worked for don Vicente 

Balbás Peña (Duany, Hernández Anguiera, and Rey, 37). As many of the other 

communities nearby (El Fanguito, Caño Martín Peña and Villa Palmeras), Barrio Gandul 

was first settled by blue collar workers looking to live near the gas, alcohol and other 

manufacturing plants of Santurce, even if that meant living in shacks on low, marsh 

                                                 
152 It is interesting to see how Vivoni’s book is titled “Mira la mar, Miramar” (Look at the sea, Miramar). 

To me, this worldplay with the neighborhood’s name is a reminder of the favorable position of 

neighborhoods such as Condado and Miramar that can gaze out to sea and enjoy the incoming breeze. 

Southern neighborhoods are forced to look to the caño (swampland) or the mangrove. I will bring this up 

again when talking about the wall, explaining how development on the sea blocks the passerby’s gaze 

outwards with a wall of hotels and apartment complexes, and places a price on the activity of gazing out.  
153 As Duany points out in his book, gandul can mean “lazy” or it can refer to the bean.  
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lands. From that beginning, Barrio Gandul was defined by its closeness to the Fernández 

Juncos and Juan Ponce de León avenues, foremost because of its closeness to the 

American Railroad Company workshop and grand station154. The trolley routes and to 

access Old San Juan, the colonial city, the economic and social center for centuries, 

influenced the shape San Juan as a linear city oriented towards the old colonial city155. 

Between 1910 and 1930, Miramar had a huge boom in construction and urban 

development. In the wake of the 1918 earthquake, private developers sought to construct 

houses and hotels in Miramar in reinforced forced concrete (Vivoni Farage, 37). Puerto 

Rican architects studying in the US, came back to the island during the twenties, inspired 

by the works of Frank Lloyd Wright and the styles of Art Déco and Spanish Revival. 

According to Vivoni, these architects sought to help continue the American project by 

legitimizing Puerto Rican identity through the revival of its Spanish romantic heritage 

and its architectural style. Soon, bungalows, chalets, villas and walk-ups sprung up 

through the neighborhood, hosing and consolidating the space of the academic 

intelligentsia and Puerto Rican working professionals156.  

Miramar’s proximity to the Old San Juan and its position in-between the colonial 

city and Santurce made it an ideal place for private business owners and politics, 

especially during the economic boom of the 1940s and 50s. Powerful families like the 

Ferrer, Ballester and Rocafort built their homes in Miramar. For example, Toro & Ferrer, 

an architectural firm, designed houses in the neighborhood as well as the Hotel Caribe 

Hilton less than a mile away from Miramar, the International Airport and other 

                                                 
154 The railroad tracks divided Miramar and Gandul, proving correct the age-old expression of “born on the 

other side of the tracks”, meaning on the bad, low-class neighborhood.  
155 In one of the maps on Vivoni’s book (7), we can see how the areas of Gandul, Tras Talleres and 

O’Hoare are branded as “Los Talleres” (The Workshop). Residents of Tras Talleres (literally meaning, 

“behind the shops”), corrected me by saying that the true name of that neighborhood is Monserrate.  
156 The novel La casa de la laguna by Rosario Ferré takes place during the foundation of Miramar by 

wealthy Spanish and Puerto Rican merchants.  
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government buildings (Vivoni Farage, 86-89). Rafael Carmoega, known as “the Architect 

of the State” after partly designing the Capitol, also various mansions of Miramar (59-

60).  Carmoega, Toro and Ferrer worked with Governor Luis Muñóz Marín and the ELA 

government in the modernization of the Puerto Rico and the nation building process of  

mid-twentieth century. Miramar benefited from the development booming around its 

community157.  

In 1957, the American Railroad Company train, which brought considerable 

numbers of businesses and peoples, ceased to operate. This interrupted Barrio Gandul’s 

importance as a node between Old San Juan and the island, casting it into the margins as 

the capital began to grow to the suburbs. The construction of the De Diego expressway 

diverted traffic away from Gandul, forcing businesses to move to new areas like Hato 

Rey. Meanwhile, the government relocated many of the families living in informal 

housing and shantytowns along the south shore of the Santurce inlet. Residents of 

Gandul, in face of the exodus of people and capital, ceased to organize their yearly fiestas 

patronales (patronage festivals). As a result of absence of business and the decay of the 

urban fabric, Gandul, between the decades of 1950 and 1970, lost more than half of its 

population (Duany, Hernández Anguiera, and Rey, 39).  

In the 1970s and 80s, many areas of Santurce, like Barrio Gandul, became home 

to many Dominican immigrants. In 1995, Duany speculated that more than half of 

Gandul’s population was black while one-third, according to the census, were people 

born in the Dominican Republic. Since then, Gandul has further suffered a bleeding of 

population due to two reasons. First, the government has bought or acquired property in 

the area and sold it to private developers, for example, the Puerto Rico Electric Power 

                                                 
157 Vivoni asserts that there was a 187% increase in the price of land between 1920 and 1940 (49).  
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Authority (AEE) headquarters on 15 arriba and the Wal-Mart at 18 abajo. Not only does 

this prevent the repopulation of these areas and the flowering of local business, but also it 

eliminates space for congregation and meeting, while giving leeway to crime in such 

solitary streets. Second, many of the houses are in a state of abandonment as heritance 

laws prevent owners from selling and many neglect to maintain the property. Many 

houses lie in a state of ruin, again, preventing anybody from living there (seldom there 

are Dominicans who appropriate the property), and thus spoiling the urban aesthetic and 

allowing criminal activity to take place. Third, many of the original landowners or 

descendants have moved to the suburbs for a greater sense of commodity and security. It 

is my understanding that Gandul has diminished in size and population while it has 

become more isolated as other neighborhood communities around it disappear158.  

 

Illustration 26: Kitchen and balcony of an apartment at Miramar 

                                                 
158 For more on Santuce’s history, see Santurce y las voces de su gente by Fernando Picó.  
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 Today, Miramar counts on a strong, active neighborhood council working for the 

protection of its barrio, coordinating social activities and maintaining its good name. 

Gandul, facing depopulation, rising crime and the deterioration of the community, has put 

forth efforts, like SEL, to bring back life to the neighborhood. “Los de la 15 abajo”, 

mostly grown, aged men and women, get together behind the Watusi bar to interact and 

discuss pressing issues. There is communication and an understanding between Miramar 

and Gandul. Miramareñxs applauded the work of the art festival in embellishing the 

neighborhood while sparking interest in other communities of Santurce while doing the 

same. Miramar owes SEL for its sudden rise in hip, new age restaurants springing up in 

the area. Gandul, however, is still struggling with its demographic and infrastructural 

issues, putting into question how helpful SEL has truly been. 

“YO TENGO YA LA CASITA, QUE TANTO TE PROMETÍ…” 

Peeling away another layer, I will discuss the significance of the house in the 

Puerto Rican context. The house, as in many other cities, became the staple image of 

heteronormativity, patriarchy and individual power. Under Spanish colonial rule, the city 

exteriorized the institutional power of the empire through the monument and the 

monumental government service buildings (Quiles Rodríguez, 47). However, upon 

industrialization and democratization, the home became a symbol of individual power, 

status and respectability, demarcating, through the garden, the gate and the fence, its own 

domain (Martínez-Vergne 20; Quiles Rodríguez, 47). To own a house and have a family 

were the goal of every citizen, to be part of a home, was to be “in place”.  The colonial 

balcony, set high above the level of eyesight, plays perfectly into this structuring: the 
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overhanging balcony allowed the passerby to imagine him/herself inhabiting the space as 

the dweller could observe every movement down below159.  

The exercise of power, then, became lighter, more rapid, and effective, as docile 

bodies could be easily subjected, used, transformed and improved. The 

panopticon160 effect was ideal:  one observer surveying a number of subjects, who 

could not see him or her nor each other, and were thus compelled to behave 

‘correctly’. (Martínez-Vergne, 16) 

In a society of chisme (rumors) and appearances161, subjects, through “self-formation” 

were kept “in place”, aspiring to go arriba to the colonial balcony or the circular balcony 

of plantation houses, which were places of power. I will continue the discussion of the 

balcón further on.  

The nation building process of the ELA used the house and the ideal of the “gran 

familia puertorriqueña”, the elementary mestizo family, as tools for Puerto Rico’s 

modernization. In the 1930s and 1940s, the Puerto Rican government began a heavy 

urbanization process, primarily aimed at modernizing and “cleaning” the city for the 

arrival of tourists (Tyrrell, 75). This meant the moving of people from shantytowns, many 

located in eastern Old San Juan, Santurce and Hato Rey, into suburban developments 

and/or caserios (public residential homes).  Suburban developments, like the Eleanor 

Roosevelt three miles away from Old San Juan, imposed a certain lifestyle, specifically 

an American lifestyle based on liberal and progressive values and consumerist practices 

(Dinzey-Flores, 36-37; Tyrrell, 79). The organization of the capital around the suburban 

                                                 
159 I will remind the reader of Lefebvre’s (2004) chapter “From the Window”, in which he designates the 

window was the perfect spot for observing the movements of the city and perceiving its many rhythms. 

Similarly, de Certeau (1984) in the chapter “Walking the City” argues that the skyscraper and the rooftop is 

the place for observing the city as well as the preferred space by those conceptualizing the city.  
160 The panopticon was a prison plan designed by Jeremy Bentham where cells were arranged around a 

central well and watch tower. Foucault (1975) argues that urban planning and architecture has adopted the 

panopticon scheme as a model of surveillance and social control.  
161 I am thinking of René Marqués’s Los soles truncos.  
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community and lifestyle advanced the American car culture and the construction of 

infrastructure to facilitate automobilist mobility. Furthermore, the application for 

acquiring a home in these units contained certain pre-requisites like U.S. citizenship 

(awarded in 1917), healthy conditions, monthly salary, a certain size of the family, etc 

(Dinzey-Flores, 36; Tyrrell, 80). Many slum dwellers resisted the move into these new 

formal developments due the distaste of the architectural style and fear of being 

controlled in these new housing units (Dinzey-Flores, 36-37). In the end, these slum 

eradication projects broke apart organic communities, complicated family ties and shifted 

domestic gender and kinship roles (Dinzey-Flores, 38; Duany, 201-202).  

Taking into account the pre-requisites of health, good behavior and citizenship, 

the pre-made houses conveying a certain lifestyle, and the eradication of “unsafe”, 

unsanitary conditions, I argue that this was an attempt to “bring in” the extramuros162 

communities by reinscribing particular codes of behavior as well as gender, racial and 

class norms. In the context of Trinidad and Tobago, M. Jacqui Alexander (1994) explains 

how post-colonial states consolidated national power by installing heteropatriarchy 

through this classificatory processes on marriage. With this, the definition of citizenship 

and family was premised under the categories of white, non-disabled, well behaved, 

working, Christian men and women. More so, those who fail to enter into a marriage, i.e. 

into the domestic lifestyle and heternormativity, are denied citizenship and classified as 

aliens. We can see now how the construction of the home and the gran familia 

puertorriqueña was a way through which to spread the intramuros order, displacing those 

outside the parameters of society into the margins163. I will explain later how this 

                                                 
162 Outside the city wall. Intramuros, meaning the contrary, within the wall.  
163 This is elaborated further in Felices días, Tio Sergío, a novel by Puerto Rican author Magali García 

Ramis 
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definition of citizenship in terms to marriage would shape the discourse on queer space. 

The home, then, is the representation of economic stability, respectability and 

heteronormativity in the Puerto Rican context. More so, it is the possibility moving 

upwards socially and escaping social racial stigmas through the acquisition of capital, 

private property and individual power.  

Before explaining the use of the casita in the nation-building process, I want to 

explain the importance of the little house, at a symbolic and affective level. In Poetics of 

Space, Bachelard goes on to explain the importance of each space of the home (topo-

analysis) and the creation of intimacy within the home. Coinciding with my formulations 

of the muralla (military city wall), the walls represent protection, making the home 

“safe”, “our corner of the world” (Bachelard, 4). Within the walls, we are protected from 

the universe, from the storm and other hazards of nature (46). Bachelard explains how 

“braving the winter” connects the dweller to his/her shelter (or in a more primitive 

context, the hut) and the house then turns into the home, the extension of the body (42). 

The house or dwelling becomes an “inner”, a intramuros and safe zone between the walls 

and the skin. In the colonial sense, the home, and later the walled city, became the haven 

of protection from nature (invasions, hurricanes, invasions and the unknown) as well as 

barbarians (Caribs and Tainos alike). The walls are the limits to our body and, therefore, 

we can easily explain the necessity and the facility by which the city, and those bodies 

within it, must be kept in order, equally “safe” if not they would turn into a tumor like the 

caserios.  

  Likewise, the house is where we form our first memories, of protection and love, 

and we can peacefully sleep and dream. In the intimate “inner”, the dweller is safe to rest 

and dream behind the safe walls of the dwelling:  
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The house we were born in is more than an embodiment of home, it is also an 

embodiment of dreams. Each one of its nooks and corners is a resting place for 

daydreaming. And often the resting place particularized in the dream. Our habit of 

a particular daydream were acquired there. (15) 

Our emotional attachment to the childhood home, prompts us to reproduce that space in 

our oeneric home, our ideal house. More so, the dynamics of the house install in us a 

certain order, “proof and illusions of stability” (17) that we proceed to replicate in other 

houses and intimate spaces. At a macrolevel, we have seen how the walls of the colonial 

city work in the similar way: guaranteeing safety and a space to dream (about conquests, 

expansions and adventures in the unknown). The nation building processes of the 1950s 

were effective because they capitalized on the affective importance of intramuros and the 

house. The worker had a home to come back to where he or she could daydream about 

new endeavors and contemplate future investments.  

  By altering the home, its physical aspects and capabilities, the ideals and memories of 

the dweller can be shaped by the architect’s visionary design.  

More so, the internal and external arranging of the house plays to the needs and 

wishes of the dweller. With the democratization of the city, the house became a testament 

of individual power. Therefore, a beautiful and well-kept house hinted at the 

respectability and worth of the owners. On the inside, the dweller could then organize the 

home in that same expression of individual power and wealth:   

A house that shines from the care it receives appears to have been rebuilt from the 

inside; it is as though it were new inside. In the intimate harmony of walls and 

furniture, it may be said that we become conscious of a house that is built by 

women, since men only know how to build a house from the outside. (68) 

Accordingly, the construction of gender identities are greatly shaped by the alteration of 

the code by which the house is arranged and decorated. In an heteronormative society 
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such as Puerto Rico, a stable home means a house constructed by man (outside) and 

decorated by the woman (interior). Here, we peek at the construction of gender identities 

by way of the house and the street. While masculinity has been fought out on the street, 

feminitity has been closely tied to the interior space, the intimate space. In determining 

inside from outside, Bachelard asks us to define “where does the fear lie?’ (218). Of 

course, fear lies beyond the wall, in the dangerous unknown. Sentences such as: “La calle 

está dura” or “La calle está caliente” (The street is hard, the street is hot) are constantly 

repeated in Puerto Rico, signaling the violence and danger lurking outside. The man, or 

the young man (chamaco), are to go outside and survive in the street. Meanwhile, the 

woman is to stay behind the wall, inside the home, behind the gate. But what happens 

when the border is crossed, when the wall is jumped, the gate broken in and masculinity 

is challenged? These are questions I will come back to when talking about the absence of 

iron bars on Doña Laura’s balcony.  

As I have explained, many of the houses in Santurce, specifically along the 

Fernández Juncos Avenue, and in Río Piedras are abandoned. Likwise, Doña Laura’s 

house is abandoned. Nobody lives there anymore. How does this change Bachelard’s 

ideas on the house and the dwelling? In seeing the two women on the balcony, the 

spectator is compelled to think back to when the house was inhabited, using our own 

memories of our childhood home or imagining what life must have been like, to give 

some context to this artwork.  

No es mi casa, pero he venido aquí durante años. La construcción ha disminuido 

su familiaridad, pero sigue siendo parte de mi pasado. No obstante, en el silencio 

de esta noche, en esta casa abandonada y sucia, me siento ansioso. Hay algo 

clandestino e inquietante de estar aquí. El venir a esta residencia, que por la 

construcción parecía estar en ruina, a escribir bajo esta luz única, escuchando el 

ruido del viento…me causa zozobra… He venido aquí para no estar en casa ni en 
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un local a la vista de todos. Nadie puede imaginarme aquí. Estoy escondido. Aquí 

no llegarán mensajes. (Lalo 56–57)164 

In this excerpt from Eduardo Lalo’s Simone, the narrative voice describes the house of a 

friend who is away on a trip. Here, we find several of Bachelard’s ideas just discussed: 

the house as the shelter from the storm raging outside, a place heavy with memories, 

creating attachment to the intimate space and a place for solitude (much like Bachelard’s 

formulation on the corner) by not being in one’s own house, an “out of place” within 

intimacy of sorts. These were some of the feelings when contemplating Doña Laura’s 

house. I had never been there before and did not know anything about its history. It was 

somebody else’s house, somebody else’s space. However, in the architecture, in the 

figures in the balcony, in the small gate and in the quaint neighborhood, I saw, felt and 

remembered the home of a relative where I did in fact grow up. Like the narrative voice, I 

too felt an uneasy feeling, a certain clandestine connection to that small house in the big 

city. This wooden house, built by the hands of humble immigrant jíbaros kept outside of 

society and the city by the muralla, bestows an inconspicuous atmosphere upon the 

passerby. Even though one stands beyond the concrete fence,  seeing the bodies by the 

balcony and a house that is kept “alive”, one feels coming back to home, to the memory 

and dream, and “in” to intimacy. 

SALGAMOS AL BALCÓN 

Stepping out onto the balcony, I would like to talk about the balcón in the Puerto 

Rican context. “La hora del té”, an image of everydayness, is in direct conversation with 

                                                 
164 “It is not my house, but I have been coming here for many years. The constructions has waned in 

familiarity but it is still part of my past. Nevertheless, I feel anxious on such a silent night in this abandoned 

and dirty house. There is something clandestine and worrying of being here. Coming to this house, that 

looks like a ruin, to write under such a dim light while hearing the sound of the wind, I feel very uneasy. I 

have come here because I do not want to be at home or out in public. Nobody can imagine me being here. I 

am hidden. The messages will not reach me here”.  
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the little house’s affective significance in the Puerto Rican imaginary. The image of the 

house and the everyday life that it nurtures conveys a promise of stability and wellness. 

Primal images, simple engravings are but so many invitations to start again. They 

give us back areas of being, houses in which the human being’s certainty of being 

is concentrated, and we have the impression that, by living in such images as 

these, in images that are as stabilizing as these are, we could start a new 

life…(Bachelard, 33) 

The house’s architecture can efficiently recall images of the childhood home and its 

connotations of stability and intimacy. To most Puerto Ricans, la casita, is the traditional 

symbol of the house, conveying a sense of being at home. The suffix “-ita” differentiates 

it from casa (house) and conveys a tone of endearment and emotional attachment. 

Without knowing if Damaris Cruz picked the house because of its architectural style, the 

artwork transcends banality thanks to the aesthetics of la casita and its significance in the 

Puerto Rican imaginary165. 

In his book “La ciudad de los balcones”, Edwin Quiles Rodríguez, speaks to the 

history of the casita as he walks through another famous barrio of Santurce, Villa 

Palmera. This barrio, also founded by free slaves, possesses many casitas, similar to this 

one. Quiles analyses, from an architectural, historical and social perspective, the casita 

and the lives played out within and outside their walls. Along the lines of Bachelard, he 

recognizes the importance of the house as the shelter from the world and a place of 

returning. The dwelling, never a finished product, is the representation of our personal 

and cultural value, the container of our memories, and a monument to our upbringing 

(Quiles Rodríguez, 65). Quiles explains how in Santurce, the casita helped structuralize 

                                                 
165 A good example of the casita’s status as a symbol of homeliness and stability is the La Casita de 

Chema in New York City. Now known as the Centro Cultural Rincón Criollo, this casita located in the 

East Bronx 158th st, was built in 1978 by José “Chema” Soto who, having immigrated to New York, wished 

to build a meeting place for Puerto Rican diaspora members. This house is a replica of the casita owned by 

Chema’s grandmother who lived in Hato Rey, San Juan.  
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and organized the growing barrio of the first half of the XX century (47). Likewise, 

installations like the Placita del Mercado (Farmer’s Market), helped formalize the barrio, 

setting a place and way of doing business and discouraging mobile vendors (“hawkers”) 

and subterranean trade. Although the processes of urbanization intended to formalize the 

neighborhood, Santurce inherited the values and lifestyles of free-slaves, campesinos and 

blue-collar workers, basing itself on an “informal” ideal of community. The casita, with 

its modest architectural style reminiscent of the houses in the countryside166, became the 

basic unit of Santurce.  

As Quiles explains in his first chapters, Santurcinxs167 needed to be in contact 

with the street, the place where business and social interaction was most easily 

conducted. The balcony provided this closeness to the street: one can sit in the balcony 

and see, hear, smell and feel what is happening out in la calle. Communities like Gandul, 

Tras Talleres, Barrio Obrero, and Villa Palmeras were sown together through this 

economy of affection168. Contrary to the balcony of the plantation or colonial house, the 

balcón of the casita was permeable, allowing bodies to go up or descend to the street and, 

in turn, establishing a horizontality in social relations. Quiles hints at a syncretism that 

occurred between the yucayeque (village) and the bohío (house) of the taínos, the 

palenque (village) of the freed and escaped slaves, and the jíbaro dwelling to create 

balcón and its social dynamics.  The balcón is this place of interaction between the inside 

and the outside, a frontier between intimacy and the public.  

                                                 
166 As in certain neighborhoods of New York City, like Upper East Side and East Harlem, la casita helped 

jíbaros (country people) to feel “at home” in the urban surrounding of San Juan. By repeating the home and 

its structure, the dwellers are able to transport intimacy and memory wherever they go.  
167 From Santurce. 
168 Term introduced by Göran Hyden, referring to networks of mutual support and reliance within groups 

formed through kinship and association.  
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Additionally, the balcony “inscribed the house to the city and writes the city with 

a vocabulary that has its own grammar and syntax” (109). The balcony, each with its 

particular aesthetic features, presents the dweller to the world and, from there, he/she can 

observe what happens in this part of the city169. De Certeau’s discusses the pleasure of 

seeing de city “as a whole” from an above perspective. By occupying this place, hidden 

to those from that below, the flâneur can grasp the rhythms and movements of the city by 

separating him/herself from those crowds, producing a sense of control and grasp of a 

city that does not belong to him/her (De Certeau, 92-93). The balcón establishes a 

bidirectional interaction with the visitante, allowing him/her visual, acoustic and physical 

access to the home, while keeping the residente in contact with the outside world. Re-

establishing or re-thinking the dynamic of the balcony could mend San Juan’s 

deteriorating social fabric and fragmentation. 

 

Illustration 27: Balcón of a casita  in Gandúl 

                                                 
169 This photo of a balcón in Río Piedras exemplifies this faculty of the balcony.  

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Balcony/zoom/c14o2/image_ulu
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Many downtown areas in San Juan and Puerto Rico have been evacuated through 

processes of expropriation, abandonment and a rising crime rate. The light shines dim for 

these economies of affect170 and old communities. As I have previously explained, 

Gandul’s population has greatly diminished in these past twenty years. Although there is 

commotion in the street during the day around colmados (corner stores), businesses and 

shops, and offices, at night and the weekends street activity diminishes greatly. A similar 

dynamic can be seen in Río Piedras, where certain streets are empty after nightfall. 

Ríopiedrenses avoid certain streets like the Domingo Cabrera, Esteban Gonzalez or the 

Robles Street since they become “un-walkable” after a certain time because of being 

“solitaria” (desolate). A desolate street is a warning sign in the Puerto Rican mindset171, 

sometimes regardless if it is day or night, being a space prone to crime and violence, 

without the possibility of aid. Empty balconies and dark houses make for “un-walkable” 

or “un-crossable” spaces in Puerto Rico.   

The inhabited balcón, like the light by the door waiting for the return of the 

dweller172, provides the pedestrian and the neighborhood with a feeling of comfort by 

knowing that the house is inhabited and that the vida de barrio is still being practiced.  

The “La hora del té” displays bodies on an otherwise empty balcón to simulate the 

comforting presence of an(other). The city dweller sees the two women sipping tea and 

instantly, at a subconscious level, knows that the house, and the community, is alive. At 

the least, he/she knows that the artist has been around working hard on the art piece. An 

                                                 
170 Like reciprocity, economies of affect are used in marginalized and low-income community where 

members exchange and share goods and services, instead of depending on an established system of 

currency.  
171 It was interesting to see my reaction when encountering empty, dark streets in Havana. I recognized 

how I am conditioned to avoid these spaces, presuming that there is a high risk that I could be attacked or 

mugged. It took me a while to convince myself that there was little danger in that darkness.   
172 As Bachelard explains in his discussions on the house and the universe.  
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inhabited house, itself a symbol of stability, “da vida” (gives life) to an otherwise 

desolate street and a lonely walker.  

This work of art, much like SEL, beckons sanjuanerxs to walk through “un-

walkable” streets, instead of driving through, the recourse for crossing/cruising through 

solitary streets. The car is the protective capsule used by many in San Juan, since it can 

divert unwanted bodies and obscure gazes with the tinted window. Opposite to the 

balcony, in the car one can see without being seen from the inside to the outside. The 

speed173 and the space separate the driver from the walker. By closing off the streets and 

using the multiple surfaces of the city, SEL artwork, demands a pedestrian-speed from 

the subject: to stand, gaze and explore. At the same time, the artwork “La hora del té”, 

attracted many to the front gate, as many would want to chat with the original inhabitants 

of the house. This artwork offers company and public communion to those passing by. 

However, there are balconies, like those in Miramar, that are never used but are 

tidily kept as a decorative reminder of that lifestyle and vida de barrio. Many of the 

houses there today keep the original structure, while having underwent some changes to 

suit the demands of modern life. When first walking through Miramar, I immediately 

noticed the abundance of gates, fences and cement walls. As shown in the Illustration 24, 

an iron or cement fence guarded the premises of domiciles, while another set of iron bars 

and gates protected the open areas of the balcony and patio. It seems as if the balcony 

were constructed in an attempt to make the fortress-house seem less hostile and more like 

a casita, and to feign a vida de barrio. As I could observe, these balcones were seldom 

used and were only kept for decorum. The balcony and the potential for social life that it 

offers becomes meaningless having been turned into a cage within a cage that allows for 

                                                 
173 I am interested in bringing in a chronopolitic perspective to this research by adding Paul Virilio’s Speed 

and Politics in order to study how speed and velocity have advanced modern nation building processes and 

changed urban social interaction.  
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visual and audible interaction but impedes physical closeness. The house and the body, 

following Quiles’s quote, is inscribed onto the city through this binary of 

intramuros/extramuros, safe/unsafe, a rhetoric of necessary, paranoid protection of what 

lies outside and beyond the wall. 

“…Y LLENA DE MARGARITAS PARA TI, PARA MÍ” 

Looking back at “La hora del té”, we can see how the artist took her time 

drawing flowers and plants sprouting from the cracks in the concrete flooring of the front 

yard. In her book, Dinzey-Flores explains how another marker of prestige is the 

possibility to keep and guard gardens. In her interviews, residents, with pride and joy, 

described the hard work and attention invested in growing ornamental plants (like 

orchids, roses, gardenias and such) or agricultural plants (passion fruit, mangoes, lemons, 

to name a few). They were upset, however, when people from the neighboring caserío 

would take fruits and flowers hanging over the wall of the fence, or when orchids were 

stolen from the balcony. This led some take security measures, like trimming the trees or 

installing spiked railing over the walls, and others to move everything to the backyard 

(more closely guarded) or to cease their cultivation altogether. As I saw with Miramar 

residents, the backyard and garden, safe behind the series of gates, doors and locks, were 

turned into spaces of exclusiveness and silence, a refuge from the buzz and crime of the 

urban world outside.  

In the midst of this system of isles of privilege, parks and public green areas have 

decreased in function and viability. The disinterest of the government to keep and care of 

the installations and the configuration of the private space as a mark of social status and 

respectability have discouraged Puerto Ricans from visiting these places. With the 

coming of the car in the 1950s, Puerto Rico’s cities developed around the automobile, 
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augmenting the need for parking and extra space, and getting rid of “useless” space like 

parks and public area. The mall and the garden are just too enticing, with their controlled 

environment of security and air-conditioning. The park and other public places have then 

been demoted into “non-spaces”174, spaces of transit, not figuring into the mental urban 

map because of the uselessness. Parks are regarded as the spaces for second-class citizens 

like homeless people, tecatos (drug addicts) and the poor (since they can’t have private 

gardens). 

We can understand then, how parks in San Juan are not at all common or, if 

available, seldom used. In Miramar, there is a small park (a corner of a block), that 

miramareñxs, who fought nine years for the municipality to grant them the space, feel 

more comfortable using now that there is a police barrack (a full sized RV) surveying the 

space. Even though, according to residents, they rarely see a police guarding or using the 

barrack, they still feel safe by having the installation there. Residents proudly explained 

how, they were accompanied by police during Halloween, guaranteeing the safety of the 

parents and children. As explained in the first chapter, between Gandul and Miramar 

there is  the Hoare Park, a block widepark with trees, benches, swingsets and playing 

areas. Mimareñxs seldom use this space since they do not consider it safe due to the 

amount of homeless people sleeping on benches. Wandering into Gandul and the Parada 

18 also seem dangerous to them as they are believed to be spaces of crime, prostitution 

and drugs. Residents of Gandul, however, are appreciative of the green space and used 

SEL to embellished the benches and carry out activities.  

                                                 
174 Marc Augé defines “non-space” as spaces of transience that cannot be relational, historical or contain 

significance (Augé 77–78). Examples are: supermarkets, hotel rooms and airports. Non-spaces, produced 

by supermodernity, are classified as spaces of memory even though they are not spaces of permanence. 

Additionally, they are spaces that will never be completed (contrary to formal spaces, which can never be 

completely erased) and are “like palimpsest on which the scrambled game of identity and relations is 

ceaselessly rewritten” (79). I am interested in exploring the notion of the Caribbean as a non-space, a space 

of transience and constant rewriting.   
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Illustration 28: Refurbished Plaza de la Convalecencia in Río Piedras 

In Río Piedras, when I asked if green, open spaces were common in the historical 

downtown area, many affirmed the lack of such spaces. Residents mourned the loss of 

shade and greenery in the Plaza de la Convalecencia (Rio Piedras’s original municipal 

square) during the Río 2012 development project. Additionally, the tree shades were 

trimmed so to not block the newly installed security cameras175. Residents also 

complained that the Parish eliminated all benches from their section of the square due to 

the number of homeless people sleeping there. After enumerating these issues and 

complaint, most residents concluded that green, open areas in Río Piedras were very 

scare, and those that were available, were not hospitable or well-kept.  

                                                 
175 More on this in my unpublished paper “Aquí mandan los que están: contested spaces in the Avenida 

Universidad in Río Piedras, Puerto Rico”. I wrote this paper for the course Narratives of Space, taught by 

Dr. Sofian Merabet, and where I argue that the discourse employed by development plans for Río Piedras, 

written by the State and UPR-RP student, separate the UPR from Río Piedras in a political and social sense.  
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The University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras campus, stretches through the greater 

part of downtown Río Piedras, at only less than 1,000 feet from the Plaza de la 

Convalecencia, sharing boundaries with the majority of the barrios composite of the 

Historical Downtown Area. The UPR-Río Piedras’s (or IUPI, called after the English 

pronunciation of the acronym) campus is mostly green, open spaces, some specifically 

designated parks (Centenario Park and Plaza Baldorioty) while other green areas are in 

between buildings or within structures, like the Cuadrángulo (Quad). As a student, I 

often sat by the ceiba tree or on the benches of the Cuadrángulo to enjoy the fresh breeze 

and the characteristic cries of parrots while reading or talking with fellow students. To 

me, and to many other students, it is a source of pride that the UPR-RP campus possesses 

a wide variety of fauna, making the campus feel like a place of escape and retreat within 

the wilderness of the city.  

After the 2010 and 2011 student riots and the wave of crimes and rapes within the 

campus, access to the UPR-RP has been strict and under heavy surveillance. Since the 

1940s, the UPR-RP, above all other UPR campuses, has been the site for student-led 

protests that have often escalated into weeklong conflicts with police and other 

authorities, ending in arrests and murders176. From April of 2010 until June, the UPR 

witnessed one of its most violent student strikes with students barricading themselves in 

the university campus in protest of the rise in tuition cost, the radical changes in UPR 

policies and the political injustices of the UPR Administration and the “Fortuñato”177. 

Shortly after, the campus experienced a rise in thefts, sexual assaults and rapes, 

prompting the UPR to react by installing video cameras and increasing the number of 

                                                 
176 I am talking about the famous arrest of Juan Mari Brás in 1944 during anti-USA protests in the IUPI 

campus. Later, in 1970, Antonia Martínez was shot during an anti-Vietnam and Education Reform protest.  
177 Following student and union strikes protesting against the neoliberal political policies of Governor Luis 

Fortuño, those four years during which he was governor are colloquially known as “El Fortuñato”.   
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police officers. Anybody, student or non-student, was carded before entering the campus, 

day or night. This repeated the extramuros/intramuros dynamic where only the “good 

student”, the future “good citizen”, was allowed into the gated city, while the “bad 

student” was kept out. 

 

Illustration 29: The walls of UPR-RP 

This practice was also enacted upon non-students and residents of Río Piedras. As 

explained by El Viejo, the community leader of Santa Rita, most ríopiedrenses don’t 

consider UPR-RP campus as a park or open space of sorts and many do not feel 

welcomed. Tito, resident of Blondet was turned away at the gates of the UPR-RP, on the 

account that he was not a student. I also asked participants if they used the UPR-RP 

facilities, like the library, the printers, or even the museum. Most participants, again, had 

not thought of the UPR-RP as an option and were convinced that they would be turned 
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away at the door178. Moreover, a student’s admittance to the UPR system is based on 

class and racial markers. Much like the cultura de solar in Cuba, students and people 

from the caserío, often disenfranchised, Afro-Puerto Ricans, are statistically less likely to 

enter and graduate from the UPR179. The university campus, a city of knowledge, is 

zealously guarded by the gate and guard, only granting entrance to those who are 

believed to qualify, i.e. the sons and daughters of the gran familia puertorriqueña.  

In a physical sense, access to the campus from Río Piedras is also limited. The 

Gándara Avenue, which joins the Ponce de León Avenue, separates the campus from Río 

Piedras with four lanes. To the south, along the Gándara, the IUPI campus has three gates 

(the only access points due to the campus-encircling fence), two of them have a 

crosswalk and one has a footbridge. On the western side, on the Ponce de León Avenue, 

five gates, only one of them having a crosswalk at the Bracetti intersection. The two main 

gates to campus, one pedestrian and the other vehicles have a crosswalk and an 

underground crossing through the Tren Urbano station, respectively. Most gates have a 

campus police outpost or a security guard patrolling the area. Gates are closed at certain 

hours and on off-school days, limiting access for students and non-students alike.  Even 

though the IUPI campus was conceived as a traditional American city-campus, the fence 

limits who can enter, and when and where they can enter. To stroll through this garden of 

knowledge, you must go through the guarded gate and the iron fence.  

                                                 
178 This is alarming when taking into account how, according to ríopiedrenses, Río Piedras has no 

hospitals, primary-care clinics, museums or parks, quality stores and such.  
179 Rolón Collazo, Lissette. "Universidad Urgente (parte 2)." 80grados.net. N.p., 14 Mar. 2014. Web. 01 

Apr. 2015. <http://www.80grados.net/universidad-urgente-parte-2/>. 
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Illustration 30: The dividing line between UPR-RP (left) and Río Piedras (right) 

In light of the social inequality between the campus community and Río Piedras, 

we can see how the extramuros/intramuros rhetoric is used as a tool for classification. 

The UPR administration, weary of the crime supposedly emanating from Río Piedras, 

increased security measures at the wall. Meanwhile, it centered its attention towards 

controlling the student body, perceived as radicals and troublemakers. Lastly, it sought to 

secure the resources, the spaces and its own reputation for the enjoyment of those 

academics who correctly behaved in an academic (almost intramuros) manner. These 

conflicts, of course, warded off non-students from entering campuses, not wanting to 

challenge the police and staying away from trouble. The walls of the UPR-PR and the 

colonial, and the forces (or specific agents) who keep them utilize the same discourse to 

classify bodies and determine the proper behavior within the walls.  
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AFTERNOON TEA 

Going back to Doña Laura’s house and the scene on the balcony, I want to 

contemplate the two figures and discuss their possible significance. The pair of women 

are alone, without children or a husband (as one would expect to see in classic depictions 

of balconies) and the balcony lacks any bars or gate. They are out in the open, ready to 

talk, to stroll and to be visited. The two female bodies are displayed, sin tapujos (openly), 

to be observed by the passerby or the art admirer.  

Having discussed the extensive use of bars and gates in San Juan, and the 

significance of the house in establishing heteronormativity, it seems odd to see the two 

bodies so exposed, in space. I hold that the artist has placed these bodies in view, for the 

explicit purpose of visibilising the most invisibilized bodies in Puerto Rican society: 

women and Afro-Caribbeans. Since the installation of the slave trade and its construction 

of a racial and class social hierarchy centered on the male mestizo figure, Afro-Caribbean 

bodies have been made invisible by the long-standing mestizo discourse and excluded 

through the intramuros/extramuros rhetoric. Following Katherine McKittrick’s ideas on 

black women’s geographies, I argue that inhabiting the balcón, what used to be the place 

of power in the plantation or colonial house, is a tactic180 for escaping these racializing 

and invisibilizing processes by occupying “unthinkable spaces”. 

As mentioned earlier, Gandul has seen the increase of a Dominican population. 

The contrast between the Dominican population and the Puerto Rican population is very 

evident. During SEL5, Dominicans gathered outside of the perimeter of the festival, 

coincidentally, at the end of the street where Casa de Doña Laura’s house is, namely at 

                                                 
180 De Certeau defined “tactics” as practices and “ways of operating” of the weak or disempowered that 

“do not  obey the law of the place, for they are not defined or identified by it”(De Certeau 29). “Strategies”, 

on the other hand, are the practices (like instructions of a game) of those in power to create, tabulate and 

impose spaces (30). De Certeau explains that tactics have been used as a bricolage to manipulate and divert 

imposed spaces.  
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the corner of Ernesto Cerra and Lealtad. There, they gathered around a station wagon 

with speakers and socialized amongst each other. There is an evident rift between the two 

populations; however, one thing was evident: there were more Dominicans living in 

Gandul than Puerto Ricans. According to Puerto Rican residents of Gandul, Dominicans 

congregated on the east side of Gandul, a poorer area, while Puerto Ricans lived on the 

west side, towards Miramar.  

It was hard to speak to Dominicans living in the area. When I asked the Puerto 

Rican community leaders if they could introduce me to some of the diaspora members, 

they stated that Dominicans stayed on “their side” and did not wish to participate in 

communal activities. In truth, as Hernández Anguiera explains and as I have been told 

many times, Dominicans are seen as a “plague” by Puerto Ricans (Hernández Anguiera, 

219). As with other discourses on migrants, for example, orientales in Havana, 

Dominicans are perceived as dirty, messy, loud, usurping and are believed to be the cause 

in the decaying of a community (Duany, Hernández Anguiera, and Rey, 131). Hernández 

Anguiera’s article and Duany’s book shed light on the reality of Dominicans, especially 

Dominican women. Duany holds that the majority of documented and undocumented 

Dominican migrants are in fact women (Duany, Hernández Anguiera, and Rey, 130). The 

experience of crossing and migrating is much more traumatic for women than for men. 

Women are more exposed to sexual assault and violence, as well as more likely to cross 

with their children. Even worse, when entering Puerto Rico, Dominican women possess 

four of the most marginalized characteristics: being non-white, non-Puerto Rican, poor 

and feminine (Hernández Anguiera, 219). Belonging to all of these classifications, 

Dominican women are placed at the bottom of the class/racial Puerto Rican scale of 

society, disenfranchised and made invisible.  
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Illustration 31: Corner where Dominicans gathered during SEL5 

It is interesting to see, then, how Dominican men and women are located and 

“spotted” in Puerto Rican society. As Hernández Anguiera holds, Puerto Ricans 

automatically imagine Dominicans as black. This contrasts with the 2000 Census results 

where 80% of Puerto Ricans identified themselves as “white” and 8% marked black 

(220). The belief of Puerto Rico as a racial democracy, includes an Other, the migrant, is 

non-Puerto Rican and, therefore, believed to be non-white. This also figures into the class 

discourse, where Puerto Rico holds itself to be the most developed country of the 

Caribbean, while Dominicans, forced to emigrate in wafty rafts, are beheld as 

underdeveloped, barbaric (at a level where they can’t speak ‘correct’ Spanish181) and 

                                                 
181 Puerto Rican jokes and remarks about Dominicans often make fun of the Dominican accent. Losing the 

accent is seen as a way of becoming less-Dominican, more civilized (Hernández Anguiera, 221).  
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black.  Like visitantes, Dominicans and other immigrants are to be kept under watch and 

accounted for whenever inside the walled city. 

We can understand then how being a woman, black, poor and Dominican, 

predetermines and solidifies your position (and space) in Puerto Rican society. “Within 

the traditional, scientific hierarchization [of society]…black women occupy the last place 

according to the ethnic-racial and gender deterministic arrangement” (Franco Ortiz and 

Quiñones Hernández, 231). The position of black women within Puerto Rican society 

makes it incredibly difficult to escape. On the other hand, these women are marked and 

identified as black, and made into targets of discrimination and prejudice. Likewise, they 

are denied any ethnic-racial identity or cultural inheritance since, according to the 

mainstream Puerto Rican discourse, blackness has been integrated into the mestizo 

national figure and only persists in the forms of bomba and plena182. However, they are 

inherently different from the somatic mestizo norm and, therefore, must inhabit a 

different space and live a different lifestyle (Franco Ortiz and Quiñones Hernández, 231).  

The idea of blackness and black femininity is locked into category, under proper 

measures of surveillance and security, as for example, in the caserío.  

As I have stated in the first chapter, certain spaces in Río Piedras and Santurce 

have been mapped out according to particular geographies of race. The Paseo de Diego 

and the Plaza de Mercado in downtown Río Piedras and communities of Capetillo and 

Ubarrí are home to many Dominican and immigrant families. In Santurce, Barrio Obrero, 

Villa Palmeras, Calle Loíza, Shanghai, Martín Peña and others, are also racialized 

barrios. On the other hand, Miramar, Condado, Ocean Park and Hyde Park are 

considered white spaces. By now, we understand how these spaces have been created by 

                                                 
182 Bomba and plena are both musical genres created by African slaves and Afro-Caribbeans in Loiza and 

Ponce, PR. See Juan Flores’ From Bomba to Hip-Hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino Identity for more 

on the whitening and erasure of Afro-Puerto Rican music.   
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Puerto Rican racial discourse and the various nation building process. Likewise, Puerto 

Rican-ness and Dominican-ness are clearly defined and separated. According to these 

geographies of race, Whites will inhabit the urbanización (suburban community), Blacks 

will remain in the caserío, and immigrants, as well as queers, will occupy the ruinous 

downtown. Blacks, immigrants and the queer belong in these places and can only express 

themselves in these places. As Dinzey-Flores points out, the wall and the gate, and I add 

urban planning to the formula, have separated San Juan into enclaves: isles of privilege, 

isles of incarceration, and isles of dereliction. 

Additionally, by understanding these geographies the individual can know who is 

behind the door. In the context of UPR-RP, The Poet perceived the corrupt police officer, 

following orders of the State and the UPR administration, to be the gatekeeper to that 

university city. On the other hand, residents of Miramar see themselves as gatekeepers, 

exercising their power of controlling who crosses over or comes in. If more security is 

needed, miramareñxs know they can count on the police to extend and enforce 

gatekeeping. 4K, an artist participating in SEL, explained that some parts of Santurce, 

like Condado and Parada 25 work in the same way as Miramar. According to him, the 

residents of those barrios organize themselves into “clicks” or groups to act as 

gatekeepers. “No quieren saber de nadie”,183 he explained. 4K also hinted at SEL 

working in a similar way: preventing particular groups, as for example artists from the 

West coast of Puerto Rico, from participating and bringing in groups from the US. The 

visitante is expected to know, inside out, these geographies how to navigate the spaces of 

the city by knowing who is behind the gate and if he/she will grant him access into the 

space.  

                                                 
183 “They don’t want to know about anybody”.  
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There are “islands” within San Juan that are still unknown and undiscovered 

because their population are not even considered within these geographies or even as part 

of the city. As I have discussed, the Chinese are not commonly perceived to be part of the 

population even though there are around 17,000 living around the island. The same could 

be argued about Palestinians, other Arabs and other minorities. Their lives and spaces of 

inhabitance are therefore left out of the mental map of the sanjuanero. When these people 

are left out of the mental map, their status as citizens, ciudadanxs, is placed in question. 

To this extent, Chinese, Palestians, Dominicans, and other minorities are not commonly 

perceived as Puerto Rican or being able to achieve Puerto Rican-ness. As Simone by 

Eduardo Lalo suggests, the continuously pouring concrete and the asphalt -what I 

interpret as gentrification (aburguesamiento) buries these spaces, existences, and 

memories (Lalo 135). The car, separating the person from the rhythms of the city, aids in 

this process of invisibilization. Under this layer of sediment, Parada 18 and certain parts 

of Río Piedras, for example, hide other livelihoods, realities, and cities. 

“La hora del té” “brings up” and “forth” bodies to remind the passerby of the 

existence of invisible bodies and spaces.  In the book, Demonic Grounds: Black Women 

and the Cartographies of Struggle, Karen McKittrick looks at the life story of Harriet 

Jacobs, a runaway slave, to discuss her strategies of escape. Jacobs was able to get away 

from her master by hiding in “the last place they thought of”, the garret. McKittrick 

explains that Jacobs was able to explain precisely because she was able to inhabit 

“unimaginable” places, spaces that were outside the mental map of the master 

(McKittrick, 43). 

Black geographies are located within and outside the boundaries of traditional 

spaces and places they illustrate the ways in which the raced, classed, gendered, 

and sexual body is often an indicator of spatial options and the ways in which 

geography can indicate racialized habitation patterns. (7) 
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To see black, young, female bodies on a balcony summons an uneasy sensation because 

we are seeing “bodies out of place”. The balcony stereotypically was a place of 

privileged domestic bodies like the white women, children, and elderly (Quiles 

Rodríguez, 111) to make themselves present, visible. The black women and men would 

be at the back of the house, in the kitchen or the servant’s house (casa de la criada). 

Placing these bodies in the “un-thinkable” balcony is to place them in space of the 

normativity (the casita) and social recognition (the balcony). As cited previously, the 

protagonist of Simone said to himself while hiding away at home: "Nadie puede 

imaginarme aquí. Estoy escondido. Aquí no llegarán mensajes”184. These bodies are 

hidden in “un-imaginable” places, excluding them from the imagined realities of others. 

Bringing these bodies forth, as McKittrick points out, gauges and challenges the 

boundaries of the geographies of race. The artwork tests our definitions and images of 

“citizens” as well as the mental mapping and “zoning” of the city and its inhabitants.  

Moreover, this artwork embodies the sedimentous nature of San Juan by using the 

“pasquín” (wall post) as its primary element.  “La hora del té” uses old phone book 

pages, names (the balustrade), and advisements (the walls) alike, to cover the surfaces of 

the house. Cruz defined this as “pasquinamiento” (the wall post-ing) of the surfaces. San 

Juan’s surfaces are often covered by advertisements, political propaganda, messages, and 

text. Cruz and I agreed that her technique of paquinamiento is fighting fire with fire: 

covering the city with meaningful text. I hold that her choice of using phone book pages 

is almost perfect (from a poetic standpoint) since it utilizes the pages of an obsolete text, 

containing the unsurmountable number of names of people, regardless of race, gender, 

                                                 
184 “Nobody can imagine me here. I am hidden. The messages will not reach me here.” 
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nationality or barrio, to cover the city. Cruz’s artwork almost attempts a proxy 

appropriation of space by writing down and presenting the names of its people.  

ISLANDS OF SEDIMENT 

As I have stated, SEL has been making its reappearance, for 5 years now, being 

outsourcing to neighboring Culebra Island and growing bigger and bigger, increasing its 

quality. Artists sometimes reuse the artwork created in past years or honor its beauty by 

leaving it intact. They have become iconic, creating an artistic pilgrimage to Gandul even 

in “off-season”. Some artwork has vanished because of the weather, time, or the newly 

painted graffiti. This best exemplifies the nature of graffiti and its mission to paint, write, 

and cover with images and words that will spring up without a notice, and leave without a 

trace. San Juan, as a city, behaves in a similar way. In the wake of migration, “boom and 

bust” businesses prevalent in the failing economy and the frivolousness of planning 

agencies, San Juan’s topography, the façade of its buildings, changes continually, erasing 

old layers or adding new ones. In lampposts, political, and promotional fliers layer up 

like strata hiding away the words of days past. Businesses reclaim the vestiges of old 

structures and homes. I argue that San Juan holds a sedimentary nature, changing 

constantly, adding and erasing layers, covering the free space in a frenetic move to do 

away with vacuum.  

 On November 16th, 2014, while in Austin, TX, I learned that the house of Doña 

Laura was demolished. Following Damaris Torres on Instagram, I saw her photo of the 

torn down house. The roof and the nave had been knocked down, leaving only the two 

columns by the balcony and the flowers at the plinth. I quickly emailed Damaris, asking 

why it had been torn down. She confessed that she learned about this when first 

contacting the owners for permission to paint. Nevertheless, she went ahead with her 
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plans, putting a tremendous amount of work and dedication into her art. Yet, she sounded 

resolved and reconciled with the disappearance of her work.  

 

Illustration 32: Mural in Río Piedras 
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In the illustration above, we can see the collection of sediments over the surface 

of San Juan. I took the first photo when I arrived to Río Piedras in July 2014 and, two 

weeks later, I noticed how somebody had painted over the tags and the figure of the man. 

In the following month that I was living in Río Piedras, I noticed how graffiti and other 

signs, changed in a matter of weeks and sometimes days. Now, whenever I come back to 

Río Piedras, I have to almost re-acquaint myself with the different spaces since 

businesses close down, buildings are demolished, and new places are constructed. In my 

unpublished paper “Aquí mandan los que están: Contested Spaces in the Avenida 

Universidad in Río Piedras, Puerto Rico” I explain how the Avenida Universidad in Río 

Piedras changed dramatically in the year that I have been away in 2013-14. At one point, 

the paper became outdated, since the places I talked about did not exist anymore. This is 

happening to me again, as I write this thesis and the subject of my study ceases to exist. 

The velocity at which San Juan and its neighborhoods change, due to the city’s 

consumerist nature and fluctuating economy, is an important factor in the understanding 

of the sanjuanerxs’s knowledge of the city, in a geographical and imaginative sense, and 

his or her sense of belonging to it.  

There is a necessity for a more nuanced, efficient way to write about such a fast 

changing city, a writing that can keep changing as fast as the places and spaces it 

describes. Accordingly, Eduardo Lalo’s San Juan in Simone is sedimentary, built by the 

layers of texts, imprints, and marks. Lalo describes how time and people have left 

footprints and marks, adding information to the body/text that is San Juan. Their imprints 

are the ones that, through personal memory, help distinguish the different spaces of the 

city, and this regardless of the denominations implemented by the official cartography.  

He pensado a propósito de ciertas calles y aceras que si las suelas de mis zapatos 

tuvieran pintura quizá para esta época mis pisadas habrían cubierto por 
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completo su superficie… Así, con mis zapatos brochas, con estos zapatos-marcas 

expreso la ciudad autobiográfica, la ciudad cuyo cuerpo mi cuerpo ha cubierto. 

(76) 185 

In this fragment, we can attest to Lalo’s writer-walker (escribidor) literary style and his 

perspective of the city as body unto which we write and leave imprints as we watch it age 

with our own bodies. Similar to Lefebvre’s ideas in Rhythmanalysis, Lalo uses the body 

to perceive and apprehend the body-city. Likewise, the city, the person and his/her 

walking are sown together through text and writing, similar to de Certeau’s theory on 

walking and writing, when Lalo refers to his notebook as a time capsule (bitacora) that 

records his movements (20). This approach to writing, walking, and theorizing the city is 

richly organic, in the sense that it holds the city as a changing, biological body, showing 

the impacts of time and its encounters with other bodies. More importantly, Lalo 

highlights how our own memories and imprints upon the city make the space 

distinguishable, memorable and available for appropriation. 

The knowing of the city and the appropriation of its spaces is a crucial step in the 

memorization of the city and its people. “Era difícil, por tanto, recordar a alguien 

cuando apenas se recordaba el lugar del hipotético encuentro186” (66). Lalo’s San Juan 

is a place of constant oblivion triggered by the city’s metabolism and lacks of any 

distinctive features, and monuments that may set it apart from the million other cities in 

the world. It remains as a city, as grey and repetitive as any other modern, fragmented 

city: “En algún sitio de la ciudad…existe una repostería que se llama ‘El Pan Nuestro de 

Cada Día’… ¿Es por Barrio Obrero, Villa Palmeras o en una calle hacia la avenida 

                                                 
185 “I have thought about certain streets and sidewalks that, if the soles of my shoes had paint on them, 

maybe, by now, my footprints would have covered the whole surface….Thus so, with my paintbrush shoes, 

with these shoe-markers I reveal the autobiographical city, the city whose body I have covered with my 

body” 
186 “It was difficult, then, to remember somebody when you could barely remember the place of the 

hypothetical encounter”.  
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Fernández Juncos? No sé y este recuerdo incompleto es también San Juan” 187 (27). San 

Juan’s lack of monumentality and cosmopolitanism deprive it from becoming a 

“rememberable” city. San Juan does not possess a grid layout that would facilitate easy 

navigation and a sense of direction, or boulevards that would enable communication 

between neighborhoods. Contrary to Havana, San Juan lacks places around which the city 

is organized, like the Malecón, 23rd street or the Paseo del Prado. Instead, San Juan 

remains as a fortress city until the turn of the 20th century when it was developed as a 

linear city, mixing American and Spanish models and sprawling with its new suburbs. As 

we have seen, this created enclaves and isles that impede communication between 

barrios and fragment the mental map of citizens.  

More importantly, the “pan nuestro de cada día”, easily read as “everyday life”, 

is threatened, almost lost in this un-memorability.  Taken out of the Christian prayer “Our 

Father”, the saying “el pan nuestro de cada día”, is understood as the daily tasks and 

troubles of a person. Lalo often points the distance between the city and its citizen:  

Me dolía que en las calles de la ciudad en las que había pasado la mayor parte 

de mi vida no pasara nada. Era como cualquier otro lugar del mundo, la gente 

nacía, crecía, sufría, se enamoraba, sobrevivía, moría, toda la comedia y toda la 

tragedia, pero a la vez y a la larga, aquí nunca pasaba nada. (34)188  

San Juan is a copy of a copy, like the Roman “castra” fortress, repeated by the Spanish 

Empire. Sanjuaneroxs, according to Lalo, move about the city without a particular 

                                                 
187 “Somewhere in this city…there is a pastry shop called “El Pan Nuestro de Cada Día”…Is it in Barrio 

Obrero, Villa Palmeras or in a street near the Fernández Juncos Avenue? I don’t know and this incomplete 

memory is also San Juan” 
188 “It hurts me that nothing ever happens on these streets where I have spent most of my life. It is just like 

any other place in the world, people were born, grew, suffered, loved, survived, died, the whole comedy 

and the tragedy, but at the same time, nothing ever happened.” 
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knowledge or attachment to the city189. Sometimes even, people live and die without 

leaving a mark or a proof of existence on the city’s surface190. We have seen, however, 

how communities like Calle Loíza, Río Piedras Centro, and Martín Peña, do possess a 

particular attachment to their urban surrounding and honor their heritage. Often, these 

communities have organized tours for residentes and visitantes alike in order to help 

them expand their respective knowledge of the history and places of the city.  

Graffiti, art, and urban text works in much the same way, filling the void with 

signs and messages of life, and appropriating public and/or private space. The messages 

sent between Li and the protagonist of Simone work to fill that void while flirtatiously 

challenging the urban knowledge of one another.  

Considero además, que estos mensajes que parecen llegar con la luz o el viento, 

seguramente solo podrían ocurrir aquí, que son una forma que adquiere la vida 

en San Juan…Por alguna razón hemos optado por hablar sin mirarnos, sin saber 

a ciencia cierta quiénes somos, sin verdadero contacto. (40) 191 

In sedimentous city of San Juan and its “lonely highways” and “empty gas stations” (4), 

Li and the protagonist have decided to communicate through written urban texts. Because 

San Juan prevents the meeting of people, in the park, in the sidewalk, in the coffee shop, 

these messages are the viable option for communicating with another person. The many 

artworks of SEL and Los muros hablan as well as graffiti, and writing on the walls of San 

Juan are conversations between the different people of San Juan. The urban text is, 

                                                 
189 While attending the “Multiple Islands” public reading and screening hosted by the University of Texas, 

Austin, this past November, 2013 for the, Eduardo Lalo  described a graffiti that conceptualized this 

effacing repetition. I managed to track down and find the text in Río Piedras, San Juan.  
190 “Se me ha ido la vida en esta Colonial Economy, repitiendo el gesto del café como si con ellos pudiera 

poner un dique a una historia que me rebasa y determina ¿Qué queda de los hombres y mujeres del país, 

sino el paso del café y de la leche por alguno de los tubos de acero, por alguna de las manijas de plástico 

por las que se vierten los cafés de los siglos de esta isla?” (60). 
191 “I also consider that these messages, delivered by light or wind, could only happen here, since they is 

the way in which life takes form in San Juan…For some reason, we have opted to talk without looking, 

without knowing exactly who we are, without any real contact”. 

http://lavigia.wix.com/elmuelle#!Mal, mal, mal/zoom/c14o2/image_7ky
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therefore, an incorporeal conversation: the two bodies don’t have to be in the same place 

for this exchange192. 

Damaris Cruz’s “La hora del té” is clearly a conversation of the socio-spatial 

circumstances of Puerto Rico and San Juan I discuss here. Damaris walked the streets of 

Gandul, observing the different casitas while becoming acquainted with the various 

spaces of the community. Neighbors and leaders encouraged her to paint and work on the 

house, on the off-chance that it might prevent the house from being later torn down. She 

decided then to intervene only in the front part of the house, leaving the rest of it 

uncovered so to appreciate its innate beauty. Through her masterpiece, Torres set out to 

honor Doña Laura’s memory by reinscribing the traces of her existence and being into the 

most intimate and memory-filled place, la casita (Coll Martínez). The phone book pages, 

glued to the banister of the balcony, are the remnants of the many names forgotten but re-

rewritten through this art.  The work of art itself, being out in the open, without barriers 

or restrictions, allows pedestrians to stop and admire the work, striking conversations 

about the meaning of the artwork and the identity of the women sipping on tea.  

As I have explained, “La hora del té” responds, subconsciously and consciously, 

to the urban dynamics and the gender, race and class politics of Puerto Rico. It is a 

yearning to return to the casita, to inhabit the balcón and to take up the community life 

Santurce, and Puerto Rico, has lost. More so, it efficiently makes use of its physical 

surroundings and urban context to push this message even further. The women, calmly 

sipping tea, defy the secured balconies of Miramar, the gender roles established through 

the symbol of the household, and the empty streets of San Juan. Ready to talk, to stroll, to 

chat, the bodies seem closer to the street than to the house. Their proximity beckons the 

                                                 
192 Lalo expands on these ideas of urban text, memory and walking on his essay El deseo del lápiz and text 

Los pies de San Juan.  
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pedestrian to stop and gaze at such defying, refreshing statement. Lastly, this artwork 

acknowledges the transient nature of San Juan through its form as a palimpsest, a graffiti 

that can be destroyed, overwritten, or enhanced. Cruz’s knowledge of the house’s future 

destruction and her willingness to continue, are proof of her intentions of producing a text 

as sedimented as San Juan itself. She paints for her and for me, for the Gandul residents, 

pedestrians and fellow artists. “La hora del café” stands as a memory of the moment and 

the space that created that instant, forever being recreated through decryptions and 

memories of what stood there and what came before. En la muralla movediza de San 

Juan escribimxs.  
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  Conclusion: Las dos alas 

Una tarde me fui 

A una extraña nación 

Pues lo quiso el destino 

Pero mi corazón 

Se quedó frente al mar 

“En mi viejo San Juan” – Noél Estrada 

While walking past the USINT in Havana’s Malecón, I stopped to talk with a 

police guard at his booth. When I told him I was Puerto Rican, he recited Lola Rodríguez 

de Tió’s verses and said: “Tu y yo somos hermanos” (You and I are brothers). He 

pronounced those words with a joy, but with a solemn, earnest undertone that startled me. 

It startled because, as I observed this man, I noticed the unsurmountable differences 

between us: the color of our skin, our age, our clothing, and our lives.  “Are we 

brothers?” I asked myself. Havana and San Juan are today dramatically  different due to 

their contrasting socio-economic and political status, and their historical disparities and 

cultural variations. The distinctions between Havana and San Juan have been examined 

in this thesis through our analysis of their distinct ways of appropriating and using urban 

space. Nevertheless, as I continued my walk on the Malecón I kept looking at the sea and 

the shore, thinking of how it reminded me of home. Havana and San Juan still maintain 

some similarities and shared characteristics, primarily, their status as a “port city”. As 

such, both cities maintain a particular relationship with the sea: shaper of its politics, 

accustomed to the mixing of people and cultures, and reliant on its possibilities of travel 

and escape.  

THE TWO WINGS 

 Miramar, PR and El Vedado, Cuba are both spaces commonly associated with 

high culture, respectability and the up keeping of a línea cultural. These two 
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neighborhoods, amongst the first extramuros communities, were founded on the 

principles of high culture in order to house the colonial bourgeoisie. They are also 

equipped with spaces and resources for cultural production, ones that would aid in the 

national building processes from the founding of the Cuban Republic in 1902 onwards 

and during the latter half of the 20th century after the establishment of the Puerto Rican 

commonwealth in 1952 in the case of San Juan. Today, they retain that status in spite of 

the establishment of more affluent neighborhoods like Torrimar and Sabanera in Puerto 

Rico, as well as Miramar and Playa in Cuba. Their residents still honor the history of the 

barrio by upholding the proper manners of behavior and respectability. These codes of 

behavior are imposed unto its public spaces, beckoning visitantes to behave accordingly.  

Likewise, I observed a similarity between La Rampa and certain parts of 

Santurce. Condado and Ocean Park, on the north shore of Santurce, resembles La Rampa 

in architecture due to the high-rising condominiums and hotels. Both areas seek to lure in 

foreign tourists with restaurants, bars and cultural centers that supposedly epitomize the 

authentic Cuban or Puerto Rican experience and way of being. On the other hand, La 

Rampa possess queer spaces of intersection and interaction like the Paradas 23, 18 and 

Calle Loíza. These particular spaces are sites of subcultures that host the likes of 

homosexuals, transgender people, artists and dissidents. They are neatly hidden under the 

neon lights of hotels and in the residual, abandoned streets.   

Finally, Centro Habana, Santurce and Río Piedras, in their shared experience of 

economic and cultural popularity followed by abandonment, exhibit the punitive 

technologies of each society. In Centro Habana, people are forced to live in deplorable 

conditions of squalor, overcrowding and poverty. The solar, a pivotal space within 

Centro Habana, is a societal stain, marking the subject as cultureless, black, violent and 

poor. The caseríos -only briefly discussed- such as Llorens Torres in Santurce, works in 
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parallel ways, stigmatizing its residents under similar categories. The most impoverished 

communities of Río Piedras, like Capetillo, suffer a comparable fate to solares and 

caseríos since the stunted social mobility prevents their residents from escaping or 

improving their conditions. These marginalized communities are flattened out by the 

mestizo discourse and branded by the State as “bad citizens” practicing conducta 

impropia.  

Punitive processes and technologies in solares and caseríos vary in particular 

ways. I have described in this thesis how the revolutionary government executed raids 

and ordered persecutions against homosexuals, prostitutes and dissidents primarily in 

Centro Habana. The hombre nuevo/mujer nueva discourse ensured a somatic and 

behavioral norm while keeping conversation on race under a tight seal. The Puerto Rican 

ELA government first sought to reallocate and contain the disenfranchised while 

providing the illusion they could climb the social ladder through the job market. When 

this failed and caseríos became spaces of violence and crime, the ELA ordered police 

raids to control the population and eliminate threats. The gate and the wall was used to a 

greater extent in Puerto Rico to lock in caseríos and lock out undesirables from affluent 

communities. This established a carcelar ambiance and lifestyle within the caseríos that 

constantly reminded the residents they would never escape the gatekeeper.  

The most noticeable difference between Havana and San Juan is the use of private 

and public space. Because of Havana’s socioeconomic situation, habanerxs have had to 

economize on private and public space. Private space, especially in Centro Habana is 

densified immensely by migration, housing shortage, and cost of living. Habanerxs have 

no option but to create space where there are neither barbacoas nor other forms of 

informal housing. Likewise, they have to find ways to resolver, to construct and renovate, 

often resorting to deals with informal workers and vendors. However, la vida de barrio 
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has been kept thanks to the constant communication between neighbors. Given that 

private space is so densified, public space is the primary option of escape. The lack of 

parks, open spaces and spaces of leisure limits the options for habaneros.  Therefore, the 

Malecón has been the default option for Cubans looking to retire into solitude within the 

open space.  

San Juan’s development and gate system have aided in the fragmentation of the 

city and the decay of the urban fabric. As marginal communities are expropriated and 

erased, condominiums seal off residents away from the city. Such residents do not 

necessarily have access to all spaces, as shown by the dynamics of the UPR-RP. 

Meanwhile, parks, abandoned buildings, ruins and solitary places are avoided. 

Additionally, Parks and public spaces are left abandoned and seldom used Crime and the 

car have compelled the sanjanuerx to lock him/herself inside the house. Having no place 

to call home or constantly being out on the street equates to having no space, no 

designated location. San Juan’s sentido de civilidad, sense of civility, has been 

diminished by this fragmentation.As the city of San Juan continues to sprawl, its 

residents lock themselves in. To confront this crisis, marginal communities have sought 

to restore the urban fabric with something similar to the vida de barrio present in Cuban 

society.  

 This raises into questions the various definitions of intimacy in San Juan and 

Havana. Puerto Ricans have highly valued and protected space thanks to the arrangement 

of society according to the intramuros/extramuros binary. The intimate, private space of 

the house is a sign of economic prosperity and familiar stability. On the other hand, 

habanerxs have been forced to spend most of their time outside due to the densification 

of the domestic space. Although there are some places, like El Vedado, where houses are 

bigger and more lucrative, most habanerxs have developed the ability to navigate the 
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densified public space and negotiate personal space there. Therefore, intimacy is much 

more widely practiced and accepted in public spaces of Havana, especially in the 

Malecón, than in San Juan.  Puerto Rican society still holds a firm grip in the definition 

and enforcement of “respectability” and proper behavior in the public sphere, forcing 

intimacy to be practiced in the private space more frequently.  

Walking and urban writing or text has been the primary “tactic” by the 

disenfranchised for re-appropriating public space and re-mending the urban fabric. “El 

respeto me lo gano caminando” said 4K193. Community tours, SEL, Los muros hablan¸ 

Jueves de Río Piedras and other initiatives such as Bici Jangueo194 have tried to 

encourage people to leave the car in the driveway and explore the city from another 

perspective. Lalo and his literature have started discussions on how to take back the city 

by walking it and learning its many spaces. Urban art and graffiti has transferred culture 

and art from the private space to the public space. As described before, many of San 

Juan’s communities have acted to preserve and honor their history, reestablishing inner-

community relationships and challenge access to spaces, especially the lack there of.  

Habanerxs, however, do not yet have the technologies or possibilities to organize 

and carry out these processes of self-development and agency. Everyday habanerxs have 

to depend on non-verbal forms of communication to stake their claim. People like Alana 

have designed caras (faces) with which to navigate Havana while avoiding confrontation. 

For many, the guapería is a way to “own the city” and to ward off danger. Additionally, 

guapería is a performative tool that helps the person to resolver and survive in such a 

crowded, competitive space. Other groups have used the state to improve the situation of 

their community. The Taller de Transformación Integral de Cayo Hueso, along with 

                                                 
193 “I will gain respect by walking” 
194 This is a recent movement where people meet up to hang out in public spaces and bars riding bicycles.  
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Modesta, have worked hard to improve the living conditions of many in said 

neighborhood. More importantly, they have provided the resident with much needed 

space for self-development and peace of mind.  

LAS MIRADAS Y LAS MURALLAS 

While in San Juan and Havana, I often heard and witnessed these sort of 

comparisons between the two islands and their cities. While most were similar to my 

encounter with the Cuban police officer, basing themselves in the common history and 

the shared culture, some others were comparisons made by immigrants: Cubans or 

Dominicans living in San Juan, and Puerto Ricans in Havana. These comparisons 

superseded Cuba and Puerto Rico and brought in descriptions of spaces in Santo 

Domingo, Manhattan and Miami. Without me asking, these participants tied together 

different islands and cities, mapping out their individual stories, trajectories and spaces. 

The ulterior goal of this thesis is to explain how Caribbean populations, in their 

continuous migratory movements and extended networks, cognitively create an 

archipelagic meta-city composed of spaces and times of other cities, regardless of 

geographic boundaries. These cities, like the Caribbean, challenge the politics and 

borders of nation-states and make a space out of places of crossing and transit. The sea is 

paramount in this mental arrangement by shortening distances and time, and by providing 

a space for imagination.  Although I cannot give concrete evidence and expand on the 

existence of this archipelagic city-system195, I will offer a glimpse of the most 

fundamental ideas on which I base my construction of this meta-city.  

The walls and limits of San Juan and Havana have become exceedingly 

permeable in this age of globalization and technological advancements. This thesis has 

                                                 
195 I intend to pursue this project for my doctoral research: exploring how diaspora populations 

conceptualize and map.  
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explored how, since the beginning of the 20th century, ferries connected Miami and 

Havana, allowing individuals to spend the weekend abroad. US interests and capital have 

had a great hand in the development and architecture of the Cuban and Puerto Rican 

capital, making them parallel to their main counterparts: Miami and New York, 

respectively. Since the 1930s, airplanes196, ships, yolas and rafts have transported Puerto 

Ricans and Cubans from the island to the mainland and even faraway islands like 

Hawaii197. Remittances and electronic money transfers, and consignments have become 

popular, even necessary, amongst middle and lower class people in both islands. Cubans 

often explained that you could guess if somebody had a relative in Yuma (USA) because 

of how they dressed and ate, and how their house looked. “Brincar el charco” (Jumping 

over the puddle), a Puerto Rican saying meaning “to travel to the US”, conceptualizes 

this proximity between the islands and the continent at a conceptual level. The speed and 

frequency of travel has shortened distances and blurred out national and international 

lines.  

The constant exchange of people, cultures and capital throughout the US and the 

Caribbean has been well documented in academia. However, I want to focus on 

Salgado’s “CubanRícan: Efectos de la capilaridad colonial” to evidence the 

conceptualization of the Caribbean as a circulatory, cardiovascular system. In this article, 

Salgado argues that the vestiges of the Spanish Empire and the informal empire of the US 

have constructed a “flujo circulatorio[s] geoimperial[es]”(Salgado) of people, culture and 

capital in the Antilles. Salgado alludes to the recurrent imagery of corporality and 

vascularity in Lola Rodríguez de Tio’s poetry, especially in her poem “A Cuba” 

                                                 
196 La guagua aérea (1993) based on the book of the same name written by Luis Rafael Sánchez depicted 

Puerto Rican migration to New York in the latter half of the 20th century.  
197 Almost 2,000 Puerto Ricans migrated to Hawaii in the beginning of the 20th century to work on sugar 

plantations.  
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(containing the verses: “Cuba y Puerto Rico son, de un pájaro las dos alas”). In this 

poem, the constant allusions to the sea, the heart and blood, and the fluidity of these 

substances refer, according to Salgado, to this cardiovascular or stream-system  

arrangement between these two Caribbean islands.  

Yo diría que la peculiar capilaridad que se da entre Cuba y Puerto Rico tanto en 

el siglo diecinueve como en el veinte es un caso de circulación colateral o de 

anastomosis en el que quedan parcialmente refrenados los flujos hegemónicos 

para dar campo a lo que podríamos el efecto o fenómeno cubaRícan.198 

Geoimperial powers, like that of the US, have determined the velocity and 

consistency of flows and rhythms (Lefebvre) between Cuba and Puerto Rico. As we have 

seen in this thesis and learned through history, the imposition of an embargo has worked 

as a tourniquet between these two limbs (dos alas), cutting off a part of the body to 

prevent the spreading of poison throughout the whole system. However, I want to point 

out how this constriction has altered the way in which the two parts, in this case, Cuba 

and Puerto Rico, perceive one another. While Cuba might have seen Puerto Rico as lost 

to the capitalist monster, Puerto Rico deemed the other as an infarction, a dead, infectious 

limb. Until the tourniquet is released and a proper flow is reestablished, both parts will 

view each other as an antithesis, especially in the current political context. 

The approaching revascularization of US-Cuba relations proves that this 

circulatory conceptualization holds true and demands a reassessment of the diagnosis of 

each country vis-à-vis the other. With the changes in politics, there is a possibility of 

reducing the distance between Havana and San Juan. What type of exchanges will be 

established and re-convened as the last “Iron Curtain”—the one between the U.S. and 

                                                 
198 “I would say that the particular capillarity formed between Cuba and Puerto Rico, in the 19 th and 20th 

century, is an example of collateral circulation or anastomosis where hegemonic flows are partiality 

restricted, giving way to what we could call the cubaRícan phenomenon”.  
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Cuba and thus between Cuba and Puerto Rico-- begins to fall? I will be interested in 

listening to the descriptions of Puerto Ricans and Cubans about their travels to each 

island in these new circumstances. More so, I am keen to listen to the re-construction of 

the spaces of Havana and San Juan, seeking to compare them to my own perceptions. 

Will they continue to view the other as the infarction and the lost, forsaken wing199? 

The archipelagic city is built and mapped by this capillary system and thus shows 

how its different places and times are determined by the tides and flows of the current. 

The Caribbean, as shown, is a place of crossing streams or routes of circulation: vessels 

move its citizens constantly according to the pulses of external and internal organs. Wide 

networks are cast in the midst of these movements; in the here (aquí) and there (there), 

some are left behind and some others leave. I have family in New York, Miami, 

Lancaster, Puerto Rico and Cuba. As I move between these spaces, I map out my 

trajectory, keeping a bitácora (logbook) of homes, safe havens, and cherished spaces. As 

I move, I must keep track of the time and space (what happens where to whom) of the 

others within my network: my friends and family in Havana, my family in Arecibo, PR, 

and family and friends in the USA. Likewise, my body must remember, match and/or 

learn the local rhythms as I move between cities and spaces. For example, my mental 

map and corporeal awareness of my trajectory and movement is an Austin-Arecibo-

Havana archipelago map, containing the times, spaces and actors, and imaginary islands 

that constitute my own network.  The Cubans, Dominicans and Puerto Ricans that I met 

during my field research kept a similar mental map, especially when they were also 

dependent on the help and support of others abroad. When these peoples compared home 

cities or described people and spaces abroad, I saw how another city was being created 

                                                 
199 In the song “Son de Cuba y Puerto Rico”, Pablo Milanés refered to Puerto Rico as the “broken wing”: 

“Puerto Rico ala que cayó al mar / que no pudo volar / yo te invito a mi pueblo / y buscamos juntos el 

mismo cielo.” 
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through these descriptions. The archipelagic city is formed by these crossings, like an 

angiogram of a trans-oceanic body, and contains parts and scraps of other cities across 

the sea.   

Historically, the Caribbean has been a place propitious for the experience and the 

imagining of this meta-city but the demarcation of nation-states has complicated this 

tradition. Since time immemorial, indigenous people have been moving through the 

region of the Caribbean because of trade and displacement. During the colonial age, this 

movement continued with the settlement of Europeans and the bringing of African slaves, 

establishing transoceanic exchange routes of goods, bodies and cultures. However, the 

archipelagic city is subject to the modern politics of nation-states. As shown in this thesis, 

Cuba-Puerto Rico relations and the migrations have been determined by the US and 

international politics. This obscures certain corners of the mental map and prevents the 

actualization and creation of sibling cartographies and thus of certain remedios 

(remedies) that could be shared. Walls, boundaries and frontiers hinder this age-old 

migratory movement and arrangement of imaginary islands. The further exploration of 

the notion of an archipelagic city might be useful for rethinking the Caribbean as a place 

of perpetual crossingin search of newer forms of governance and trans-oceanic 

cooperation instead of a region of delineated nation-states.  

The sea has been the substance and translocation of this city. Coastal people have 

always looked to the sea and its horizon to imagine a land, a city and a place of 

destination. The objective is finding fulfillment through a journey, a discovery, a new 

beginning (or end), or even a perpetual voyage. In contrast with land, because of its 

formlessness, substantially, and unfathomability, the sea can be more easily manipulated 

by the human imagination. From the shore and the nautical chart, the sea can be 
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shortened and reduced to a “charco” (puddle) or expanded into a world of its own. The 

archipelagic city needs such an amorphous and fluid substance to connect distant places. 

 In the process of crossing over, travelers live and die by the sea, making space for 

former land dwellers out of a transient non-space. At a macro-level, the Caribbean is 

regarded as a boundary or a frontier, an intersected line separating two continents. 

However, the Caribbean and its islands are really a passage route: a place of living, 

crossing, and dying between two bodies of water. Anecdotes, stories, and tales replace 

the landmark, the monument, and the tombstone. These lives are played out from 

crossing to crossing, from voyage to voyage. Africans slaves, as a form of resistance and 

escape, threw themselves overboard in the Middle Passage. As they jumped, they prayed 

to Yemayá, the Yoruba goddess of the sea, hoping that their bodies would cross Aye (the 

physical world) into Orún (the spiritual world) and return back home. Like them, we cast 

our bodies-vessels into the sea, hoping that, in the lontananza (distance) or profundidad 

(depth), we will reach escape or a safe port.  
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